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Acronyms and Symbols

A Ampere
A/D Analog to Digital
AE  Gain Error
AVS(±) Open loop voltage gain (single-ended,

0 to +, 0 to -)
BPO Bipolar offset
BPOE Bipolar offset error

BW Bandwidth
CM Common mode

CMR Common mode rejection
CPW Clock pulse width
CS Channel Separation
Dg(n) A/D converter transition voltage - nth transition

Digital to Analog
dB Decibel
DESC Defense Electronics Supply Center
DUE Device Under Test
E(n) A/D converter transition voltage bit error

in LSB, with transition
E(n) Static A/D converter transition voltage less

transient error contribution in LSBs
1o(n) Amplified difference voltage. Difference between

reference D/A converter and the DUE output
nth transition

FRR Feedthrough Rejection Ratio
FSV Full Scale Voltage
FSVR Full Scale voltage Range
G Voltage gain

.... GE Voltage gain error
GE General Electric Company
GEOS General Electric Company, Ordnance Systems
GND Ground

Iadj Adjustment pin current
+Icc Positive supply current
ICH(+) Hold capacitor charging current (+ input)
ICH(-) Hold capacitor charging current (- input)
Icont Control pin current
ICs Integrated Circuits
IHL(+) Leakage current into hold with + charge
IHL(.) Leakage current into hold with - charge
+lIb Input bias current, non-inverting input
-IIB Input bias current, inverting input
'IH High level input current
II, Low level input current
I10 Input offset current

4 Ii0/ A T Input offset current/temperature coefficient

Z . - - .. . . . . . . . . . . '" ' . . .. ... . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . d l l bi i l . . . . .. ... ... .. . . . .. .



ILOG  Logic power supply current
TOS(+) Output short circuit current (for positive output)
IOS(.) Output short circuit current (for negative output)

Quiescent current

IREF Reference voltage supply current

IS Temperature stabilizer supply current
ISI Initial temperature stabilizer supply current
JAN Joint Army Navy
JC-41 JEDEC Committee on Linear Integrated Circuits
JEDEC Joint Electron Devices Engineering Council
ln Natural logarithm
LSB Least significant bit of D/A or A/D converter
LSI Large Scale Integration
LTPD Lot Tolerance percent Defective
mA Milliampere
MCE (n) Major carry error where n - I is major transition

with all bits changing
MCE (n) Major carry error less transient error contribution

where n - 1 is major transition with all bits
changing

WCAG Military Parts Control Advisory Group
mV Millivolt
Ni(BB) Broadband noise
No  Output noise voltage
Ni(FC) Popcorn noise
OS (GE) Ordnance Systems
PR Quiescent power dissipation
P Peak
PPM Parts per million
4PSRR Power Supply Rejection Ratio, positive supply
PSS Power Supply Sensitivity
QPL Qualified Product List
RADC Rome Air Development Center
RF Amplifier feedback resistor
RH Amplifier input scanning resistor

Sample and Hold Circuit
S/N Serial Number
SR(+) Slew rate (max AVo/ At), positive

TA Ambient temperature
tac Acquisition time (S/H)
tap Aperture time (S/H)
TR(tr) Transient response, rise time
TR(OS) Transient response, overshoot
to Settling time of step response to specified accuiacy
tSLH Settling time, low-to-high
tSHL  Settling time, high-to-low
TIL Transistor - transistor logic

L Transistor - transistor logic
VADCIN A/D converter input voltage
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Vadj Adjustment pin voltage
VBE Base-to-emitter voltage
Vcc Supply voltage
Vcont Control pin voltage
VF Forced voltage
VHS "Hold" step voltage
VIH Logic "1" input voltage
VII, Logic "0" input voltage
VIN Input voltage
V10  Input offset voltage
VIO AW(+) Adjustment for input offset voltage
VO1 Output Voltage, high level' "
VOI(n) D/A output voltage on straight line between

zero aiarFS--ir address n
VOL Output Voltage, low level
VOM(n) D/A output voltage measured for address n
VOp Output voltage swing (peak)
Your Voltage output
vOU (RECOv) Regulator output recovery voltage after output

short to ground
VR Reference Voltage
VRDAC(n) Reference D/A converter output for address n
VR LINE Line regulation
VR LOAD Load regulation
VROS  Reference D/A output offset voltage
VFITH Thermal voltage regulation
+VS  Positive supply voltage
VSTAN r  Voltage start-up
Zi Input Impedance
.o Output Impedance
T Data mean of X

C .DereWs. cetigrade
u Micro
uF Microfarad
uV Microvolt
us Microsecond
A Delta
CJ Sigma

+ NL Summation of maximum positive bit weight errors
- NL Summation of maximum negative bit weight errors

AVI O/ AT Input offset voltage temperature coefficient
a VIN/ A VOU T  Ripple rejection
A VOUT/A VIN Line transient response
A Voj/ A IL Load transient response
AVR/ AT Reference voltage temperature coefficient
0 Thermal resistance
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Object ives

1'11 major object ivc oi this work tl'ort is to liaiit cri.tv . t I ill
linear microcircuit duvice-s for inclusion in >1l.- -S.'lO I" ,crji "i A 0,
ficat ion for Microc i rcui t s") s lash shecets.

Generall y , "charact rizat ion" o a dv ice L vp' incTI 1 .1. .. r.A 1 ,t.d

tasks :

* determinat ion ol test paramct is and limits
* deve lopment of te St p rocedures , c otpat i hi e wi Lt t oniat i c tI4t tL
* verification of limits and test circuits via sample devi(.t test inui

evaluation.
o generation of detailed burn-in and life test circuits

o preparation of rough draft slashi shcts

A secondary objective of this effort is to providc. tol low-np support
for maintaining existing linear MIL-M-38510 slash shets to current stal u.,

including support to Rome Air Duvelopm_'nt (cntcr for manufacturer qyalil i-
cation and related activities.,

All of the characLerization effort performed is guided by the fundamen-
tal objectives of the JAN 38510 program - namely quality, reliability, inter-
changeability, and standardization.

Sco e of Aplied Effort

The specific tasks included in this program are the Cha-a(tLr.iat ion
and "spedificlain'of 'the 'followlrg device types/families:

e Adjustable Positive Voltage Regulators, MIL-M-38510/117

* Adjustable Negative Voltage Regulators, MIL-M-38510/118
* Precision BiFEI Op Amps, (LFI55A etc), MIl-m-38510/14

e Multiple BiFET Op Amps (single, dual, quad), MIL-M-38510/119
e 12-bit A/D Converters, MIL-M-38510/120

e 12-bit D/A Converters, MIL-M-38510/121
e Precision Voltage References, MIL-M-38510/124
o Precision Sample/Holds, MIL-M-38510/125

Additional required tasks included were:

" Assess pending changes to existing slash sheets and recommend appro-

priate action.

" Support RADC in the evaluation of manufacturer qualification sub-
mittals.

I-I



" I it r i a, , with tiantitlacttrrs in dvvc I opmtnvt of now specs, or changes
LO cxilt ing sp-csc attend w-41 :omtiLtee and Subcommittee meetings.

* (0.u1. , lash ,sheets not issiued at complt.tion of previous contract.

i)rogram SLat us

rhv f luowine. nw slash sht' ctS wv-re dt.veloped on this program:

Co'merc ial Device Ty

MIL-M-38510/[17, Positive Adjustable Regulators u.k78,, uA78C, LMll7H,
LM117K

MIL-M-38310/I18, Negative Adjustable Regulators uA79MG, uA79G, LM137H,
LM137K

MIL-M-38510/I9, Multiple BiFET Op Amps TL061, -062, -064,
TL071, 072, 074; uA771,

-772, 774; LFl5, -153,
-147

MIL-M-38510/120, 12-Bit A/D Converters MN 5200-5207, MN5210 -

5217
MIL-M-3851O![21, 12-Bit D/A Converters AD562, H1562
M[L-M-38510/124, Precision Voltage References LM129, LM199
MIL-M-38510/125, Sample/Hold LF198

Three device types were added to an existing slash sheet also:

MIL-M-38510/114, BiFET Op Amps LFI55A, LFl56A, LFI57A

Device characterization is essentially complete for the above specifi-
cations with the exception of /120 and /125. The A/D specification has been
issued in preliminary form; test hardware and software have been developed,
and data is expected soon after publication of this report. The Sample/Hold
specification and characterization development is in very early stages; a
Table I has been prepared, along with test circuits and a partial Table III,
awaiting manufacturer comment. All other specifications and characterizations
listed above are complete and include a prepared slash sheet, test adapter
hardware and software, and automatic/manual test data.

In addition to the above characterizations, follow-up tasks to previous
RADC characterizations were also included in the current contract. This
effort included the following:

" Complete characterization of BiFET Op Amps, /114, (non-"A" 155 family),
including testing of 68 devices, generation of data handbook, and
negotiations at jC-41 Op Amp Subcommittee maeting in San Jos6. Two
burn-in circuits were evaluated, also. This is reported in Section
11 of this report.

" Reviewed and assessed proposed changes to parameters and limits for
device type 01, (LM109), on /107, Positive Voltage Regulators. Two
manufacturers requested changes via JC-41 Committee letter ballot;
Gt approved the changes with certain qualifications.

1-2
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9 Reviewed and assessed changes to /115, Negative Voltage Regulators;
completed investigation of start-up problems observed earlier at CL.
This item is reported upon in Section

9 Completed slash sheet for DACO8, /113, 8-bit )/A Converters; Tables
II and IV were added; corrections/comments received from manufact-
urers were incorporated.

9 Errors in /112, Quad Comparators, pointed out by one manufacturer
were checked out and corrected at GE.

* N change to the slew rate test circuit for the 118 Op Amp, /101, was
ana I yz ed,

* A slash sheet written by NASA, MIL-M-38510/122, High Slew Rate and
Wide Band Op Amps, was reviewed and comments were submitted to RADC,

Meetings Attended (GE internal meetings not included)

JC-41 Committee on Linear ICs
Nov. 1, 2, 1978 - Phoenix, AZ
Feb. 27, 28, 1979 - Monterey, CA

June 19, 20, 1979 - Washington, DC

JC-41 Subcommittee Meetings
Feb. 6, 1979 562 D/A Converter Peabody, MA
Feb. 7, 1979 5200 A/D Converter Peabody, I-j
May 1, 1979 5200 A/D Converter Pittsfield, MA
May 29, 1979 5200 A/D Converter Sturbridge, K\
Aug. 14, 1979 CMOS D/A Converters San Jose, CA

Aug. 15, 1979 Sample/Holds; Voltage San Jose, (A
References

RADC/GE Meetings
Sept. 21, 1979 Contract Plans Pittsfield, mA
Feb. 22, 1979 Contract Status Pittsfield, MA

May 2, 1979 Contract Status Pittsfield, nN
May 22, 1979 Contract Status Rome, NY
Aug. 8, 1979 Contract Status Pittsfield, MA

Backg& round

General Electric began this effort in September of 1978, having previously
completed similar characterization and specification contracts in MIL-M-38510

Linears in 1976 and 1977, Philosophies for establishing parameters, limits,
and test circuits for conventional devices like op amps, comparators, and
regulators had been negotiated with RADC, DESC, and the device manufacturers
in meetings of the JC-41 Committee on Linear Integrated Circuits.

1-3
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This current effort extended past efforts to newer devices in similar
generic families, and in addition established new frontiers in the develop-
ment of automatic tests and specifications for 12-bit data converters. One
slash sheet (/120, 12-bit A/D Converters) represents the first hybrid micro-
circuit to be specified in military JAN linearso

Whereas in 1976 and 1977 the JAN Linear Program has been "catching up"
to the state-of-the-art in developing new specs for existing devices, it is
now in some cases leading the development,. Witness the slash sheet on single,
dual, quad BiFET Op Amps, in which devices from three major manufacturers are
just becoming available to users, and 3-terminal adjustable regulators where
the JAN spec is ready soon after the market introduction.

Although hybrid A/D converters have been around for awhile, monolithics
are just reaching that goal, and manufacturers are faced with new challenges
for developing suitable automatic tests for high resolution data converters.
Even more ambitious tasks are being planned for the near future, with analog
LSL (video A/D converters), non-linear companding DACs, and data acquisition
devices in the making.

Development of Slash Sheets

A procedure for developing new slash sheets to MIL-M-38510 has evolved
through negotiations among all concerned parties. Device selection is
influenced by user need, which is determined both by the marketplace and by
organized committees, such as the Military Parts Control Group (MPCAG) at

DESC, the G12 Solid State EIA Device Committee, and the Microelectronics
Project Group of the Electronics Systems Committee of AIA. These recommend-
ations are balanced with manufacturer recommendations obtained via the JC-41
Committee, Devices having high useage, multiple application potential in
military systems, proven performance, and two or more sources are given
priority. Single-source devices are acceptable, especially for hybrid devices,
although multiple sources are preferred. Manufacturers typically recommend
devices for slash sheet action in JC-41 Committees, and then chair a JC-41
Subcommittee for preparation of slash sheet parameters, limits, and test
circuits.

The industry data sheet forms the basis for the military specification.
Typically, such data sheets do not specify all of the necessary parameters
over the military temperature range and over the common-mode voltage range.
The JC-41 subcommittee, or the device originating company, usually prepares
a proposed spec. Ideally, the device manufacturers would like to have these
proposed specs incorporated without further consideration. However, RADC
and General Electric experiences in this current program have shown that all
of the proposed specs have required some rework, and are unsuitable for
issuance "as is",

Data provides another base for determining parameters and limits.
Devices for test are purchased from distributors, are also obtained from
manufacturers via RADC request. In some cases, the industry-donated sample
is tested by a single manufacturer on a volunteer basis. The entire sample

1-4



is tested further on a Tektronix S3263 Automatic [ecst Syste111 at C.i ildn.11,
Systems Electronic Test Center. iata obtained at -55 C, +2 (, and +125,
ambient is statistically analyzed and reproduced in histo,2ram iormat R-, -
ommended limits are compared to the statistical sample, data flaram.t.r
limits which are grossly inconsiste-nt with the data are -,,adilv id.nt it 0..d,

Additions, changes, and alternate, approaches art- di us..d at t ik
committee level Device anomalies are ident ilied in lab bench t.ts, 01t .1
using a curve tracer, Failure modes are also identil i d ,.str c~oion
notes are added to the spccification if it is deemed approp-iate.

Burn-in circuits are usually rec-n-w'nded by tht manulact 'r.r and .v,-
uated by RADC and/or (;IoS on the availabit t .st samplvs. .\n ,bjct iv
to minimize the number o external components whilc st rt-ssinc thL de. il.c

near its limits,

Device schematics are presenty inn:Iludud in M1I.-M-38510 slash sheets
A recent JC-41 Committee recomnendation is to di. lete the. schv.mt ic s and to
replace them with a block diagram which shows the basic ele'mcnts ot th.
device, for devices which are very complex (v g. data converters)

Rough-draft copies of the final slash sheet are prepared at (;toS and
are forwarded to RADC for review, DESC distributes Coi)i,,s (If thi. Spe. tO

manufacturers and usUrs for final commc-nts, Following asscssmvnt of the
comments by all concerned parties, DESC prepares and issues the slash sheet't

Characterization Data

Data obtained during device characterization is usually publish.d in
handbook form separate from this document. Samples of the data sheets,
histograms, and plots, are included in this report, howevr,

1-5
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SECTION II

Bi-FET OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

MIL-M-38510/114

2.1 Background and Introduction

The initial characterization work on Bi-FET Op Amps was described in
technical report RADC-TR-78-275. This report covers the completion of
the characterization studies on the LF155 series devices and also
includes the characterization of the LF155A precision series devices.
The relationship between the generic industry and military device types
is shown below:

Generic Industry MIL-M-38510/114
Type Device Type

LF155 01
LF156 02
LF157 03
LF155A 04
LF156A 05
LF157A 06

As the name implies, "Bi-FET" stands for a mixed technology process in
which bipolar and field effect transistors are combined on the same
monolithic integrated circuit. Standard bipolar processing is used to
make most of the circuit elements except for the top gate and channel
of the J-FETs, which depend on the ion implantation process. Fabri-
cating with matched input J-FErs which gives rise to low offset voltage
and offset voltage drift is the big contribution of the ion implantation
process. Obviously the Bi-FET process enables the best features of
bi-polar and J-FET transistors to be incorporated into the design of
the I.C. op amp.

With J-FET input transistors, the input bias currents are typically
under 100 pA. Also, bandwidth and slew rate are not severely compromised
by low input bias current as in the case with bipolar transistor front
ends having low input bias currents.

A review of linear device applications in military systems as well as a
JC-41 Committee priority list were important factors in characterizing
and developing a slash sheet for this family of devices. There are
seven semiconductor manufacturers making LF155 series Bi-FET op amps.

II-1



2.2 Description of Device Types

A typical schematic circuit of a Bi-FET op amp is shown in Figure 2-1.
Matched J-FET transistors are used for the differential input gain
stage, the input current source loads and the offset adjustment control.
The drain outputs of the input P-channel J-FETs feed a differential
bipolar transistor stage. Signal conversion from differential to single
ended is made at the collector of Q8. Since current sources exist at
both the source and drain terminals of the input J-FETs, some mechanism
must also exist to deal with the excess common mode current which is
sourced from QI, but not sunk by J10 and ll. Common mode feedback
from the differential bipolar stage current source to the source ter-
minals of Jl and J2 solves this problem.

With J-FET input transistors the op amp bias currents + IiB , and - IiB
are much smaller than is possible with bipolar transistors. Since
these currents are leakage currents, they are temperature sensitive
and approximately double for every 100C increase in temperature. Low
noise and good high frequency response are other benefits of the J-FET
front end transistors. The single ended output signal from Q8 and its
J3 current source load is further amplified by the class B output stage.
This output stage is a little unusual in that a J-FET, J5, complements
the other bipolar output transistors. Replacing the standard PNP
output transistor with a J-FET increases the phase margin of the device
and thus enhances the stability of the device for driving high capaci-
tance loads.

Capacitor C2 is the compensation capacitor which establishes the
dominant pole from which the open loop voltage gain is "rolled-off".
This capacitor therefore affects the unity gain bandwidth and slew
rate of the op amp. Another parameter which affects slew rate is the
operating current which is available to drive the compensation capaci-
tor. Both the operating current and the compensation capacitor are
variables which the IC manufacturers can control in order to achieve a
desired speed/power tradeoff. Device types 01, 02 and 03 are-basically
the same device with different values of compensating capacitance and/
or operating current. Consequently, supply current, slew rate and
gain bandwidth product are the parameters which are different between
the three device types as outlined below:
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Device Type
Parameter 01 02 03* Units

Supply Current (max) 4 7 7 mA

Slew Rate (min) 2 7.5 30 V/us

Gain Bandwidth (typ) 5 12 50 MHz

Product I 1 -

*Device type 03 is under compensated and is not guaranteed
to be stable for closed loop gains under 5 v/V.

There are design differences among the various vendor furnished LF155
series op amps. In order to reduce the effect of temperature on input
bias current, one vendor has added a bias current compensation circuit
as shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2. Bi-FET Op Amp With Bias Current Compensation.
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2.3 Device Characterization

Developing the tests for the Bi-FET op amps was done in a manner Simi-
lar to previous quad op amp characterization. A test program and an
adapter card were developed in order to enable testing with GEOS'
Tektronix S-3260 automatic IC test system. While the program and
adapter were being developed several devices were analyzed on a
Tektronix 577 curve tracer. This manual test phase was good for dis-
covering anomalies and possible automatic tester problems.

A schematic diagram of the static test circuit is shown in Figure 2-3.
All relays are in the normal de-energized position. Operation of the
test circuit is straight forward. The device under test (D.U.T) and
the nulling amplifier are cascaded within a closed loop gain of 1000.
This is done so that millivolts of error voltage with respect to the
op amp input are translated into volts D.C. at the nulling amplifier
output to the automatic measurement system. The D.U.T. output can be
commanded to any voltage in its operating range by applying the nega-
tive of the desired voltage to terminal 4. When the non-inverting
input to the nulling amplifier is at zero volts, the loop has stabi-
lized and the correct output can be measured. Tests which require
the D.U.T. to be exercised over the common mode range are mechanized
by swinging the power supplies and commanding the D.U.T. output, while
grounding the D.U.T. inputs through 50 ohms. The basic measurement
performed by the static test circuit is Vio or offset voltage. Most
of the other parameters are derived from this basic measurement. A
schedule of parameters, test conditions and equations is shown in
Table 2-1.

Because Bi-FET bias current can increase by a factor of 1000 in going
from 250C to 125'C, it is necessary to change the input sensing re-
sistors from 5 MjL~ to 100 KftL . Relay K8 is programmed for the high
temperature measurement in order to cause the resistor value to change.

Although slew rate is not a static test, it was tested automat *ically
with the parameters listed in Table 2-1. The test circuit for slew
rate and transient response is shown in Figure 2-4. it is an easy
matter to incorporate this circuit into the Figure 2-3 test circuit,
however, care must be taken in routing the connections to the op amp
inputs. Table 2-2 shows the test conditions and equations for slew
rate and transient response. Because of limitations with the S-326!0
measurement system it was not possible to measure noise and transient
response automatically with the other op amp parameters. Bench set ups
had to be used for these measurements.

Another parameter which had to be tested manually using the circuit in
Figure 2-5 is settling time.

The op amp test adapter is shown in Figure 2-6.
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* - . e. - -m

(SEE NOTE 3)._( -5 C)

560 E ..F I F

49.9 kflNOTE I) "L_

- ISEE NOTE 3) 6K Ka K6 Kbt20

(SEE NOTE ),0k Ko- K.io -5f 0.1 p

49.9 4.99M1l 2 K b IOOkf1 1

49.9f11 4_99M1l 3 6 M38510 6

12kJ R .1 14tF K /' 4 F i

I-NO CONNECTION I 2___050
(SEE NOTE 3)' / -20V

49.9 kfL

1 I%

. TEST CIRCUIT PIN-OUT FOR ALL DEVICES

NOTES:
1. All resistors are "0.1% tolerance and all capacitors are ±10%, tolerance

unless otherwise specified.
2. Precautions shall be taken to prevent damage to the D.U.T. during insertion

into socket and chance of state of relays (i.e. disable voltage supplies,
current limit t Vcc, etc).

3. Compensation capacitors should be added as required for test circuit stability.
Two general methods for stability compensation exist. One method is with a
capacitor for nulling amp feed back. The other method is with a capacitor in
parallel with the 49.9 k closed loop feedback resistor. Both methods should
not be used simultaneously. Proper wiring procedures shall be followed to prevent
unwanted coupling and oscillations,etc. Loop response and setting time shall
be consistent with the test rate such that any value has settled for at least 5 loop
time constants before the value is measured.

4. Adequate settlina time should be allowed such that each parameter has settled
to within 5% of its final value.

5. All relays are shown in the normal de-energized state.
6. The nullino amplifier shall be a M38510/lOlOIXXX. Saturation of the nulling

amplifier is not allowed on tests where the E (pin 5) value Is measured.
7. The load resistors 205M and 11.1 kQ yield effective load resistances of

2 k0I and 10 kf? respectively.
8. Any oscillation greater than 300 mV in amplitude (peak-to-peak) shall be cause

for device failure.

Figure 2-3. Test Circuit For Static £ests
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DEVICE TYPE DEVICE TYPES
0361ao

A Vo3 250---- -50------ - -
E 225----- 45-- 0.9VO

t At V0

2- 5 ---

25 5 0TIME (ns)
WAVIEFORM I

(TRANSIENT RESPONSE)

T 5 t .t 

--2.5 / t+

-5 = TIME (ps)

WAVEFORM 2 WAVIEFORM 3

(POSITIVE SLEW RATE) (NEGATIVE SLEW RATE)

Parameter Device Input pulse Output pulse Equation
symbol type signal @ tr <_ 50 ns signal

TR (tr)_ all +50 mV Waveform I TR (tr - At

TR (es)  all +50 mV Waveform I TfR(os ) •100 ("VO/vo)

SR (+) 01 02 -5 V to +5 V step Waveform 2 SR()AVO

-1 V to +1 V step Waveform S
SR - 02 +5 V to -5 V step Waveform 3

-1 V to +1 V step Waveform 3 SR(-) =AM-)/At()

Table 2-2. Test Table Fbr Transient Fasponse and Slew Rate.
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+ VCC 15V

.1 -

V IN  S 499fl. 1
0 % 2kfl II.

3 0
I :.2k ±.I DA

14.99k 1.24k tO -Yo

I i"°/ . 1 pF

-CONNECTIO .I uj F

-VCC - 15v

NOTES:
I. Resistors are -1.0' and capacitors are ln unless otoerwisn specified.
2. Precaution shall be taken Io rrevpnt damaae to the !.U.T. durinq insertion

into socket and in applvinq rower.
3. For device types 01 and 02, 51 is open, AV -1 and VI, = 10 V.

4. For device type 03, Sl is closed, AV = .5 and VIN = 2 V.

5. Settling time ts, measured on pin 5, is the interval during which the suvr~ino

node is not nulled.

Figure 2-5. Test Circuit For Settling Time.
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Figure 2-6. Bi-FET op amp test adapter.
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.'I ]ahbu I t i" I oI .t Da ta

Shown bL, lOw i a list ot typt.s and quant it ius of dL'vic's which were
-nbmi ttd by thL i.C. antlactttr rs for characterization tsting.

Devic. .hIantu tac ttt rir rS
Type ;Qua n t i ty

F = Fairchild
S = Signetics

15 F, S 24 A = AMD
156 F, S, A 24 N = National

157 S, A, N 24 P = P.M1.I.

I35A N, P 9 1 = Intersil
156A N, P. I b4 T = Texas Instruments

157A P 20

355 T 9

To t a 1 204

The devices were tested in two groups with the distinction being
A's or non-A's. The non-A's were tested first. Improved limits on offset
voltage, ,Vio/,t' and slew rate are the essential differences between the

two groups. Within each group the 155's, 156's and 157 's have identical
limits except for supply current, transient response and slew rate. Also,

the 157 is an undercompensated device for use in wideband applications with

a minimum closed loop gain of 5V/V.

The 355 devices were tested with the precision A parts, but the data
was not statistically grouped with those devices.

A typical data sheet of an LF155 op amp in the first group of testing

is shown in Table 2-3. All .,f the data is within the initial JC-41 committee

recommended limits, unless an asterisk (*) is displayed adjacent to the
measured value. For this group, the data at all three temperatures

(-55C, 25C and 125C) is shown on a single table.

On the second group of devices (LF155A series), it was decided to
change the format so that the data of up to ten devices could be displayed
on a single sheet. Table 2-4 shows this scheme for different devices at a
single temperature. With this method it is easier to make device-to-device

comparisons and to check for common peculiarities, etc.
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A third form of data common to both groups of devices are histograms.
Figure 2-7 shows a histogram of offset voltage Vio at zero common mode
voltage and 25*C for all of the devices in group 2. The raw data is too
extensive for inclusion in this report, since each test group contains 114
histograms and over 30 individual data sheets. Besides showing the data
elements v.s. frequency of occurence, the histograms also display the
initial JC-41 parameter limits. Direct comparisons of the data to the
proposed limits are useful in determining the relative test yields of the
devices. The raw data was presented to industry representatives in two
reports as follows:

1. Characterization Data for MIL-M-38510/114 Bi-FET Op Amps (Commercial
Types LF155. LF156. and LF157) (21 November 1978).

2. Characterization Data for MIL-M-38510/114 Bi-FET Op Amps (Commercial
Types LF155A. LFI56A. and LFI57A) (16 April 1979).

Within the static test parameters, the measurement and characteriza-
tion of input bias current was the most difficult. Figures 2-8, 2-9 and
2-10 show how input bias current varies typically with common mode voltage,
supply voltage and manufacturer. These figures were observed with a
Tektronix Type 577 curve tracer. Figure 2-11 shows a similar bias current
curve that was generated using the S-3260 with the op amp adapter.
Increasing temperature can also cause an increase in input bias current as
shown in Figures 2-12 and 2-13. The effect of common mode voltage on
offset voltage is shown in figures 2-14 and 2-15. Figures 2-16 and 2-17
show typical small signal transient response waveforms of the LF155, LF156
and LFI57. The effect of closed loop gain on the LF157 response is also shown.

Typical slew rate response for all device types is shown in figures
2-18 and 2-19. Settling time waveforms are shown in figure 2-20. Curve
tracer displays of gain and noise are shown in figures 2-21 and 2-22.

Tables 2-5 to 2-10 are statistical data summaries of the LF155 and
LF155A series devices at -550C, 250C and 125°C. These tables are useful
in showing parameter yields to the initial specification limits.

Tables 2-11 and 2-12 show the distribution of data for most of the
parameters in a cryptic histogram form.

Manual test methods were used to generate the dynamic data of the dif-
ference device types as shown in Tables 2-13, 2-14 and 2-15.
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+IB= 1120 pA

(a 1000, V'cm =OV

E

0

0~

c'.

'CM (a 5V/cm

LF155 Bias Current from 30'C to 80'C

U +liB =5.2 nA

@ 125'c, VCM OV

%,cm r 5V/cm

LF155 B~ias Current from 30"C to 125'C

Figure 2-12 P.1-TI Input Rias Current vs. Temperature
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Figure 2-14. Offset Voltage vs Common Mode Voltage.
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Figure 2-15. offset Voltage vs Qnimmon 1 bde Vzltage.
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-y)icaL LF155
hR (tr) = bO ns

ER (Os) = 34

(;1w = 5.8 MHz
'\V = I V/V
TR (Lr) x (;i, = .348

Typical LF156A
TR (tr) = 40 ns

TR (OS) = 387

GBW = 7 MHz
AV = i V/V
TR (tr) x GBW = .350

Fig. 2-lb. LF15: , LF156 Transient Response.
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TR (tr) = 300 ns
T R (OS) = Oi
G BW = 1.1I Mliz
AV = 5 V/V
TR (tr) x GBW .330

i.2-17. LF157 Transient Response.
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,;()= 4 .7 V/us

SR(-) =10 Vl/us

V rom -2.5 V
to + 2.5 V)

500fl/l

11155 sluU' rates AVT  V/V

SR(+) = 14.3 V/us

SR(-) = 33.3 V/us

(S R V V/ Z'T @

> V from -2.5 V to
C'j

+ 2.5 V)

500 ns/cm

[1156 slew rates (dAV' V1k/

Figure 2-18. LF155 aind LFI 56 Slew Rates,
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SR(+) = 40 V/us

SR(-) = 50 V/us

(S R = 'V/A^.T

V from -2.5 V

to + 2.5 V)

LF157 slew rates AV= V/V

SR(+ = 33 V/us

SR(-) = 50 V/us

(S R = ~V/ A T @

V from - 2.5 V

to + 2.5 V)

[-1157 slew rates J AV =5 V/V

F tr2-19. JUl57 S lew Rate vs Gain,



Vrin = 5 V'

Time Ma 500 ns/cm

Nulli LF156

Error@ 20 mV/cm t s = 750 ns

Vin @ 2 V/cm AV = I V/V

Vin 5V

Time @ 500 ns/cm

Figure 2-20, LF155 Ser-cs Iii-FI:T Settling Time.
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E

-4

V0 @ 5 v/cm

LF155 open loop voltage gain Avs(4 @ RL 50 K L

E

V0 (a 5 V/cm

LF155 Open loop voltage gain A Vs (,) R RL 2 K.Ij

Figure 2-21. open Loop Voltage (lain vs Load.
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LF 155
SIN 19

> NI (BB) = 10 uV
pp

0 - 1.67 uVrms

Vo @ 5V/cm

*Note: Random noise has a Gaussian amplitude distribution
such that the ratio of (peak to peak) over (rms) is 6
and will not be exceeded 99.37% of the time.

00KC

-0 uV rms

Vo @ 5 V/cm

Figure 2-22. LF155 Series Bi-FET N-ise Valtage.
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LF155/6/7 PARAMETER DISTRIBUTIONJS & LIMITS

OFFSET VOLTAGE @ 250C (m VF)7

OFFSET VOLTAGE @ -55/1251C (m V)/

-30 130
tAVIO/AT @ 25/-551C ILJV/0C)

AOE/CET @ 25/15C 30(pA,), J 0

OFFSET CURRENT @ 125 0C (p I A) J2

ieB BIAS CURRENT @ 251C V/// (p A)J

1113 BIAS CURRENT @ 1250Cr////(nA

85
+ PSAR, -PSRR C-55/125 0C L '/(d B), / eA 14 6

85
CMR k(- -55/1251C 641701I (d B) M 13 5

0 ,8
VIO ADJ ( +) C -55/1251C (mv) [_j 13

0
VID ADJ H- C' -55/1251C -14.21 (mV)

Table 2-11. LF155/6/7 Data Distributions.
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LF 155/6/7 PARAMETER DISTRIBUTIONIS Et LVOITS

-60 0
lOS (1+) CURRENT ®r 251C L ~ A

IOS (-) CURRENT @ 251C W. fA)J6

16 20
+ VOP SWING @ 2K(n, -55/125 0C [17.3 018.3j (V)

-20 -15
-VOP SWING @ 2K n, -55/1251C KE~ (V)

AVS GAIN @ 101(n, -55/125'C (Vm) <~ 30K

-AVS GAIN @ 101(n, -55/1251C K 1.5K F(V/mV)/ 7,N 15K

'lable 2-11. LF1S5/6/7 Data Distributions (cont.).
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SUPPLY CURJEVJT vs DEVICE TYPE@ ? VCC = 15V

LF155 250C I

(120 DEVICES) 12 CI

________ __________101 MAX LIMIT

LF 156 5C / / /I

(23 DEVICES) /7//7- ,7
______ 02 MAX LIMIT

IF 157 250C / ///

(19 DEVICES) F/77C//777
________1_03 MAX LIMIT

0 2468 10 12
SUPPLY CURRENT (mA)

SLEWI RATE RANGE vs DEVICE TYPE

@250CSR (-

LF155 rn:+
@ 250C I I SR SR)

_____ 0 Mi LIMIT
-r-r

EDR(SR
LF 1516 V=5I
@ 250C ARV- / ' /

___ 102 MI03 MLNMIMI

0 io 20 30 40 50 60 70 so 90
SLEW RATE (V/pjS)

Table 2-12. LF155/6/7 Supply current & Slew Rate vs Device Type.
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f
2.5 D iscuSsion

on a parameter by parameter basis, a discussion of the device charac-
teristics follows:

2.5.1 Input offset Voltage (VIo)

LF155/156/157 Family

This family of devices had very good yields in passing the VIO tests
over the common mode voltage and military temperature range. The

screening lin.its for these devices were - 4 mV and - 6 mV at 25C and

over the military temperature range respectively. These limits were
subsequently expanded to 5 mV and 7 mV respectively, as part of

a decision to include the LF155A series op amps as separate device
types with low offset voltage in the slash sheet.

In early 1979 a GIDEP S-overnment Industry Data Exchange Program)
alert was issued on Vendor Code E LF155 devices became of high offset

voltage drift with time (greater than 10 mV). The vendor said
that the problem was caused by contamination during the ion implant

and cleaning procedures, which resulted in a surface inversion con-
dition. A 168 hour burn-in test at GE Ordnance Systems on the LF155

series group from vendor codes A, B, C and D revealed a maximum

offset voltage shift of less than 0.8 mV. Most devices had less than

03 mV of offset drift.

A related problem is with short term power turn-on offset voltage

shift. The 1/15/79 edition of Circuit News reported on this phenom-
enon. Some sample testing was also done at GE Ordnance Systems
without finding any devices having this problem.

LFl55A/156A/157A Family

The test yields of the LFI55A series devices to the tighter limits
of , 2 m/ 2.5 mV were considerably lower than those for the non-A
devices. Tables 2-8, 2-9 and 2-10 show this information in terms of

percent fail high and percent fail low. Overall yields at 250C,

-55' C and 125'C were approximately 807, 66% and 92% respectively.
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2.5.2 Offset Voltage Temperature Sensitivity (.'VIo/t.

LF155/156/157 Family

.A Vo/,.A T is a very important parameter for applications having
tight error specifications over a wide temperature range. Offset
adjustment can not compensate for poor offset voltage drift. The
user's only guarantee is to test for this parameter to screen out

inferior devices.

With limits of 30 uV/ C, the non-A's had yields of 947, and 97,,
for the cold and hot excursions from 25°C.

LFl55A/156A/157A Family

Even though the manufacturers' catalog limits of : 5 uV/ C were
relaxed to 10 uV/'C, the test yields for the A series devices
were 437 and 907, for the cold and hot I VIO/ -A T measurements,
respectively, It was later determined that the LF155A devices from
vendor Code B were not prescreened to truly certify them as A's.
Follow up tests with vendor Code B indicated that good yields could
be achieved with the - 10 uV/°C limits. From 25 C to 125"C VIO is
allowed to increase from 4 2 mV to : 2.5 mV. This corresponds to an
end point shift of 500 uV/l00 C = 5 uV/C.

2.5.3 Input Offset Current (110)

Since Bi-FET op amp offset current is the difference between the
two input leakage bias currents, it is very small and also difficult
to measure. Only the zero common mode voltage condition is covered
by the /114 specification. Test yields were 93.5'/ and 64% for the
non-A's and A's respectively, against the 20 pA limits.

Most of the failures were traced to 156 A's and 157 A's from Vendor
Code E. Test yields were worse for the "unspecified" -15V common
mode condition because of front end matching considerations. At
+ 15 V common mode the test yield is better because the acueptance
limit is raised to compensate for the higher input bias current,
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2.5.4 Input Bias Current (+ ib , - lIB)

Figures 2-8 thru 2-11 show the sensitivity of input bias current to
common mode voltage and power supply voltage. The slash sheet
specification is based on ± Vcc = 20 V because of a precedent
established with previous military op amp specifications and a desire
to maintain standards for comparison.

It should be obvious from these figures that if low liB is a
necessary application requirement, the supply voltages should be no
higher than 15 V. Also with the lower supply voltages, the common
mode voltage range is more evenly centered about zero. As the
common mode voltage approaches the negative power supply voltage,
the P-N junction between the gate and channel of the input J-FETs
becomes forward biased and forward current is pulled out of the
gate. The input common mode voltage corresponding to this "for-
bidden" condition is within three volts of - Vcc.

Increasing the common mode voltage in the positive direction causes
reverse leakage current to flow into the J-FET gate terminals. The
common mode voltage range over which the input J-FETs are technically
in the leakage mode varies according to diffusion characteristics,
geometry and minority carries concentrations. Also the leakage
current is almost independent of reverse voltage.

The typical diode shape increase in bias current with common mode
voltage occurs as the junction enters the avalanche or zener voltage
range. Series resistance prevents the classical zener constant
voltage characteristic from occurring.

Process differences among the device manufacturers cause the bias
current vs common mode voltage characteristics to vary accordingly
as can be seen in Figures 2-8 thru 2-10. Since the input bias cur-
rent is J-FET gate leakage it is not surprising that this current
is highly temperature sensitive. Typically, leakage current doubles
for every 10'C rise in temperature. Figures 2-12 and 2-13 show
this effect.

The test yields to the /114 specification limits were good except
for the following:

I. Vendor Code E. LF155A series devices incorporating bias cur-
rent compensation had a yield of only 16.6% for the negative
common mode low limit of - 100 pA. Bias current compensation
uses negative PNP collector current to cancel positive J-FET
gate current. At the negative common mode condition an over
cancelled situation is more likely to occur. The JC-41 Committee
has not asked for relief on this limit.
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2.5.4 Input Bias Current (continued)

2. Ven('or Code C. LFi55 series devices had a yield of 30.77, for
the 125'C input bias current limits of 50 mA and 60 mA at the
zero and positive common mode conditions respectively. No
relief has been asked for this limit.

2.5.5 Power Supply Rejection Ratio (+ PSRR, - PSRR)

All of the devices had good yields in meeting the 85 dB minimum
limit.

2.5.6 Common Mode Rejection (CMR)

Good yields were obtained in meeting the 85 dB minimum limit. This
parameter is calculated from the VIO change over the input common
mode range. Consequently, there is a close relationship between

VIO and CMR failures.

2.5.7 Input offset Voltage Adjustment (VIO ADJ (+), V1 o ADJ (-)

Traditionally, the requirement for offset voltage adjustment is that
it be capable of driving the input offset voltage one millivolt
beyond the minimum and maximum limits of offset voltage. All func-
tional devices far exceeded this requirement with typical values
of 13 mV and - 14.3 mV for the positive and negative adjustments
respectively,

2.5.8 Short Circuit Current (los (+), OS ())

The instantaneous short circuit current was considerably less than
the 50 mA maximum requirement, The short circuit current magnitude
decreases with increasing temperature for both output drive polar-
ities. If the output is commanded to be at the positive swing
limit and then a short circuit is made between the output and ground
or the negative power supply, the short circuit current IO (+)
will be current limited by Q1 and RI in Figure 2-1. Accordingly,
typical Ios (+) = VBEQ4 mV = 24 mA. Since 4VBE P'- 2 mV/ C,

1I -- -- S T

the self heating of the device and the output transistor, will cause
the short circuit current to decrease by 80 uA/ C.

Output short circuit protection can not be guaranteed over the full
- 55"C to 125"C military temperature range.

T5
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2.5.8 Short Circuit Current (continued)

Under worst case conditions, the maximum internal junction temperature

of 175'C will be exceeded at ambient temperatures far below 125 C.
The following equations apply:

1. PD = 2 \:cc Icc + I Vcc - Vo I 1os

2. Tj = TA + PD GJA

where PD = device dissipation (mW)

Vcc = power supply voltage (V)

Icc = power supply current (mA)

Vo = output short circuit voltage (V)

los = output short circuit current (mA)

Tj = junction temperature ( C)

TA = ambient temperature ( C)

OJA = device junction to ambient thermal resistance ('C/mW)

Under worst case conditions and a "warmed-up" short circuit current
of 30 mA, the devices have the following maximum safe ambient tem-

peratures:

Device Maximum Safe Ambient Temp *

Ty->e "short" to ground "short" to supply

01, 04 89.50 C 220C

02, 03, 76-C 90 C

05, 06 1

"I'A @ Tj = 175"C

Several 02 and 03 devices were subjected to sustained output to

power supply short circuits for several hours without incurring any
damage. The real margin of safety depends on the differences between

worst case and typical parameters.
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11I ["1) [It,~ I :', ; I!- J i t-111.l5 dat. o

[iz ~ ~ ~ ~ ~( I i L t C,,eitndd I ]-,, ."', '. " iI i':n L \ . -L : tl.n .r ,

l t, I I.: 15 7 dcV iI's 1t a losed op ain o \ ' V/V were slower
than t he 1(.-41 Cotnm it t ce rec omm.ndd I mit s . t ht data and limits

I'c S mlbl a " i w d be I ow

Device jC .- ,4 l Limits Data 25 C
1' vp,' TR(tr) ' R(OS) rR(t r) r R(OS)

(ns) ( ) (ns) (7) Sample
-'V_ (min) Cmax (rain) '(max) (min) (max) (min) (max) Size

L1153 - 300 - 40 41 55 33 47 15
1 LV/V

.F-36 200 - 40 28 45 42 48 15

I'

L-I57 - 100 - 40 240 310 0 0 15
5v 5/V[

In order to resolve the differences between the recommend limits
and the data, a second referee circuit was built and several devices
were tested again. The new data correlated with the original data.

After verifying that the data matched, the sensitivity of the data
to the circuit components was investigated. Not surprisingly, the
fee.dback capacitor has a dominant effect. For instance a change

from 10 pf to 18 pf caused the overshoot of an LF156A to decrease
from 44/ to 32;'. Figure 2-16 shows the typical response of an
LU 155 and an LF156 device. The high TR(OS) overshoot failure rate
was resolved by modifying the test circuit such that for AV = 1 V/V,

RF = 0 . Normally closed K9 contacts in parallel with the 10 K-JL-
resistor of Figure 2-4 reduces the D.U.T. overshoot by making the
device less susceptible to parasitic capacitance at the inverting
input. Typically, depending on the D.U.T's characteristics, a
reduction of 10' to 20Y in overshoot was achieved.
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o-0 I d .t; ii h a I hn i r1, t C, 11& i 1. 11L l1

! ) } O " . , . . l h' 0 1 1 i . - I I

.is . L i~n,- lid \ ' r sIoI t halgD t , I I r i 11'.- 1 ., C L ,c n I " '

t ie 0.,Iin ,. .i C :i d L k d 14 , I . 1I . I I. I2 :
I rLc Q L! \ p 1 J"" . 11d / 1 rks i, I r'L'aL I r dLIC I.,d

rh. , v svd t rals i 11t resp n s- CiL, S Ia) i Cait i 0,.2,. ni.,. i -
Table 2-1(

2.5.14 Settling 'li:,e (ts k+) , ts(-))

Settling t ime as defined in the :114 spt.cification is -i samp!ed
large signal test for the time it takvs the error vwl tage to set Lie
within 0.1, of its final value. A phantom summing node- is monitred
as shown in Figure 2-5 while the )'T is exercised to produce a 10 V
output p'u lS C This summing mode voltage VN is proportional t l the
error voltago diiference VF\ between the input and output volta !e

as shown below:

RF  R1
VN VI1, RI + RF + V o RI + R F

RF  RF  R1= \, (C) VN
N IN RI + RF Rl +R

RF

V= RRF VE

Thus for circuit gains of - 1 V/V and - 5 V/V, the null voltage is
.5 VE and .833 VE, respectively. For a 10 V output and 0,'. error,
the corresponding null voltage thresholds are 5 mV and 8.33 mV at
AV = I V/ and 5 V/V respectively.

Figure 2-20 shows the dynamic null error voltage of several typical
devices. The settling time is composed of a slewing interval and
transient response interval, which depend on different parameters
and conditions. For a given device the slewing interval is pro -
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'2.~ L. (: , tl n: ih , 'kII ( inuv.d)

1ort na' f t il,. 0ulput stL' )  :han!!, Wnvreas the t rans ient responsc
int, r-\ t is I k-:tndcnr on the dampi ng ratio oi the device in the
t .,.,tL i, it .

;; i I t , !,,, f _.tin ii.s ,t hi e.2t on 1)oth o lhe slewing

intcrval ind Lhe trains i'et ltspesL" interval. ilependin on hot,
tht. respe i I tit e dampen, the dif fe rence between 0 1 and
.01 sttlIi uc tine can varv trom a 'ractional part oi c',le to

1h, r,. tat onship between th data and the proposed limits is tab-
u lat ,d be I ,o :

fDevice ,Jata - 23 L: /114 A
I Ype s in (ns) ts in (ns)

I I Sample ,
ir, in) (maxN Size (min) (max)

LF155 700 1300 15 - 1500

LFI5b 900 1300 15 - 1500
i,: 1Iv

LF157 300 650 15 - 800
__0 5V/V__

2.5.15 Noise (NJ (BB), NJ (PC))

Broadband and pop corn noise was measured with a Tektroniks Type
577 curve tracer. Typical data displays are shown in Figure 2-22.

Broadband noise was measured with a source resistance of 50.(L and
the observed peak-to-peak readings were divided by six to yield

Gaussian rms values.

This factor of six is used because op amp noise voltage is random
and has a normal statistical distribution. One of the properties
of a normal (;aussian distribution is that the ratio of the peak-to-

peak value over the rms value is six with a probability of 99.7%.
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2.5. 1 j:oist ( co t inued)

i iIL data is summarized as follows:

firoadband

Noi s:
(Li \ rrms ) r c t I I-,

0.3
0.7 5
0.8 3
1 0 10
1 2 1
1 .3 3
1.7 1

Total: 24 data values

The data distribution is conservatively within the 10 t Vrms maxi-

mum limits of the /114 specification.

For the popcorn noise test only one device had an observed "pop"
of 10 u Vpk. The remaining 23 devices had no trace of popcorn
ilL' i• ,.'

I.. b iJL, r 1-: i , , '' i lI .10i

Alter the initial characterization data was taken, sixty non-A
devices were burned-in using two different circuit configurations.
Twenty-eight devices were exercised in the original voltage follower
circuit which uses a 2000 ohm load. D)uring this 168 hour burn-in
test, the input was changed from + 5 V to - 5 V after approximately
half of the time had elapsed. The remaining 32 devicvs were .xer-

cised on a new simplifi.ed circuit which has the inputs grounded and

the outputs open. Maximum supply voltages of 22 VDC were applied
to these devices, whereas only 20 VDC was applied to the first
group. The two sample populations were chosen such that they equal
representation with regard to vendor and date .ode.

At the conclusion of the 168 hours, 125 C test, th. devices were
cooled down before power was removed. The serialized devices were
again tested on the S-3260. [he following obst.rvat ions wt.re made
after comparing the before and after test data:

1. For both test circuits the post burn -in data total
failures did not exceed the total pre burn-in railures.

In other words good devices, in uvnera[, are not harmed
by either test ci cklit.
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2. Quite often on particular devices pre burn-in failures

did not appear at post burn-in. These were mainly Ii0

and lib technical limit failures.

It was concluded that the new simplified burn-in circuit was equally

itlective with the old standard test circuit. Subsequently, it was

recommended that the supply voltages be reduced to - 20 V and the
p 5 :.t¢  b, : *

204 LF155 series op amps were tested on GEOS' S-3263 to characterize

their electrical parameters. Sampled bench test data was taken to

characterize noise and some of the dynamic electrical characteristics,

which could not be tested on the S-3263. It should be noted that the

electrical characteristics are oriented toward automatic procurement

testing. With the exceptions of input bias current, input offset

current, and output short circuit current, the effects of device self

heating will not cause the procurement values to differ from appli-

cation values.

in order to minimize input bias currents and device power dissipation

it is recommended that the power supply voltages be kept no higher

than 15 V. Although these Bi-FET op amps are guaranteed to operate

at 125 C ambient temperature, high temperature operation will cause

the benefits of low input bias currents to be lost.

The LF155 series of Bi-FET op amps have several advantages over bipolar

devices including a more optimum combination low bias current and high

slew rate plus the ability to drive high capacitance loads.

-inal recommended electrical specifications for the generic LF155

series op amps in MIL-M-38510/114 are shown in Table 2-16.
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SECTION III

CHARACTERIZATION OF ADJUSTABLE POSITIVE VOLTAGE REGULATORS

MIL-M-38510/117

&

ADJUSTABLE NEGATIVE VOLTAGE REGULATORS

MIL-M-385 10/118

3.1 Background and Introduction

Prior characterization efforts for RADC have resulted in the develop-
ment of slash sheets for Fixed Positive Voltage Regulators and Fixed
Negative Voltage Regulators. These slash sheets, combined, specify
regulators with ± 5 Volts, ± 12 Volts, ± 15 Volts and ± 24 Volts which
survey showed are the predominate supply voltage requirements for
either digital or analog circuits.

Several new innovative IC and hybrid devices incorporate precision
circuitry and as such require low tolerance supply voltages. In
additien, most large systems require a variety of supply voltages to
provide power for digital circuits, analog circuits, display circuits,
transducers, etc. The logistic problems associated with the variety
of voltage regulators needed to power these devices can be greatly
reduced by use os one of more adjustable v.&ltage regulators together
with a few standard value resistors.

Adjustable voltage regulators are available either as 4-terminal
adjustable voltage devices or as 3-terminal adjustable voltage devices.
Each of these styles has been characterized and is included on both of
the slash sheets.

The following table shows the voltage regulators included in these
specifications:
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:BI. 3.1 )e'x'ic.: c\.pc. -pvc i jed,

Mal -if 1 N, . -"

DeV ice Outpuit \oltagL O1utput t . ' ' I l
Range turrvnlt , l- L '

11701 5 \ . 30 \ - 0. 3
11702 5v ' . - 1.

11703 1.25V Voi. 37 V - 0.) 1 , I.>117
I1704 1 25\. v . 37 V - I t .u-3 .LiN

11801 -30\'. ', -3 . 79M(
11802 -3OV v\0 ; - V 1.0 ... :3 79(
11803 -37 .< Vo, -1.25 \ 0.5 . 3 ,-5 1.-13h
11804 -37V-V 0  -1.25 1 .. 3 -3 Lm137K

3.2 L~scription of oevi c 4\pes

The major phvsicai distinctions between the variouz voltaie regulators
.haracterized for thesc rwO :;la.h s!heets are shown in 'able 3. 1 rhe
major distinguishing features ire: 1) voltage range and polarity, 2)
maximum output current, 3) number ot terminals and 4) case size.
T'hereas, the 4-terminal adjustable rcLulators ar. evolved from their ii-'-d
voltage counterparts by deleting the two internal resistors used to
set the output voltage and b, bringing the error amplifier summing
point out of the .ase, the 3-terminal adjustable regulators represent
different approach in IC volta:ee regulator design and do not have 3-ter-
minal fixed voltage counterparts.

All of these devices -ontain protective circuitr\ common to man of the
available 1, voltage regulators. These circuits include a) output cur-
rent limiting, b) short circuit protection, c) safe operating area
protection and d) thermal shut down. In addition, the regulators
included in these slash sheets teature "band-gap" reference voltage
circuitry to fix and stabilize the output voltagc. These reference
voltage circuits arv. characterized b\ improved noise and lons-tvtm-
stability, Generally, these characteristics ,arc 10-100 times bttter
than those found in standard avalanche breakdown reference voltage
zener diodes, , implified schematic ,f a hand-ca1p refer,.nce i .,hown
in Figure 3.1.
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'i .!.ure 3. L. 3andgap reikrence

In this circuit, two monolithic transistors operating at different
collector current densities develop a voltage AVRE, at the emitter of
Q2. This voltage has the relationship: 16VBE = i In (I ) and the

q (12)

temperature coefficient (TC) of this voltage is positive. When the
voltage is amplified and added to the base-emitter voltage of Q3 , which

has a negative TC, the restitant output is:

VREF = 'VFQ3 + - VBE.

y proper adjustment of the gain (R2/RI), the negative TC of VBEQ3 can
be made to cancel the positive TC of dBE. The result is a voltage
rel .' -'Cc t::at ilas ncarl, -oro temperature drift.

, iop litied schematic of a positive voltage regulator showing the
',,v-i5s protective circuits is show'n in Figure 3.2. For the negative
voltace regulatorg, circuit arrangement and performance is very
similar.
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Figure 3.2. Ajustable Voltage Regulator with Protection Circuits.

The current limit circuit consists of Q2 , R3 and RCL. Resistor RCL is
in series with the output and carries the output current. Transistor
Q2 is normally turned off; however, as the output current increases the

voltage across RCL increases and transistor Q 2 begins to turn on. As
Q2 conducts some of the series pass transistor base current is shunted
around the transistor to the output and the current gain of the output
circuit is effectively decreased. Thus, the total output current is
degraded by the decrease in the output circuit current gain.

The safe area protection circuit consists of diode DI, transistor Q2

and resistors R3, R4 and RCL. In the normal operating mode, Q2 is

turned off and the current path for Dl is through resistors R3, R4 and
RCL" Since this is a high impedance path the diode current is insuf-
ficient to cause diode conduction. However, when the regulator is
operating in a current limit mode, transistor Q2 is turned on, and
diode Dl conducts through the transistor base-emitter junction. If
the Vin - Vout voltage is greater than the breakdown voltage of the
diode (6-8 volts), large base currents flow through Q2 and current
limiting adjust to a much lower current level. Thus, the output short
circuit current is greatly reduced as the regulator input voltage is
increased.

The thermal shut down circuit consist of a transistor Q3 that is nor-

mally biased with is base-emitter junction voltage just below conduc-
tion (VBE: .4 V). The thermal shutdown transistor is physically
located next to the series pass transistor so that the two transistor

temperatures are approximately the same. As the series pass tran-
sistor temperature increases, the required base-emitter voltage, nec-
essary to turn-on the thermal shut down transistor, decreases, At
temperatures around 150'C - 190C, transistor Q3 turns on and the base
current to the series pass transistor is shorted to ground. With these
built-in protection circuits, the voltage regulator is virtually fail
proof under the most abnormal operating conditions.
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3.2. 1 iour-terminal Adjustable Voltage Regulators

General block diagrams for the 4-terminal adjustable positive voltage
regulator and the 4-terminal adjustable negative voltage regulator
are respectivel s'io,.n in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.

Vo RA + RB (Veant)

RA

-(VASnt)! ......IAA_ .........-
CIRUI M cf ouClftS

IOSA.......

A.

Figure 3,3. Block diagram of 4-terminal adjustable positive
voltage regulators.

ft.

,o RA + RB
RA (Vcont)

S.......... -2.23 v

Figure 3.4. Block diagram of 4-terminal adjustable negative

voltage regulators.
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Both regulator circuits are made up of a) a start-up circuit to
insure that the device is rapidly brought into regulation, b) a
temperature-compensated voltage reference with a current source to
eliminate the effect of the unregulated input voltage, c) an error
amplifier that compares a fraction of the output volLaC with the

internal reference voltage, d) a series pass regulating transistor
that controls the current output to the load, e) a series resistor
and current limit to regulate the peak output current, f) a safe
operating area circuit which operates with the current limit circuit
to reduce the regulator's peak output current as the input voltage
increases and g) a thermal shut-down circuit that turns off the pass

transistor w.hen its temperature excueds 150 C - 190-C,

Circuit variations exist between each of the 4-terminal regulators
as a result of the polarity differences and as a result of the maxi-
mam output current differences. A detailed discussion of the regu-
lator circuits can be found in reference 1 listed in Section 3.6.

3.2.2 Three-terminal Adjustable Voltage Regulators

General block diagrams for the 3-terminal adjustable positive voltage
regulator and the 3-terminal adjustable ne-ative regulator are,

respectively, sho.,n in Figures 3,5 and 3.,6.

nregulated input

0 RA + RB (1.25)

V 0
'  

V - 125

RB

1 2V

Reii lated

R BJ C output

Ad just mentRA

r Cormion

Figure 3.5 Block diagram of 3-terminal adjustable positive voltaue
regulators.
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C-ommon

T4_

Adjustment

Regulated
1'0 output

OF AM Vo =RA R+ RB (-1.25)
+ RB

02

0 Unregulated
input

Figure 3.6. Block diagram of 3-terminal adjustable negative voltage
regulators.

The 3-terminal adjustable voltage regulators vary markedly from the
4-terminal adjustable voltage regulators. The most outstanding
feature of the 3-terminal regulators are that a) the quiescient cur-
rent flows out of the regulator output pin instead of
flowing out of the regulator adj (common) pin, b) the only current
flowing out of the regulator adj pin is a low level current (50 uA)
for the reference circuit, c) the error amplifier is
a fixed unity gain amplifier and is therefore easily frequency stabi-
lized, d) the voltage reference circuit does not require a special

start-up circuit and e) large voltage stresses are restricted to the

series pass transistor and to the on-chip current sources. The volt-
age (Vo - Vadj) is a constant 1.2 volts. In addition, circuit re-

finements have resulted in improved thermal and load regulation. A
detailed discussion of the regulator circuits can be found in ref-
erence 2 listed in section 3.6.
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3.3 DeV i c L:c (ha act c r i/at i on

Cliaracterization of te 3-termiri nal ,oita. co.,_culatO Irs was periormed in
two parts. [T:he static tests tr at measure the d.c. paramct ters wefr- per-
formcd on tht. [Lkt romix S-32()3 Ait omat ic I .St >\sttcm at ->.. 25 . and
125 (. "he .' naI C testS iic I lid in t ranI)S ient t est s and a . . t est s W r1c

periormed in a httnch test SCitu) at 2 ,. !he characterixat ion Ce tort
for the 4-terminal volta,'c ret lat or s was ,reat 1\ reduced becaus- of tihe

similarity in design between the 4-torminal adpIstable rekilators and
their 3-terminal fixed counterparts. imcu 3-terminal I ixt'd regUialators
have been characterized in previous contracts to RADC and a report on

this effort is provided in refereences 3 and 4 of sect ion 3.6.

3.3.1 Automatic Test l)evelopmenL

Software was developed for the Tektronix S-3263 test svstem to provide
for automatic testing of both the positive and negative adjustable

voltage regulators. All static tests recommended b\ the JC-41 Commit-

tee and some GEOS added static tests were included as part of the

software package.

3.3.1.1 S-3263 Test Adapter

The test adapter, shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, was designed to
provide an interface between the DLrr and the Test System. The
adapter has the ability to test positive and negative, 3-terminal
and 4-terminal, 1/2 amp, I amp and 1.5 amp regulators. This cap-

ability is achieved by using a separate plug-in carrier for each

type of DUT. The carrier contains the input and output capacitors for

the DUT, and plugs into the S-3263 main test adapter. in addition,

the DUT protection diodes, and the current regulators and transistor
used in the start-up circuit are on a separate 16-pin DIP carrier

and are changed when the voltage polarity of the DUT to be tested is

changed. Also the main current carrying power Darlington transistors

are plug-in and can be changed from NPN to PNP or vice versa when

the voltage polarity of the DUT is changed. Other plug-ins include
load resistors and output voltage fixing resistors. In addition,

the voltage measurement system has made extensive use of Kelvin
test leads to insure that measurements are made at the precise point

of interest.

3.3.1.2 Test Circuits and Procedures

The static test circuits developed for these characterization efforts
were designed to permit regulator testing by either automatic test

systems or by bench test instrumentation. Schematics are shown in

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 and the test circuit set ups are listed in

Tables 3.3 through 3.10.
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it h • iain I)T c,rrcurs are carried b. separaLe buses and are con-
trolled b., the automatic test system via the power Darlington
transistor circuits. fhrouh use ol external power supplies, the
adapter test circuits permit control of currents that are larger
than the current capacity of the automa ic test system.

The input powtr D)arlington transistor circuit can force the value
of the DVU7 input vol.tage and can be used to control it for testing
a) output voltage versus input voltage, b) line regulation, c) short
circuit current versus input voltages, d) start up, e) line transient
and t) ripple voltage rejection. The output power Darlington tran-
sistor circuit can be used to force a current and measure the voltage
or to force, a voltace and measure the current. The circuit can be
controlled for testing a) output voltage versus load current, b)
load regulation, c) thermal regulation, d) short circuit current,
e) voltage recovery, and f) load transient. The current-to-voltage
amplifier is used to measure the milliampere and microampere cur-
rents for a) the standby current drain tests, b) the control cur-
rent tests. c) the adjust pin current tests and d) the quiescent
current test tinder a forced voltage condition.

3.3.1.2.1 VOUT, VRLIN E , VRLOAD & VRTH Tests

All of the output voltage measurements use Kelvin sense leads and
are measured differentially to the DUT reference point. The sense
lead for the output voltage, line and load regulation measurements
is terminated with a test clip lead. The clip lead is clipped to

the DLT output lead 1/8 inch from the case. The voltage measure-
ments are differentially compared to the output of a d.c. voltage
standard and the differe'nce voltage is amplified to optimize the
best test measurement accuracy. The test circuit is as shown in

Figure 3.11.
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The circuit is used to measure line and load regulation on the
LMll7 and LM137 regulators. For the LMI17 regulator the output
voltage varies from 1.2 volts to 1.3 volts. With the voltage
standard set to - 1.056 volts, the op amp output is

VM = 4.42 VO - 1.056 (4.42)

and for 1.2 V.4V o  1.3 V

.63 6 volts <, VM < 1.078 volts

When two successive measurements are made, the two measured values
are

V 4 = 4.42 V0 - 4.66752

V = 4.42 Vo  - 4.66752

These measurements are subtracted to determine the differen-
tial voltage,

i IV 4 .4 (V -

VM  -V1  =4.42 (Vo  -V0  )

and the voltage regulation is determined by the expression

I #
V0  = VM  -V M

Output voltage measurements are made by using a resistive voltage
divider network. The network divides the voltage so that for an
output voltage range 1.2 V 4 Vo(. 1.3 V, the measurement voltage
range is .923 V - VM i 1.0 V. This permits measurements to be
made at the top end of the 1 volt range rather than at the bottom
of the 10 volt range. An alternate test circuit for these mea-
surements is discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3.1.2.2 IADj and ISCD Current Tests (Line & Load)

IADjUST currents of the I117 & LM137 are measured while performing
line and load regulation tests by using a current-to-voltage
amplifier. The main reasons the S-3263 current measuring capability
is not used is as follows:

1) inadequate accuracy & resolution for AIADj measurements
2) reduces the chance of damage to test system if gross

failure of device under test occurred.
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The current-to-voltage amplifier uses an LF155 op amp which is
selected because of its low input bias current and because this
minimizes errors. The gain is selected for the best DVM measure-
ment range. The output of the amplifier is then coupled to an
external voltmeter under IEEE bus control. The relationship of
the measured voltage to the current is

VM
IADJ Rf

The amplifier is also used to measure the ISCD current for the
4-terminal regulators. Relays are used to control the currents
applied to the op amp summing point.

3.3.1.2.3 IQ Test and TCONTROT Test

The current-to-voltage amplifier design includes a mode of opera-
tion that allows forcing of its summing point to a specified
voltage value. When the quiescent current (IQ) is to be measured
for the LM1l7, the summing point is forced to 1.4 volts and is
connected to the regulator output terminal. The current that
flows out of the regulator under these conditions is the quiescent
current. The measured amplifier output voltage and the quiescent
current have the relationship

( - vF)
IQ Rf

For the LM137 the forced voltage is - 1.4 volts and the circuit
operation is as defined above.

The measurement of the ICONTRO. current for the 4-terminal regu-
lators is similar. The control pin is connected to the summing
point and is forced to the proper voltage by setting the amplifier
non-inverting input voltage (5.0 volts for the positive regulators
and -2.23 volts for the negative regulators). The measured ampli-
fier output voltage and the control current have the relationship

(VM - VF)
'CONTROL R

Rf

In addition to steering the proper currents to-the summing point,
relays are used to change the current-to-voltage gain for the
control current measurement.
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3.3.1.2.4 ros, IPEAK & VOUT Recovery Tests

Short circuit (Ios) and peak output current (IpEAK) tests are
performed by programming the load circuit power Darlington network
into a second mode via relay control & S-3263 system. This mode
of operation forces the output voltage of the regulator for a
given time into short circuit (Vou T = V) on IPEAK current con-
ditions (forces to predetermined regulator output voltage). The
resultant currents are measured through a 1 ohm sensing resistor
in series with the Darlington circuit via the S-3263 measurement
subsvstem.

The Vo[If (recovery) test is measured by first removing the regu-
lator from the forced output condition and then allowing the out-
put voltage to recover into a resistor, capacitor load after a
given time. This test was added to determine if the regulator is
capable of re-starting itself after short circuit conditions and
provides important application information to the user of the
regulators.

3.3.1.2.5 VSTART Tests

The start-up circuit consists of an input Darlington circuit which
provides the necessary fast turn-on characteristics as well as a
programmed input voltage to the regulator's input. The start-up
circuits shown in Figures 3.7 & 3.8 measure the ability of the
regulator to respond to extreme combinations of input voltage, and
load currents by measuring the output voltage after a predetermined
time. The load resistance during testing is shunted by a 20 ufd
capacitor to simulate total distributed by-pass capacitors found

in many system applications.

Although. IOS ,. Ip.AK & VOU (recove-ry). tests are listed sepa'rattl.v
they are, in fact' , combined as part of the VSTART tests and
provide a very subjective set of conditions to the regulator.
The order in which the tests are performed is shown in Figures
3.12 & 3.13 and is stated as follows:

1) Starting circuit applies input voltage to regulator.

2) 10 or [PEAK test forces the regulator output to the specified
voltage value and

3) Vo~rr recovery test allows the regulator to recover into a
load circuit.
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3.3.1.3 Test Accuracies And Correlation

All of the adapter test circuit gains and scaling factors are deter-
mined by using a precision voltage standard and a precision volt-
meter. The precise gain value is used in the software program to
calculate the test results from the measured data. Aside from some
initial circuit stability problems, the most basic problems encoun-
tered while developing the test circuits and programs dealt with the
S-3263 machine measurement accuracy. The S-3263 could not achieve,
by itself, the accuracy or resolution necessary to meet the desired
10:1 test accuracy required for good test measurement systems. Es-
sentially, the accuracy problems encountered during the measurement

of the test parameters are overcome by increasing the gain of the
signal to be measured and by level shifting the signal value to
allow use of the most accurate portion of the most accurate measure-
ment range.

Without the use of the current-to-voltage amplifier, the test system
resolution on any current range would be sufficiently bad to render
the A IADJ measurements meaningless. The current-to-voltage ampli-
fier has a gain of 2000 V/A for all IADj, ISCD AND I measurements
and its gain is 33200 V/A for the ICONrROL current measurement. The
desired measurement accuracy for measuring Vout uas readily achieved
by scaling the signal voltage to a more accurate part of the voltmeter
range. However, because of resoltuion these measured values were

too inaccurate to be used to calculate line and load regulation. The
test circuit described in section 3.3.1.2.1 provides a gain of approx-
imately 4.42 over the direct output voltage measurement and gives
sufficient accuracy.

The results of the test accuracies achieved during characterization
are shown in Table 3.11. There are few parameters where the S-3260

tests failed to meet the desired 10:1 teqt acguracy... .

As can be seen from Table.3.11, the basic S-3263 measurement accuracy
would have failed to meet the 10:1 test accuracy. However with the
additional circuitry incorporated into the S-3263 test adapter, the
desired results were achieved.

A plot of the measured voltage ve percent error voltage on the S-3263
shows the basic capability of each range. Factored into these curves
are the following:

1) percent of range
2) offset voltage
3) resolution
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Another concern in S lecting mt.ast Urenment rang:es is 'the t ime requ. ired
to sample and the t ime for t h cieasiremrent s\'stem to set Et out . An
example of t he t ,ps ot problemis encountered whi le select ink: .- J2bJ
ranges is as lollows:

1 ) 100 mV range: hest resolt ion, wv .rst acc)irac\ , worst sett ling

time

2) 1 & 10 volt range: best accurac , est st tlink' t ime
However in inc king delta measurement s of \'out
the resolutittl can be a significant error
term, and a dominating factor when selecting
ranies.

Over all, t he S-3263 still has one of the best sampling rates (200
samples/sec) which exceeds an external IEEE I)BM by at least an order
of magnitude. However, it is still necessary to consult the S-3263
measurement accuracy table before developing S-3263 test capability.

Figures 3,14 through 3.18 show the basic test system accuracies for

each voltage range.

The initial attempts to correlate data on the S-3263 test system to
bench data. brought to light the system inadequacies in making mea-

surements discussed above. Tne predominate errors were the gross
instabilities of the delta measurements as a result of the machine
resolution. At this time, the machine accuracies were checked for
each measurement and the need for special test circuits was deter-
mined. With the addition of the new circuits to the adapter, cor-
relation was checked and found to be well within the 20-Y requirement

for correlation (ie 10/, measurement error [or each test set up).

Bench measurements were made using the test adapter as a carrier for
the Dt'T. The adapter was checked to determine that it was capable
of forcing the proper voltages and currents by programming the test
circuits. Currents were checked by inserting an ammeter in series
with current to be measured. Voltage measurements were then con-
verted to calculated current values and were compared with the mea-
sured values., Absolute voltage measurements were taken at the DUT
pins and were compared with the measurements at the sense line out-
puts and finally load regulation measurements were checked on an
oscilloscope using a differential input pre-amplifier capable of
measuring 10 /V/cm while the load current was changed the specified
amount. The actual output voltage measurements at the DUT were then
compared to the differential amplifier output measurements.
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3.J.2 lI.cl i T|est s

i)v'namic tests tot the volta-!c regulators include a) ripple rejection,
b) line Lransifnt responsv, c) load transient response and d) output
noise. [hese tests were run on the 1.1117 and LM137 adjustable voltage
regulators. No dnamic tLsts were rin on the 78M;, 78G, 79M9 and 79G
becausk, of ttiir similarit. to the 7800 and ;900 voltage regulator
families which were characterized on a previous contract.

Bench test Lircuit schematics are shown in Figures 3.19 thru 3.26. The
nlise test circuit schematics are shown in Figures 3.19 & 3.20. The
test is performed using an oscilloscope with a differential preamplifier
that has bandwidth control. The bandwidth was set to have a pass band
from 10 Hz to 10 kHz and the peak-to-peak measurement of the noise was

made. The ripple rejection test circuit schematics are shown in Figures
3.21 & 3.22. The test was performed using the above oscilloscope.

The bandwidth was adjusted to reduce the high frequency noise without
affecting the 2400 Hz ripple frequency. The 2400 Hz ripple at the
regulator was measured on the oscilloscope as a peak-to-peak voltage.

Line transient response and load transient response test circuit
schematics are shown in Figures 3.23 thru 3.26. The peak measurements
were made on a high frequency oscilloscope.

3.' Test Results and Evaluation of Data

3.4.1 LMII7H Adjustable Positive Voltage Regulator

Tabulation of static test data taken on the S-3263 Automatic Tester
for the LM1I7H Adjustable Positive Voltage Regulators is shown in
Tables 3.12 thru 3.14. Because of the small sample of ten devices
statistical analysis of the data was not performed. All of the devices
save one met all of the parameter tolerances recommended by JC41 Sub-
Committee on voltage regulators. The one device, serial number 4,
failed load regulation. The specification for this parameter is
3.5 mV. The measured value was -4.75 mV. Analysis of this failure

was done by measuring the device parameter in a bench set up using an

oscilloscope. Pictures of the measurements were taken at the case,
on the output lead 1/8 inch below the case, and on the output lead
3/8 inch below the case and are shown in Figures 3.27 thru 3.29,
respectively. The load regulation measurements at these points were

approximately 1 mV, 4.5 mV and 9 mV, respectively. As a result of
contact with the vendor, on this and other similar failures reported
herein, it was learned that the leads on the TO-5 type cases are made
of Kovar. The resistivity of Kovar can be as much as 28 times that of

copper (see reference 5 , section 3.6). This high resistivity is
the reason for the high load regulation measurements. The results and
recommendations associated with this problem are discussed in Section
3.5.2.
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Two units, serial n mbers 5 and 6, tailed thermal re-t,lation at -55 C.
Since this measurement is n0t reconwiended at either -3'" L or 125 (.
these devices were not considered failures. However, these two units
have been sent to the vendor tor their measurement and analysis.

Tabulation ot dynamic'test data taken in a bench test set up for the
LUII7H Adjustable Positive Voltage Regulators is shown in Table 3.15.
The tests were performed at 25'C and are of a) ripple rejection, h)
output voltage noise, c) line transient response and d) load tran-
sient response. All of the bench measurements made on these devices
were stable and showed reasonable sale margin lor the recommended
tolerances. Oscillographs of the Line and L.ad Transient Re-ponses
are shown in Figures 3.30 and 3.31.

3.4.2 LM117K Adjustable Positive Voltage Regulators

Tabulation of static test data taken on the S-32,3 A-itomatic Tester
for nine LMII7K adjustable positive voltage regulators is shown in

Tables 3.16 thru 3.18. All of the devices met the tolerances recom-

mended by the JC41 Subcommittee on Voltage Regulators.

Tabulation of dynamic test data taken in a bench test set lip is shown
in Table 3.19. All of the devices met the tolerances recommended by
the JC-41 Subcommittee on Voltage Regulators. Oscillographs of the
line and load transient responses are shown in Pigures 3.32 and 3.33.

3.4.3 LMI37H Adjustable Negative Voltage Regulators

Tabulation of static test data taken on the S-3263 Automatic Tester
for ten LM137H Adjustable Negative Voltage Regulators is shown in
Tables 3.20 thru 3.22. All of the devices failed load regulation for

current changes from 5-to-500 mA. The vendor was contacted on this
matter and confirmed the problem. The vendor has issued a letter on

this problem and recommends that the current changes be reduced to 5-
" to-200 mA. The'dceicds met -all ofther: pram'ete'r tole'rances "reconiended
by the JC-41 Subcommittee on Voltage Regulators.

Tabulation of dynamic test data taken in a bench test set up is shown

in Tables 3.23. The devices met all of the parameter tolerances recom-
mended by the JC-41 Subcommittee. Oscillographs of the line and load

transient responses are shown in Figures 3.34 and 3.35.

3.4.4 LMI37K Adjustable Negative Voltage Regulators

Tabulation of static test data taken on the S-3263 Automatic rester
for eight LM137K Adjustable Negative Voltage Regulators is -shounn in
Tables 3.24 thru 3.26. The devices met all of the parameter tolerances
recommended by the JC-41 Subcommittee.
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I'abulation oi dynamic test data taken in a bench test setup is shown
in Table 3.2.. The devices met all of the recommended parameter
tolerances. Oscillographs ot the line and load transient response
are shown in Figures 3.36 and 3.37.

3.4.5 Comparison of Test Data on 3-terminal Devices

The average values of the measurements of the 3-terminal adjustable
voltage regulators is shown in Tables 3.28, 3.29 & 3.30 for temperatures
of 25'C, - 55 C & 125 C, respectively.

3.4.6 Four-terminal )ev [es

Because of the similarity in the design of the 4-terminal adjustable
regulators to their 3-terminal fixed voltage counterparts, a full
characterization effort of these devices was not originally planned.
Some one ampere negative adjustable regulators with date codes 7639
showed some anomalies in their electrical performance. Devices with
more recent date codes have been requested from the vendor and data
will be obtained on these parts for the next report.

• *. . . ..•. . . ..111-17. . . . .. -. C- .
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3. 5 :onclIus ions and R~ coituendati jui

3.5.1 Test Circuiits

The large currents (,.- 1 Amp) required to Lest these and future voltage
regulators cannot be supplied or controlled by most automatic test

systems. The test circuits designed for teSLin, th~ese Voltage regula-I
tors are capable of interfacing with external power supplies and
forcing the DUT input voltage luvels and output load current levels.
The power Darlington transistors can readily carry and control the
5 amps needed for the short circuit current and start-up tests; how-
ever, future voltage reguilators needing 2-3 times this current will
require different Darlington transistors than those used for these
characterization efforts. The op amps used in these test circuits
have relay switches connected to their inputs that change their oper-
ating mode during the test. Because of these switches, special stabi-
lizing circuits may be required for the op amps.

The low level input circuits can be controlled by any automatic test
system capable of forcing voltages between +~ 15 volts and - 15 volts.
Although the test technique for measuring line, load and thermal reg-
ulation was adequate for these characterization efforts, it required
a DC voltage standard. A more complex circuit is shown in Figure 3.38
which may* be more desirable for production testing when additional
resolution is needed by the test system.

111-18
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The regulator output is simultaneously applied to the input of the
sample/hold amplifier and to one input line of the summing amplifier.
Prior to a time t = to* the S/11 amplifier is in the sample mode. At
t = to. the S/H amplifier is switched to the hold mode. After settling,
the output voltage of the summing amplifier is measured. This voltage
is an error signal (E) and is nominally 0 volts. At t = tl, the reg-
ulator is stimulated to a new line/load condition. At a predetermined
time after this (ie .5 ins), the output voltage (Vs) of the summing
amplifier is measured. This measurement is proportional to the dif-
ference between the voltage regulator output at t1 + .5 ms and the
voltage regulator output at to. From these measurements we can cal-
culate that the regulation is

V - E
SV R = _ _

(Rf/Ri)

3.5.2 Devices tinder Test

The voltage regulators discussed in this section were tested on the
S-3263 to determine their static electrical characteristics at 25'C,
-55'C and 125'C. The devices were also tested in a bench type test
setup to determine their dynamic (ie. transient AC) electrical charac-
teristics at 25"C. The data shown in Tables 3.12 thru 3.27 indicates
absence of data from some parts. These parts failed during test devel-
opment as a result of improper voltages or polarity being applied to
the regulators. None of the devices is known to have catastrophically
failed in an operating test circuit.

The most significant parameter failure was the failure of load regu-
lation for the LM137H voltage regulator. The vendor has confirmed
these failures and suggests that load regulation, for Vn= - 6.25 v,
be performed for 5 mA 4 L 200 mA. OS agrees with this decision;
however, since the part is a 500 mA voltage regulator, it should also
have a load regulation test performed for 5 mA 4 IL < 500 mA. OS also
recommends that the limits shall be 1 20 mV at 250C and , 25 mv for
- 55"c -"-T. 4 1250C.

There is evidence in the published literature (reference 6, Section
3.5) that start-uip and voltage recovery problems exist in some 3-
terminal fixed voltage regulators. When the output of the regulator
is shorted to ground tinder conditions of high input voltage, the safe
area protection circuit turns on and may force the regulator output
current to zero. Under these conditions, the safe area protection
circuit maintains a zero current condition even after the short is
removed. Consequently, the voltage regulator may not recover from a
short circuit condition until the input voltage is removed and then
reapplied. The timing sequence (shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13) has
been devised by OS to provide a rapid start-up condition into a maximum
load resistance to insure start up with a voltage
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step function, from 0 to Vin, at the DUT input, b) a short circuit
condition at the output to measure the current limit and c) voltage
recovery check to insure that the device will recover under a maximum
resistive load co dition when the short circuit is removed. This test
has been recommehded by OS to provide functional assurance of the
device's start-up capability tinder adverse system conditions. The
test conditions and parameter toleranc.s recommended by OS and the
JC-4[ Subcommittee on Voltage Regulators are shown in Tables 3.29 thru
3.36.

. .. °. . .. . ..... .
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LINE REGULATION WAVEr7ORMS

IV NI',HIGH),
(SEE NOTE2J)

INPUT
-N,- - I.0 ms

ISEE NOTES) I(MAX)

K4 LOW)
.5 .5ms

. STROBE
(SEE NOTE 10)

OUTPUT

VA V V VOLTAGE

LOAD REGULATION WAVEFORMS
IILIMAX

(SEE- NOTE II) --. P. R.R. 4Hz (MAX)

E- MIN )t (ms

J Lf STROBE
.5 me t .5m (SEE NOTE/0)

VE

VC

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

VD

Figure 3.9. positive voltage regulator test circuit for static tests (cont'd).
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LINE REGULATION WAVEFORMS

IV I NJ(H IGH)
(SEE NOTE)

INPUT
1.0 m 4

(1 L TE ) (MAX)

.5 ms -5ms
STROBE

(SEE NOTE to)

OUTPUT
VA VOLTAGE

LOAD REGULATION WAVEFORMS
1ILI, MAX P~W.= 6.Oms

(SEE NOTE /;) 0~ .ma P. R. R. '4Hz (MAX)

.,AIN
(SEE NOTE )

.5m __5m STROBE
.5me __ (SEE NOTE/O)

YVE

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

V0

Figure 3.10, Negative voltage regulator test circuit for static tests (cont'd).
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Figure 3.11. Level shift circuit and amplifier for VRLINE, VRLOAD & VRT H
tests.
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:j a volts

jn 0volts ______
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VOL7~ rsAles
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1 igiure 3.12, Positive voltage regulator timing sequence for VSTARTO
TOS & VOLr RECOV.
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Figure 3.13. Negative voltage regulator timing sequence for VSTART,
'os & VoUTr RECOV.
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VIN INPUT Du'.OUTPUT

7
41- *Y

N_. eO RL

+ ±t

Device Table

Device Ol1 i 02 J 03 04

Type 78 MG 78 G I LMII7H LM117K

VIN 10 V 10 V 6.25 V 6.25 V

RL 500. C. 5 2 5 _, 12. 5i

RL shall be type REF 70 or equivalent.

Notes:

1. The meter for measuring .eorms shall have a minimum bandwidth from

10 Hz to 10 kRz and shall measure true rms voltages.

2. No = eo rms.

3. The control pin connection is required for device types 01 and
02 only.

Figure 3.19. Noise test circuit for positive voltage regulators.
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01N IU 02UT3U0

__D~. U. .___04

2.& NF 1-0 r0 rms

fDevice ty 01 an 02 only.

Figure 3.20. Noie te cRcui f0or egaivenvtag.euaos

Notes:6
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Device. 01 0203 0
~ 78 I~E 78.0 F~l7 Mll

RER~~~Ta 70oeqiaet

2.Teiconro pin concto 0s reurdfrdeietps01ad04ny

Fige .21.tRippl reectornd es circui for tpievotgreuars

RER 70or equvalent



(S-Fe A ASLS

0___ Devceabl CONTROL_

~~DeviDvic Ta1b2 l 3e 0

Type 79 MGE 79 G ILl3H L3K

VIN 1 -10 v -10 V -6.25 V -6.25 V

The input 50-IL. resistor and RL shall be t ype
RER 70 or equivalent.

Notes:
1. ei 1 Vrms @ f =2400 Hz 0reasured at the input terminals of the DUT)

ripple rejection =20 log Cirms
eorms

2. The control pin connection and resistors (ft1 and R2) are required
for device types 01 and 02 only.

Figure 3.22. Ripple rejection test circuit for negative voltage regulators.
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SOA 1V"(SEE r4AIC I u U
0- * -. -O--'------------ T

G4O 0 OUTPUT

(see r4Jze6)

OU(See Avour)

Dev ic, 'Fable
De'vice 01 02 03 041

rvpe __ 78 Mg 78 t; LMI 1711 ILM1l7(; IH.S
\7 IN 10 k, 10 v 6.25v 6.25k I

3. 0 V 3. 0 v 3. 0 V, 3. 0 k, I

RL ' L.25K.-,. 1.2SK-r. 120oA- 120...L
1PHL tPL1II 5. Oui 5.Otis 5.Ous 5.Ous i1

Notes:
1 . Measured at device.~ input.
2. Pulse width t~ = 25 us; dt v cycle 1 (iwv< irnui)
3. OSCillOSLOPC andwidth =5 Mljz to 15 Mliz.
4. The control pin conn~ct ion is require'd fcr deviCt. ty'pVS 01 and 02.

iure 32.11ine t ranisietnt ruspOlnSe Ict. ci rc t rpit L eI a:

ret.ci lat ors.
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, ,~~?. o( r -..,a
4- t

l~tPN '" P U T~ Cll 'LTPI

tD U .T. -.. ------I I I UI I T T

23OUTPUT OUT

R(SEEE TV0L
+. -- ''

r(t, 79M 79G TLMI37 (s&3 E

VINrs~ -:OV - O -6.5 -6.5

OUTPUT - - V 1

D-zw.ice Table ---

- 01 'T02 64
rv P,-, 79MG 79 M31 M3K-~~
V IN -l0V -1ov -6.25V -6.25V 1

V IN -3k - 3V? - 1V 1V I
RI, 1.25K,%. 1.25K k 120-n- 120.,n.

t-rHLTLH 5.Ous 5.0us 5.Ous 5.Ous 1

Not vs:

1. M 'asurvd at dt-vict. input.
2. tI'ls, width t = 25 us; duty cycle - 3 Y (maximum)
3. Oscilloscope bandwidth = 5 MHz to 15 Mz.
4. Ih control pin connection and resistors (R1 and R2) are required

for devic typ es 01 and 02.

ie 3t1.24. Line transient response test circuit for negative voltage
re!ilat ors.
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!A'7~4) IVr~ (ses vore#)

,LVOUT

!.it .LVY\ t at 11's ( .A art inditcated by bold lines.

k- lin :4-nn . t k~ sMISL bi- uISed for a I I output current anj voltage

I,. wq' Wt h i '± ,-ito net works ni-Av vary with Lest adapter construction.
A* krltrntt dri vv ckruL for thV 2N6294 may be used to develop the

r, hItd CUrrint and input voltage pulses.

Ji.. !t iivnrator foi the pulse load circuit shall have the following
'ihL[.atvrisI. ics. (sec detvice TJable Ili)

a ~Iteelevel (VI) - 10 (L- \'o/(RL + R2 ) volts
hItl'Litsv w.itt (tP2) =25 u sec.

L. uly cyc'le 3 (mLx i MUM)
d. LT HL= tj lH I .0 usve: for device types 01 and 02

t Il. L1 .1 5.0 usec for device Lypes 03 and 04
1) 1 v lren-C. vo ILtage. IlevelI ( "' V I) = 10 ( IL) vo 1lt--

5"", =.dV1  300 mnV maxirnam for device type 01
,',Vu =1000 mV maximum for device, type 02

C. i/*." = 120 mV maximum for devices type 03 and 04
Ohe-so Vilu'S. guarantee the- spec ifijed limits for load transient

os i I lotepept minimim ba~ndwidIth shall I b 9 MHz to 15 MHz.

;r 2 1 I uI jlit~ r~sponse Lust circulit tor positive voltage



ceiQTb'

flevictVO. 010r3(

-Du&. r 9~2 7: _ L13I ~ 1
Ri . 2K 22K,.29. 4

Ij 07n 7rIL 3 10"a

200mA 403mA 200nA 40)rm

V 1  049V O*9V 045VSW9

RI 2. 21 , 2.21,- 24.j.. 249 1

Figuire 3.20 Load transi'nL respus tuS Lst tj i.it !,)r fli*t. i\ It a,

re -At or-s.



--L--_r ,T,.

PU5 tP I X

N. ~ ,Vo rS6, )V reP
&'OUT

OUTPUT

(SEE NOTE 2)

--~ -VOUT

I i',v c urrfnt path (I 1, )A) art- indicated by bold lines.

2. Kelvin Lonucctions must bc used for all output current and voltage
mZ.asurnI t'mv S.

3. Op amp stabilization networks may vary with test adapter construction.
Alternate drive circuits for the 2N6296 may be used to develop the
proper Load current and input voltage pulses.

4. The pulse generator for the pulse load circuit shall have the following
characteristics. (set device table)
: V. \oltage level (V i ) = 10 HL - Vo/(R 1 + R2 ) volts

b. Pulse width (tp2) = 25 u sec
c. Duty cycle = 3 (maximum)
d.. tTH. = tli.H = 1.0 u sec for device types 01 and 02
(., trlL --- t .,LH = 5.0 u sec for device types 03 and 04
i. Ii ftcrnce voltage level (^% V) = 10 (IL) volts

5.1. = 500 mV maximum for device type 01
h. , = 1030 mV maximum for device type 02

= 60 mV maximum for devices type 03 and 04
([hltit. values guarantee the specified limits for load transient
rk'sponse ,)

6 , (scilLoscep. minimum bandwidth shall be 9 MHz to 15 MNz.

ir .r 2.2'. load transient response test circuit for negative voltage
re.,,ulators (conLt 'd).
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I IVs

- ) ~ ii w'~'I1 lad ransient response test.

L',113 7 il Line 1'ransient Response

V,/cm = .020 Unit .1
i ime./cm =5 LIS

rI . i I-rap., oi 1,.;l 37i I Inv t ransient response' test.
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3. ~ 'i~ Ii l'rapi, for !-\it 3I' load transient response test.
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Figure 3.39. Average Line Regulation versus Temperature.
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Figure 3.40. Average Load Regulation (#2) versus Temperatur~e.
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Figure 3 .42.. Average Thermal Regulation versus Temperature.
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Figure 3.43. Average Adjustment Pin Current versus Tenwerature*
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SAi . 3.). i. ' n.,,.. . ;. .,) ~:.-sL Auapt. C ACcuraS.cs

aiYmit. ' Acra |Meas. Accuracy R_

'a,an.'Le C .WV Ie I.,w i 0: i0:1 4: " 1/ Accuracy 2/ Units

.11'1 , K P-i.27WV -a.225V "2.5 6.2 '2o.2-2n.3 '3.4-3.5 IV
vi,,-I-VOUT4 i :1, -7.-'.200v -i.300V .5 12.5 *2n.2-2i,.3 .3.4-3.6

V.I NI, iLiI 1. ; a, - 2.25 -52.4-2.6 .42
l."'I I l K .9 '2.251 52.4-52.6 '.42

RLOAD! 1 I i ii , +6 0.6 1.*5 -52.4-52.6 .42
I.M l IlI, K -3.5 +3.5 .0.35 -.88 52.4-52.6 -.42

3RLOAD2 I 37H K -- , +6 j.6 -1.5 1 52.4-52.6 -. 42
I,,_-;_ l I I, K -3.5 +3.5 -0.35 .88 -52.4-52.6 .42

"VRTrH L.Ml17311, K - +5 -.5 1.25 52.4-52.6 .42

IADJI LM137,i, K +25 +100 -6.2 115.6 -'.425-.800 .. 007-.014 uA
..... 11711, K -100 -15 5.75 14.38 .375-.800 .005-014

IAr).'2 [Ml 17j K +25 +100 0.2 '15.6 '.425-800 .007-.014
I.,IN, K -100 -15 .5.75 .14.38 .375-.800 .005-.014

f) IADJI LM1,11,il K -5 + 5 .5 1.25 .85-1.6 .014-.028__

01ADj2 LM1377H, K -; +5 ,5 "1.25 .85-1.6 _.014-.028 {I I, ;II, x {-5 +5 ,.5 ,1.25 ,.75-1.6 1, .01-.028 { l
LtJ311i 500 1800 65 ,162.5 '.725-6.98 *.725-6.98 MA

ToSL & T.M137,K 1500 3500 t10 '250 '7-25-7.45 p7.25-7.45
IPEAK I..,"117H -1800 -500 '5. . 162,.5 '.725-6.98 " .725-6.98

L±100 -5-5 -- 56 o '2.50 -F7.25-7.45 47'.T5-7.WS

TM137!4 50 500 22.5 '56.25 l.16-.725
TOS2 .mI37K 200 800 '60 475 .74-. 76 ' 2 _.74-.76

I.MlI71 -500 -50 '22.5 56.25 '.725-.16 _.725-.16
LMI17K -800 -200 -30 175.0 .76-.74 ±.76-.74

IQI, 1Q2  LM137H, K .200 3 _140 f350 ±3.5-40 ,±.37-1.54 l uA

LM117H, K -3 -.500 i1.25 t312.5 ±5-40 ___________

ZQ3 LM137H, K 1 5 ±200 -500 ±30-50 -i3.6-4.15
LM7H, K -5 -1 ±200 ±500 ±30-50 ±4.15-3.6

NOTS: l/ "S-3260 Basic Meas. Accuracy" indicates the accuracy obtainable using the
S-3260 test system to measure the parameters directly.

2/ "S-3260 Test Result Accuracy" indicates the accuracy obtained using external
circuitry and external measurement equipment under S-3260 control.
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Table 3.28. Comparison of 3-Terminal Device Data (25°C)

J Cond it ion -Parameter CoVINI(V)tion,(__ LMI17H LMI7K LMI37H LM137K Units

VOUTI 4.25 5 +1.240 +1.246 -1.252 -1.255 V
VOUT2 4.25 +1.233 +1.245 -1.245 -1.250 V
VOUT3 41.25 iA5 +1.247 +1.251 -1.255 -1.257 V
VOUT4 41.25 I +1.245 +1.248 -1.254 -1.257 V

VRLINE  4.251 5 +5.771 +4.235 -2.477 -2.418 mV
41.25J

VRLOADi 6.25 5 -5.237 - .050 +11.39 +4.722 mV
IMA

VRLOAD2 41.25 5 -1.663 -2.174 +1.041 + .749 1 mV

V~rH 41.25 12 +2.941 +3.142 mV
14.60 13 + .430 +1.032 mV

IADJl 4.25 5 -50.11 -55.761 +68.64 +66.78 uA
(LINE)

IADJ2 41.25 5 -50.74 -56.127 +71.67 +69.78 uA

(LINE)
IADJ 4.251 1 - .635 - .365 +3.026 +3.003 uA
(LINE) 41.25J

, IADJ 6.25 5 -. 682 - .155 -1.090 - .519 uA
(LOAD) IMAX !

1IOS1 4.25 VOUT=0V i -1.240 -2.711 +1.216 +2.294 A
VOUT RECOV 1+1.236 +1.247 -1.241 -1.250 V
OS2 40.00 vOUf0 V - .226 - .471 il+ .340 + .614 A

VOUT RECOV '+1.249 +1.251 --1.254 -1.257 V

IPEAK 4.25 IAVoUT =-.OV-1.241 -2.409 +1.221 +2.340 A
VOU T RECOV '+1.236 +1.247 -1.241 -1.250 V

IQL 4.25 IVouTffi1.4V -1;293 -1.318 + .408 + .414 mA
IQ2  14.25 IVoUTI=I.4V -1.443 -1.670 + .478 + .554 mA

IQ3  41'. 25 IVOUTIl.4V 1-3.487 -3.729 +1.913 +2.034 mA
VSTA r  4.25 I +1.234 +1.246 -1.241 -1.250 V

IMAX  -500 -1500 +500 +1500 mA i
11 = - 50 -200 + 50 + 250 mA
12= -125 -500 - - mA
13 = - - +750 +1500. A mA 1
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Table 3.29. Comparison of 3-Terminal Device Data (-55°C)

Condition i I
Parameter IVINI(V) 1IIj (MA) LM1I7H LMII7K LM137H LM137K Units

VOUTI 4.25 5 +1.240 +1.246 -1.253 -1.252 ' V
VOUT2 4.25 IMAX  +1.234 +1.245 -1.244 -1.248 V
VOUT3 41.25 5 I +1.245 +1.249 -1.256 -1.255 i V
VOUT4 41.25 I1 +1.244 +1.247 -1.256 -1.255 V

VpRLIN 4.251 5 +4.830 1 +3.192 -3.846 -3.620 !mV
41.25 1

VRLOADI 6.25 5 + .328 + .842 +8.642 +3.195 imV
IMAX

VRLOAD2 41.25 5 - .927 + .943 + .927 + .537 mV

VlRH 41.25 12 +4.083 +3.657 - - !mV
14.60 13 i - - .124 + .057 IMV

IADJ1 4.25 5 -40.57 -46.51 +74.10 +70.97 juA

(LINE)

ADJ2 41.25 5 -42.30 -46.76 +77.31 +74.36 "uA(IADJ 4.25 5 -1.729 - .249 +3.200 +3.381 uA

(LINE) 41.255

IADJ 6.25 5 -1.435 - .382 -1.568 - .832 IuA

(LOAD) IMAX

IOS1  4.25 VOUT-0V -1.258 -2.751 +1.192 +2.241 A
VOUjT RECOV +1.238 +1.246 -1.244 -1.248 V

IOS2 40.00 VOUT-0V - .329 - .698 + .387 + .736 A
VOUT RECOV +1.248 +1.249 -1.256 -1.255 V

IPEAK 4.25 VouT,--. 0V -1.262 -2.315 +1.202 +2.192 A
VoUT RECOV +1.237 +1.245 -1.244 -1.248 V

IQI 4.25 IVouT 1.4V -1.023 -1.052 + .315 + .334 iwA
IQ2  14.25 IVolyr|-l. 4v -1.380 -1.461 + .410 + .486
IQ3  41.25 IVOuT Il-.4V -3.377 -3.632 +1.964 +2.107 mA

VSTA~R  4.25 114AX  +1.235 +1.245 -1.244 -1.248 V

'IM - -500 -1500 +500 +1500
I, = - 50 - 200 + 50 + 200 MA
12- -125 - 500 - - mA
13 = - - +750 +1500 MA
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Table 3.30. Comparison of 3-Terminal Device Data (125°C)

Condition
Parameter VIN (V) 12 (mA) LMII7H LM1I7K LMI37H LMI37K Units

VOUTI 4.25 5 +1.235 +1.238 -1.254 -1.256 V
VOUT2 4.25 I X  +1.225 +1.235 -1.240 -1.249 V
VOUT3 41.25 5 +1.242 +1.243 -1.256 -1.257 V
VoUtr4 41.25 11 +1.240 +1.239 -1.255 -1.257 V

VRLINE 4.251 5 +7.250 +5.077 -1.946 -2.177 mV41.25j
VRLOADi 6.25 -5.101 -1.269 +15.09 +7.182 mV

IMAX

V RLOAD2 41.25 5 -2.500 -3.519 +1.595 + .905 mV
Ii

VRTH 41.25 12 +2.104 +2.702 mV
14.60 13 + .882 +1.484 mV

IADJL 4.25 5 -55.36 -60.63 +74.00 +70.65 uA
(LINE)

IADJ2 41.25 5 -55.95 -61.03 +76.84 +73.50 uA
(LIE)

(LINE) 4.25 5 - .585 - .408 +2.846 +2.852 uA(LINE) 41:25

AIADJ 6.25 5i - .235 + .022 - .581 - .295 uA
(LOAD) IMAX

IOSI 4.25 VOUT-OV -1.187 -2.354 +1.195 +2.170 A
VOUr RECOV +1.228 +1.237 -1.240 -1.249 V
lOS2 40.00 VOUT-0V - .235 - .431 + .318 + .563 A
VOUT RECOV +1.244 +1.243 -1.256 -1.257 V

IPEAK 4.25 VouT--.Ov -1.186 -1.990 +1.196 +2.104 A
VOUT RECOV +1.227 +1.236 -1.240 -1.249 V

IQI 4.25 lVouTI-1.4V -1.450 -1.478 + .474 + .455 mA
IQ2  14.25 9VOUTI-1.4V -1.714 -1.771 + .521 + .559 mA
IQ3  41.25 IVOUT|-1.4V -3.396 -3.591 +1.805 +1.818 mA

VSTA~r  4.25 IM&X  +1.225 +1.236 -1.240 -1.249 V

IMAX - -500 -1500 +500 +1500 mA
I I a - 50 - 200" + 50 + 200 0A
12 M -125 - 500 - - mA

13 a - - +750 +1500 mA
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Table 3.31. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 01 (78MG)
(See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise
Characteristic Symbol stated) Limits

Input Voltage Load Current Other in. Max. Unit
Output Voltage VOUT VIN= 8V IL=-5mA,-5O0mA 7 4.75 5.25 V

VIN-30V ILi-5mA,-50 mA
VIN-1OV IL-5mA TA-150*C l/
VIN=38V IL=-50 0mA RI=24.9KJI 2 .5 5

R2= 4.99KI
Line regula- VRLINE 8V4VIN 30V IL-- 5OmA Figure 12 -150 150 mV
tion 8V-VIN 25V ILa-350mA Waveform - 5 5
Load regula- VRLOAD VIN- 10V -500mA-*ITij-SmA Figure 12 -100 100
tion VIN' 30V - 5OmA_IL_-5mA Waveform -=015

Thermal regu- VRTH. VIN- 15V IL-500mA TA=25C - 5 5
lation Figure 12
_ _ _Waveform

Standby cur- ISCD VIN- 10V IL--5mA -7.0 -0.5 mA
rent drain VIN- 30V L-5mA -8.O -O._
Standby cur- A ISCD 8 V-VIN,*30V IL=-5mA -1.0 1.0
rent drain (Line)
change versus
line voltaRe
Standby cur- A ISCD VIN - IOV -500mA-L -5mA -0.5 0.5
rent drain (Load)
change versus
load current
Control pin ICTL VIN = lOV IL=-350mA TA-250 C -5.0 -0.0 &A
current .55 C_-oA -8.0 -0.0 #A

125 0C
Output short IOS1 VIN - lOV Figure 12 -2.0 -0.0 A
circuit cur- 7OS2 VIN - 3OV Waveforms
rent
Output volt- 2/
age recovery VOUT VIN - lOV RL-IOA;CL=20)F After IOS1 4.75 5.25 V
after output (RECOV) VIN = 30V RL=IK5- Atter IOS2
short circuit
current
Voltage start- VSTART VIN = 20V RL-OQ;CL=20F k.75 5.25
up ,-
Ripple rejec- AVIN VIN 1 0V IL=-125mA Figure 13 45 -- dB
tion ZVOUT Ci lVrms TA-250C

1_ @ 2400 Hz
Output noise
voltage VNO VIN' lOV IL=-5mA Figure 14 -- 125 AVrm

TA- 2 50C
BW=lOHz to

10kHz
Line trans- AVOUT VIN- 10V IL=-5mA Figure 15 -- 30 mV/V
ient response ZVTN VPULSE =3 .OV TA 25OC
toad trans- 4VOUT VIN = boV IL=-5OmA Figure 16 -- 2.5 V/mA
ient response AlL AIL=-200mA TA-250C
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Table 3.31. (Cont'd)

NOTES: 1. All tests performed at TA-125°C may, at the manufacturer's option,
be performed at TA=l5 0 "C. Specifications for TA- 125°C shall then
apply at TA=150°C.

2. Output voltage recovery test shall be performed, with the
designated load conditions, immediately after removal of the
IOS test forced output voltage condition. Voltage recovery
for conditions other than those specified is not guaranteed.

3. Static tests with load currents greater than 5mA are performed
under pulsed conditions defined in FigUre 12.
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Table 3.32. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 02 (78G)
(See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise
Characteristic Symbol stated) Limits

Input Voltage Load Current Other Min. Max. Units
Output Voltage VOUT VIN- 8V IL=-5mA,-IOOOm 3/ 4.75 5.25 V

VIN-30V IL--5mA,-I.O0 n
VIN=IOV TL=-5mA TA=I50OC 1/
VIN=38V IL=-IOOOmA RI=24.9KA. 28.5 31.5
_ _ _R2=4.99K..

Line regula- VRLINE 8VVIN-30V IL=-lOOmA Figure 12 -150 150 mV
tion 8V-V IN. 2 5V L -- w00mA-  ave forms - 50 50
Load regula- VRLOAD VIN=IOV -IO0OmA--IL--5m Figure 12 -IO0 I00
tion VIN=30V -lOOmA'-ILf-5mA Waveforms -150 150
Thermal regu- VRTH. VIN=I5V IL=-1IOOmA TA-25'C - 50 50
lation Figure 12

Wave forms
Standby cur- ISCD VINflOV IL=-5mA -7.0 -0.5 mA
rent drain I"___ I30V ILf-5mA -8.0 -O.5
Standby cur- AISCD SVtVIN-f30V IL=-5mA -1.0 1.0
rent drain (LINE)
change versus
line voltage
Standby cur- AISCD *VlNlOV -lO00mA-IL--5m -0.5 0.5

rent drain (LOAD)I
change versus
load current
Control pin ICTL VIN=OV IL=-5OOmA TA-250C -5.0 -0.01 A
current -55-C-TA  8 A

'11250C
Output short IOSI VIN-1OV Figure 12 -4.0 -0.02 A
circuit cur- IOS2 VIN=30V waveforms - .0-.0
rent

Output voltage VOUT VIN=1OV RL=5D.CL=20,uF After IOSl 4.75 5.25
recovery after (RECOV 2/
output short
circuit cur- VIN-30V RL=IKa After IOS2
rent I
Voltage start- VSTART VIN-20V RL=ACL=20uF 4.75 5.25
up
Ripple rejec- AVIN VINi1OV IL=-350mA Figure 13 45 d B
tion VO-U Ci=lVrms TA-25"C

___2400 Hz
Output noise VNO VIN-1OV ILf-lOOmA Figure 14 -- 250 uVrma
voltage TA=250C

BW=10 Hz to
10kHz

Line trans- AVOUT VIN=OV IL-5mA Figure 15 -- 30 mV/V
ient response ZVIN VPULSE=3.OV TA-250C

oad trans- A-VOUT VIN-1OV ILf-lOOmA Figure 16
ent response AIL I IL= '40 m A TA-250C 12.5 mV/ l
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Table 3.32. (Cont'd)

NOTES: 1. All tests performed at TA-12 5C may, at the manufacturer's option,
be performed at TA=150*C. Specifications for TAf1250C shall then
apply at TA=I50C.

2. Output voltage recovery test shall be performed, with the
designed load conditions, immediately after removal of the
lOS test forced output voltage condition. Voltage recoyery
for conditions other than those specified is not guaranteed.

3. Static tests with load currents greater than 5mA are performed
under pulsed conditions defined in Figure 12.
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Table 3.33. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 03 (LMII7H)
(See 3.4 unless otherwise specified

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise
Characteristic Symbol stated) Limits

Input Voltage Load Current Other Min. Max. Units
Output Voltage VOUT VINf4.25V ILf-5mA,-5OOm 3/1.200 .300 V

VINf41. 2 5V ILf-5mA,- 50A
VIN 6.25V 

IL--5mA 
A 150 C /

Line regula- VRLINE 4.25VIVIN IL=-5mA A=25°C -9 9 mV
tion 4 41.25V -55 °C-TA -23 23

!91250C
Load regula- VRLOAD VIN'f6 .25V -500mAdIL '-5mA A 2 5 °C -3.5 3.5
tion -55 C-TA -12 12

_125 C
VIN-4 1 .2 5V -50mASILt-5mA TA-25°C -3.5 3.1

-55°C-ZTA -12 12
-'1250C

Thermal regu- VRTH. VINf14.6V IL-750mA A250C - 5 5
lation
Adjust pin IADJ vN 4.25V TL-5mA -100 -15 pA
current VIN=4_i._25V IL=-5mA - UU -1
Adjust pin &IADJ 4.25V-IL IL5MA
current change (LINE) 641.25V
versus line
voltage
Adjust pin &IAD V1N6.2 5V -500mAeILE-5mA -5 5
current change (LOAD)
versus load
current
Minimum load IQ 4.25VVIN 3. mA
current 614.25V forced

VOUTl .4V
VIN=41.2 5V
forced VOUT -5.00-1.00 mA

-1.4V
Output short IoS1 VIN-4.25V _-1.8 -0.5 A
circuit cur- IOS2 VIN=40V 0.5 5 A
rent
Output volt- VOUT VIN=4.25V RL= 2.ACL=20 %fter _OS L.200 .300 V
tage recovery (RECOV) VIN4OV Rt-U 2/
after output After Ios2
short circuit
current
Voltage start- VSTART VINf4.2 5V RL- 2.5J;CL=20pF L.200 .300
up

Ripple reJec- £VIN VIN=6 .25V ILi-125mA Figure 13 65 -- dB
tion AVOUT CiilVrms TA-25eC

@fo-2400 Hz

Output noise VNO VIN-6 .2 5V IL-5OmA Figure 14 -- 120 pVrms
voltage TA25 °C

BWflOHz to
10kHZ
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Table 3.33. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 03 (LMII7H)
(Cont'd) (See 3.4 unless otherwise specified

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise
Characteristic Symbol stated) Limits

Input Voltage Load Current Other Min. Max. Units
Line trans- AVOUT VIN =6 .2 5V ILi-lOmA Figure 15 -- 6 mV/V
ient response -VN VIN3"0V TA-25C
iLoad trans- VIN VIN165V IL=-5OmA Figure 16 -- mV/
lient response AI L  AIL=-200mA TA-250 C

NOTES: I. All tests performed at TA=1250 C may, at the manufacturer's option,
be performed at TA=I5 0 *C. Specifications for TA=125*C shall then
apply at TA=1500 C.

2. Output voltage recovery test shall be performed, with the
designated load conditions, immediately after removal of the
IOS test forced output voltage condition. Voltage recovery
for conditions other than those specified is not guaranteed.

3. Static tests with load currents greater than 5mA are performed
under pulsed conditions defined in Figure 12.
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Table 3.34. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 04 (LMII7K)
(See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise
Characteristic Symbol stated) Limits

Input Voltage Load Current Other Min. Max. Units
Output Voltage VOUT VIN-4.25V IL-5mA,-15OOm 3/ 1.20 1.300 V

VIN-41.25V IL--5mA, -200mA
VINf6 .2 5V IL--5mA TA-150l C 1/

Line regula- VRLINE 4 .2 51IL ILf-5mA A-25C -9 9 mV
tion :!41.25V -55 C-FlA -73 23

_ 125°C
Load regula- VRLOAD VIN06 .2 5V -1500mAtIL -5-mA rA:2 5 C -3.5 3.5
tion -55°C'-TA -12 121

_125 0C
VIN-41. 2 5V -l50mAfILr-5mA TA-250C -3.5 3.5-550C'_-TA -12 12

tl25*C
Thermal regu- VRTH. VINfl4 .6V ILf-15OOmA TA-2 50C -5 5
lation
Adjust pin IADJ VIN-4.25V ILf-5mA -100 -15 )iA
current VIN-41. 25V ILf-S mA -M -1
Adjust pin ALADJ 4 .2 5V-VIN IL=-SmA -5 5
current (LINE) 641.25V
change versus
line voltage
Adjust pin AIADJ VINf6.25V "5OOmAIL- -5mA -5 5
current (LOAD)
change versus
load current
Minimum load IQ 4 .2 5V-IL -3.00-0.50 mA
current 114.25V

forced VOUT
=1.4V
VIN-41.25V -5.0017.00 mA
forced VOUT
=1.4V

Output short IOS 1  VIN=4.25V -3.50-1.50 A
circuit cur- IOS2 VIN-40V -1.00 0.18 A
rent
Output volt- VOUT VIN-4 .25V RLf. 8 33UCLf20pFAfter IOSl 1.2001.300 V
age recovery (RECOV VIN-40V RL250-' 2/
after output After Ios2
short circuit
current I I
Voltage start- VSTART VINf4 .2 5V RLf.8 3 3l;CL=20tM 1.200 [.300
up

Ripple rejec- AVIN VINf 6 .2 5V Figure 13
tion o-- CilVrms IL-50OmA TA02 50C 65 -- dB

@fo-2400 Hz
Output noise VNO VIN-6. 2 5V ILf-lOOmA Figure 14
voltage TA-2 50C

BW-lOHz to 120 pVrms
lOkHz
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Table 3.34. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 04 (L117K)
(Cont'd) (See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise.
Characteristic Symbol stated) Limits

Input Voltage Load Current Other Min. Max. UnitoLine trans- &VOUT VIN-6.2 5V IL=-lOmA Figure 15ient response A'--- AVTN=I.OV TAi25:C -- 6 mV/VLoad trans- -VOUT VIN6.25V IL=,100mA Figure 16
lent response AIL AILn4OOmA TA-25C -- 0.30 mV/

NOTES: 1. All tests performed at TA=125%C may, at the manufacturer's option,
be performed at TA=IS0*C. Specifications for TA-1250C shall then
apply at TA-1500C.

2. Output voltage recovery test shall be performed, with the
designated load conditions, immediately after removal of the
IOS test forced output voltage condition. Voltage recovery
for conditions other than those specified is not guaranteed.

3. Static tests with load currents greater than SmA are performedunder pulsed conditions defined in Figure 12.
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Table 3.35. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 01 (79MG)
(See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise

Characteristic Symbol sta ted) Limits
Input Voltage Load Current Other Min. Max. Units

Output Voltage VOUT VIN=-gV IL=5mA,500m -  3/ -5.25-4.75 V

VIN=-30V IL=5mA,5OmA
VIN=-lOV IL=5mA TA="150C 1/
VIN-38V IL=50mA Rli27.4kAL -31.5- 285

2 -2.21kA.
Line regula- VRLINE -3OVIVIN-8V ILn5OmA igure 12 -150 150 mV
tion - 2 5VIVINt-8V IL=35OmA aveforms - 50 50
toad regula- VRLOAD VIN--IOV 5mAt-IL-450F0 igure 12 -100 100
tion VIN-30V 5mA-ILt5OmA aveforms -150 150
Thermal regu- VRTH. VINi-5V IL5OmA TA-250C - 50 5
lation Figure 12

Wave forms
Standby cur- ISCD VIN-IOV IL=5mA 0.1 3.0 mA
rent drain' VIN-30V ILSImA 0.1 4.0
Standby cur- AISCD -30VIVIN-8V ILSImA -1.0 1.0
rent drain (LINE)
change versus
line voltage
Standby cur- AISCD VI=-IOV 5mA-IL4t5OOmA -0.5 0.5
rent drain (LOAD)
change versus
load current

Control pin ICTL VIN-IOV IL=35OmA TA-250C 0.001 2.00 juA
current -550CSTA 0.001 3.QO jaA

1125C
Output short IOS1 VIN=--OV Figure 12 0.002 2.0 A
circuit cur- IOS2 VIN=-30V Weveforms 0.002 1.0
rent

Output voltage VOUT VIN-0V RL=1OA%;CL fter IOSI -5.25 -4.7 V
recovery after (RECOV) .. 29f . .* "/. -
butputshorf ViN-30V " RL=5ka fter 102
circuit cur-
rent
Voltage Start- VSTART VIN--20 V RL-1O.ECL -5.25 -4.73
up =20uF _
Ripple rejec- 4VIN VIN=n-OV IL125mA Figure 13 45 -- dB
tion ZVO'-- Ci =ilVrms TA 2 5"C

-f2400 Hz
Output noise VNO VIN=-IOV IL=50 Figure 14 25 *ayrms
voltage TA-25"C

BW-lOHz to
lOkHz

Line trans- &VOUT VIN-IOV IL=SmA Figure 15 30 mV/V
ient response VFULSE-3.0V TA=25"C

Load trans- AVOUT VIN=-l0V I=5m Figure 16
ient response &IL AIL=2OOmA TA-2 50C 2.5 mV/A
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Table 3.35. (Cont'd)

NOTES: 1. All tests performed at TA=1250C may, at the manufacturer's option,
be performed at TA150C. Specifications for TA0125C shall then
apply at TA-150°C.

2. Output voltage recovery test shall be performed, with the
designated load conditions, immediately after, removal of
the lOS test forced output voltage condition. Voltage
recovery for conditions other than those specified is not
guaranteed.

3. Static tests with load currents greater than SmA are performed
under pulsed conditions defined in Figure 12.
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Table 3.36. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 02 (79C)
(See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise
Characteristic Symbol stated) _______ Limits -

Input Voltage Load Current' Other Mmn. Max. Unitf

Output Voltage VOUT VINin-8V IL=5ma,IOO~m 3/ -5.25 4.75 V

IN--1OV 1IL5mA rA1500C 1/__

___________I _________2-2.2lkJ1

Line regula- VRLINE -30V'-VINt-8V 1ILl0mA igure 12 -150 150 mVtion ____-25VAVINt!8V 1IL= 500mA aveforms - 71 75
Load regula- VRLOAD VIN--10V C5mA't1L*1OOO igure 12 -10 100
tion VIN--30V .5mAtI .LS0mmiA avef orms -150 150
Thermal regu- VRTH. VIN-I5V JIL-OOOmA TA250 C - 50 50
lation F igure 12

___________ ____ ___________________Wave forms

Standby cur- ISCD VIN-1OV IIL-m 0.5 3.01m
rent drain _ __VIN--30V 1IL-mA ____ _ 0.5 4.0
Standby cur- AISCD* -30VVIN1-8V rIL=5mA -1.0 1.0
rent drain (LINE)
change versus
line voltage __ ___

Standby cur- 4ISCD VIN-IOV 5AE~lOm 0505
rent drain (LOAD)I
change versus
load current_______

tControl pin ICTL VIN--IOV !IL-5OOmA TA 2 5*C 0.01 2.00 u
I current -55CiTA .001 3.00 )aA

Output short 1051 VINz=J.OV igure 12 0.002 45 A

rent_______ _____________ -

Output voltage VOUT VIN=-lOV RLm5A;CL-20.u fter 1051 2 -5.25-4.751 V

recovery after (RECOV)VIN=-30V RL-5k.. fter I0S2
output short
circuit cur-
rent I_______- -
lVoltage start- VSTART VIN--20V !RL-5.CL-20U -5.25-4.75'
up I____ _1___

Ripple rejec- AVIN VIN-DIOV fIL35OA Figure 13 45 -- d
tion AVOUT CiinlVrms TA=250C

____@f-2400Hz ______

Output noise VNO VIN=-IOV Y71O0MA Figure 14 -- 250 uVrms
voltage TA-250C

BW1lOHz to
______________ 1kHz___

Line trans- AVOUT VINin-l0V IL-5mA Figure 15 -- 30 mV/V
ierit response 4Vj I VPULSE-3.0V TA250C
~Load trans- AVOUT VN I~ -10V L m Figure,16 2.5

ient response jAIL AIL-40OmA TA-2S@C- -
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Table 3.36. (Cont 'd)

NOTES: 1. All tests performed 4t TA=125C may, at the manufacturer's option,
be performed at TA'1500C. Specifications for TA1250C shall then
apply at TA=150°C.

2. Output voltage recovery test shall be performed, with the
designated load conditions, immediately after removal of the
IOS test forced output condition. Voltage recovery for conditions
other than those specified is not guaranteed.

3. Static tests with load currents greater than 5mA are performed
under pulsed conditions defined in Figure 12.
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Table 3.37. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 03 (LMI37H)

(See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise

Characteristic Symbol stated) Limits

Input Voltage Load Curren Other Min. Max. Units

Output Voltage VOUT VIN=-4.2 5V IL5mA,500mA 37-1.300-1.20( V
VIN=-41.2 5V IL=5mA, 5OmA

VINO-6.25V I,5mA A-150°C I

Line regula- VRLINE -41. 2 5V-VIN IL-5 mA rA=25°C -9 9 mV

tion t.-4.25V -55°C TA -23 23
1250C

Load regula- VRLOAD VIN =-6. 2 5V 5mAjL.2OmA TA-25"C -6 6
tion -55"CTA -12 12

:!125"C

5mA.IL:5OOmA TA-25-C -12 12
-55 CfTA -24 24
:!125°C

VIN=.41.25V 5mAIL050mA TA-25-C - 6 6

-550C-TA -12 12
_ - e125°C

Thermal regu- IVRTH. VIN-14.6V IL-756mA T - 5

lation _

Adjust pin IADJ VIN-4.25V IL=5 mA 25 100 pA

current . VIN=-41.25V IL-5mA 25 100

Adjust pin AIADJ -41.25V.IL iLfEbA - 5 5

current I(LINE) 1-4.25V
change versus

line voltage _

Adjust pin fAIADJ VIN-6.2 5V 5MA.rIL!50OA - 5 5

current 1(LOAD)
change versus

load current .20 _.00__ _

Minimum load IIQ -14. 2 5VtVIN .20 .00 mA
current .-4.25V

forced V..UT"
i-1.4V
VINN41. 2 5V 1.00 5.00

forced VOUT
=-l.4V

Output short IOS1 VIN=-4.25V 1.5 .8 A

circuit cur- IOS2 VINO-40V 0.05 0.5 A

rent I

Output voltage VOUT VIN-4.25V RL-2.b5J;CL After OS1 -1.30-1.200 V

recovery after (RECOV' VNA-40V m20F 2
output short RLw 2 50X After IoS2

circuit cur-
rent

Voltage start- VSTART VINi-4.25V RLw2. 5 ;CL -1.300-1.200

u_ w20,uF

Rip-ple rejec- AVIN VN-'6.2 5V IL= 1 2 5mA Figure 13

tion OU--T Ci=lVrms TA-2 50C 48 dB

@fo-2400 Hz
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Table 3.37. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 03 (LMI37H)
(Cont'd) (See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise
Characteristic Symbol" st ted) Limits

Input Voltage Load Current Other Min. Max. Units
Output noise VNO VIN=-6 .25V IL=5OmA Figure 14 -- 120 )IVrms
voltage TA-25.C

BW=IO Hz to
-- lOkHz

Line trans- AVOUT VIN- 6 .25V IL=IOmA Figure 15 -- 80 mV/V
ient response AVIN AVIN'-l.OV A 2 50C
Load trans- &VOUT VIN--6.25V IL=5OmA Figure 16 -- 0.30 mV7mA
ient response AIL AIL-200mA TA-2 5*C

NOTES: I. All tests performed at TA=1250C may, at the manufacturer's option,
be performed at TA=150 *C.

2. Output voltage recovery test shall be performed, with the
designated load conditions, immediately after removal of the
lOS test forced output voltage condition. Voltage recovery
for conditions other than those specified is not guaranteed.

3. Static tests with load currents greater than 5mA are performed
under pulsed conditions defined in Figure 12.
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Table 3.38. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 04 (LMI37K)
(See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise
Characteristic Symbol stated) Limits

Input Voltage Load Current Other Min. Max. -nits
Output Voltage VOUT VINO-4.25V IL=5mA,150OmA 3/-1.300-1.200 V

VIN= -41.25V IL 5mA,200mA
_ _VIN-

6 .2 5V 1L=5mA TA-1500C I/
Line regula- VRLINE -41.25V! VIN IL=5mA TA-25-C - 9 9
tion 4-4.25V -55*C TA

_-1250C -23 23
Load regula- VRLOAD VIN1-6. 2 5V 5mA'ILt-5OOmA TA-25"C - 6 6
tion -55*CtTA -12 12

-:12 5 OC

VIN--4 1.2 5V 5mA-IL I50mA TA= 2 5"C - 6 6
-55 0CA-TA -12 12
!.125*C

Thermal regu- VRTH. VIN-I4.6V IL150 OmA TA-25"C 5
lation ..,_ _

Adjust pin IADJ VINO-4.25V IL=5mA 25 100 pA
current VIN=-41.25V IL=5mA 25 100
Adjust pin IADJ - 4 1.25V4IL4 IL=5mA 5 5
current (LINE) 4.25V

change versus
line voltage
Adjust pin AIADJ VIN--6.25V 5mA-IL I500mA 5---
current (LOAD)
change versus
load current
Minimum load IQ -14.25VEWIN 0.20 3.0k MA
current 1-4.25V 1.00 5.0(

forced VOUT
=-1.4

VIN=-41.25V 1.00 5.0(
forced VOUT
=-l.4V

Output short IOSI  VIN-4.2 5V 1.5 3.5 A
circuit cur- IOS2 VIN:-40V 0.2 0.8 A
rent I
Output volt- VOUT VIN'-4.2 5V RL=.8334;CL After OS1 -1.30T-1.200 V
age recovery (RECOV) =20juF 2/
after output VIN=-40V RL=2 50.a. After IOS2
short circuit
current
Voltage start- VSTART VIN-4.25V RL=. 8 3 3A;CL -1.300 0
up =204F
Ripple rejec- VIN VIN=-6.25V IL=5OOmA Figure 13 50 dB
tion AVOU" T Ci lVrms TA-250C

@fo=2400Hz
Output noise VNO VIN--6.2 5V ILIOODmA Figure 14 120 Vm
voltage TA-250C

BW=IOHz to
lOkHz
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Table 3.38. Electrical performance characteristics for device type 04 (LM137K)
(Cont'd) (See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Condition: (Fig. 12 unless otherwise
Characteristic Symbol stated) Limits

Input VoltaRe Load Current Other Min. Max. Units
Line trans- AVouT  VIN-6.25V ILlOmA Figure 15 -- 40 mV/V
ient response AVgS AVIN-i.0V TA=25°C
Load trans- AVOUT VIN-6.25V IL-lOOmA Figure 16 -- 0.15 mV/ A
ient response rIL AIL=400mA TA-250C

NOTES: 1. All tests performed at TA=125*C may, at the manufacturer's option,
be performed at TA-150 0C. Specifications for TA=1 2 5*C shall then
apply at TA'150°C.

2. Output voltage recovery test shall be performed, with the
designated load conditions, immediately after removal of the
IOS test forced output voltage condition. Voltage recovery
for conditions other than those specified is not guaranteed.

3. Static tests with load currents greater than 5mA are performed
under pulsed conditions defined in Figure 12.
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SECTION IV

MULTIPLE Bi-FET OP AMPS

MIL-M-385I0/119

4.1 Background and Introduction

The first op amps of this series which were introduced to RADC for
characterization and possible slash sheet action were the TL061 and

TL071 families from Texas Instruments. Each of these families included
single, dual and quad device types. The TL061, TL062 and TL064 devices
were offered as a low power category and the TL071, TL072 and TL074

devices were classified as low noise devices. Preliminary character-
ization studies at GEOS were encouraging and a recommendation for slash
sheet action was made. Since these new Bi-FET op amps had lower abso-
lute maximum ratings than the LF155 series devices, it was necessary

to generate a new slash sheet. National Semiconductor and Fairchild
were also introducing multiple Bi-FET op amp devices which could be

included in the new slash sheet. MIL-M-38510/119 contains the follow-

ing generic industry devices:

Generic Industry Type Military Device Type

TL061 (single-low power) 01
TL062 (dual-low power) 02
TL064 (quad-low power) 03
TL071, uAF771, LF151 (single - general purpose) 04
TL072, uAF772, LF153 (dual - general purpose) 05
TL074, uAF774, LF147 (quad - general purpose) 06

The differences between the absolute maximum rating of the /114 and

/119 military specifications are shown below:

Absolute Max Ratings MIL-M-38510-/114 /119

Supply voltage ± 22V ± 18V

Input voltage 1/ ± 20V ± 15V
Differential Input Voltage ± 40V ± 30V

l/ The absolute maximum negative input voltage is equal to the
negative power supply voltage.

Whereas device types 01, 02 and 03 are intended for low power applica-
tions, device types 04, 05 and 06 are intended to be the future low
cost "741 work horses" of the industry.
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4.2 Description of Device Types

The op amps specified in /119 have fewer J-FETs per op amp than the
LFI55 series devices. As a result the chip real estate per function
is approximately 2/3 that of an LF155 device. Consequently, the options
for lower cost and multiple op amp devices are also more viable than
with the LFI55 series design.

Figures 4-1, 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4 show the schematic diagrams of these new
second generation Bi-FET op amps. All of these devices feature J-FETs
for the differential input stage and complementary bipolar transistors
for the totem pole output stage. Unlike the LF155 series design a
J-FET is not used to replace the output PNP transistor for stability
improvement.

Another common difference between these devices and the LF155 series is
that the input J-FETs are not loaded by matched J-FET current sources.
Instead a bipolar current mirror is used with trim resistors in the
emitter legs. Offset voltage can be internally laser trimmed or ex-
ternally potentiometer trimmed. Because of pinout restrictions some
of the duals and all of the quads do not have external offset voltage
adjustment capability. Caution'should be exercised in swapping /119
single with /114 devices in applications using the offset control pins.

Since the LF155 adjustment is connected to + Vcc and the /119 single
device is connected to - Vcc proper operation after swapping will not
work and could lead to device destruction if the trim wiper gets too
close to one of the potentiometer ends.

The input for the single ended high gain second stage is taken off the
collector of the current mirror transistor.

Another current mirror connected to a zener regulated current source
provides separate constant qurrent biasing for the first and second
amplifier stages of the TL071 series devices.

The current source stage biasing for the other devices are all different
in design. Modifications of current mirrors and lateral PNP transistors
are used extensively as can be seen in the circuit schematics. The
degree of circuitry used for stage biasing enables the op amps to be
used over a wide range of power supply voltages while maintaining
excellent power supply rejection to noise and other disturbances.
Further details are covered in the manuals, books and papers referenced
in the bibliography of this report.
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4.2 Description of Device Types (cont.)

All of the generic industry device types within the /119 specification
have design differences which will tend to favor one parameter over

another. As a consequence of this fact the margin of performance be-
tween the different vendor devices and the specification limits will
vary accordingly.

,/C +

200

AM

"type ot 0/MY 1 TPr

Figure 4-1. TL06l Series Op Amp Schematic.
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4.2 Description of Device Types (cont.)

all:.

all- A113 _____
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00

1050 30K lo080 30KC

Figure 4-2. T1071 Series Op Amp Schematic.
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4.2 Description of Device Types (cant.)

RI R2 R3 RAI

03(1 
01 R1

012 AS

9f017
013 OUTPUT 024

(-) IN J2 (.IN SITI

019 020

025 04 05 01 7.5 pF F,016 GR

06 J 07 AS AC

R4 J3 A4 "ls R13

Figure 4-3. uAF771 Series Op Amp Schematic.
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4.2 Description of Device Types (cont.)
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4.3 Device Characterization

The characterization procedure for the multiple Bi-FET op amps was very
similar to the procedure described in Section 2.3. A notable difference
was that the test adapter had to be configured to accept dual and quad
devices in addition to single devices. This was accomplished by building
several DIP to T05 pin-out converters with manual selection switches.
Although this method was satisfactory in getting the data, a more
elaborate relay controlled socket would have been more efficient for
testing large quantities of devices, especially if this effort were
required on a continuing basis.

Software changes were made to the program to reduce the power supply
and command voltages to the specified values for these devices. Tran-
sient response, settling time and slew rate data were measured manually
with a new test fixture having dedicated DIP sockets for single, dual
and quad devices.

As with the LF155 series devices, a Tektronix 577 curve tracer was used
to observe parameter to parameter characteristics of sample devices.
Furthdr details on op amp characterization test procedures are containPI
in Section 2.3.
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4.4 Tabulation of Test Data.

A representative tabulation of S-3260 characterization data is shown
in Tables 4-1 through 4-6. Each of these data sheets show how the
data values of 10 devices compares to the JC-41 Committee limits at a
given test temperature. Most parameters were tested with ±16 volt power
supplies over a ± 12 volt common mode range. Even though device types
01, 02, and 03 are not rated to drive a 2000 ohm load, data was taken
with this condition for information only.

Statistical summaries of all the data are shown in Table 4-7 through
4-12.

Histograms were generated on an op amp basis for both device type
families for all parameter-temperature combinations. One such histo-
gram at 25C of common mode rejection for device types 04, 05 and 06 is
shown in Figure 4-5.

A complete tabulation of the data is being issued in handbook form to

the JC-41 Committee representatives.

4.5 Discussion

The characterization data was carefully reviewed to determine how well
it complies to the proposed JC-41 limits and the June 1979 Rev. 1 issue
of MIL-M-38510/119. Where there is good agreement between the data
and the limits, no further discussion will be given here. The proposed
JC-41 parameter limits will then be carried over into Table 4-13.
Where there is a discrepancy between the data and the JC-41 limits a
discussion will be included with GEOS proposed limits. Because of the
limited sample size (51 low power op amps and 81 low cost op amps), the
GEOS data may not accurately reflect the data of all manufacturer lot
samples.

Vendor feedback will be required before firm limits can be recommended
for the proposed multiple op amp slash sheet MIL-M-38510/119. Table
4-13 is the best estimate of this time of the /119 Table I limits.

4.5.1 Input Offset Voltage (Vio)

With the exception of vendor B Type 04 devices at 125*C, the offset
voltage data agrees with the proposed limits of ± 5 mV and ± 7 mV at
25°C and over the military temperature range, respectively.

4.5.2 Input Offset Current (hio)

Early in the characterization program there were many device failures
to the ± 50 pA JC-41 limits. Because of this the histogram and sta-
tistical analysis limits were loosened to ± 100 pA. A comparison of
the 250C, zero common mode offset current data against the data

limits is as follows:
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4.5.2 Input Offset Current (Ijo) (cont.)

Device Yield @ yield @
Type Iio = ± 100 pA (max) lio ± 50 pA (max)

01,02,03 (51-8)/51 = 84. (51-15)/51 = 70%

04,09,06 (81-18)/81 = 78% (81-27)/81 = 67%

For reasonable yields the ± 100 pA limits should be used.

4.5.3 Input Bias Current (± liB)

At the negative common mode condition at 25*C, both device families
had yields of less than 70% against the -200 pA limit. The yields
improve to better than 80% with a relaxed low limit of -400 pA. The
high temperature high limits were too loose and it is suggested that

they be changed from 100 nA to 70 nA at the positive common mode
voltage and from 70 nA to 50 nA for the other common mode voltage
conditions.

4.5.4 Short Circuit Current (Jos(+), Jos(-)

Based on these devices alone limits of 30 mA would be recommended;
however, other vendor type devices, not yet characterized, require
the 40 nA limit for the low power category. The general purpose device
limits of ± 80 mA are reasonable.

4.5.5 Supply Current (Icc)

Although the supply current is specified on an op amp basis, observa-
tions of the data show that duals and quads use less current per op
amp than does a single device. An average "discount" for the multiple
op amps based on histogram mean values is 20% for the duals and 30%
for the quads. No change is recommended for /119.

4.5.6 Output Voltage Swing (+ Vop, - Vo p )

Based on the data, the voltage swing limits are specified very con-
servatively. For device types 01, 02 and 03 with a 10K ohm load,

- Vop is the weakest drive. 50 out of 51 devices had less than 1.2 V
of negative saturation. (-Vsat = I-Vcc - (-Vop)l).

The single 01 maverick with 1.7 V of negative saturation also failed
the Vio, -PSRR and the gain tests. For the 04, 05, and 06 device
data the maximum saturation drops were 2.1 V at 10 KX.. and 3.5 V
with 2Kf.J loading.
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4.5.6 Output Voltage Swing (+Vop, - Vop) (cont.)

It is recommended that the swing limits be increased to 12.5 V at
1OKA and 11 V at 2KJ2 . The characterization data was measured
with + Vcc = ± 16 V, whereas the proposed slash sheet is specified
with + Vcc = ± 15 V. Because of this difference the data was exam-

ined on an "output to rail" basis.

4.5.7 Open Loop Voltage Gain (AVS(+), AVS(-))

One of the tradeoffs for device types 01, 02 and 03 is that the low

power option results in lower open loop gain. One change that can
be recommended is that AVS at ± Vcc = ± 5 V be increased from 2 to

3 V/mV (min.). The lowest corresponding data value was approximately

4.8 V/mV from a -55°C histogram.

As a general observation, device types 04, 05 and 06 have lower gains

than the 155 series devices by a factor of from 1/4 to 1/3.

4.5.8 Slew Rate (SR(+), SR(-))

With the exception of several failures from vendor code B devices,
all of the devices had slew rates greater than the specified minimum
levels. No specification change is recommended, unless vendor code

B determines that a relaxation in limits is necessary.

4.5.9 Transient Response (TR(tr), TR(os))

The previous parameters were measured automatically, but transient
response was measured manually with a signal generator and an oscillo-
scope. Histograms were generated on the S-3260 from the manual data.

For the low power devices the data indicates that the rise time and
overshoot should be changed from 600 nanoseconds and 407 to 400
nanoseconds and 20% respectively. These limits would still leave a
2:1 margin from the observed worst cases. Device types 04, 05 and
06 have data in good agreement with the limits.

4.5.10 Settling Time (ts(+), ts(-))

The data indicates that the settling time limit for device types
01, 02 and 03 need to be increased from 1500 ns to 6000 ns. The
initial limits of 1500 ns was a tentative estimate without a JC-41
recommendat ion.

In view of the fact that device types 04, 05 and 06 have four to
five times as fast a slew rate as the low power devices, it is not
surprising that the data yields a similar conclusion with settling
time.
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4.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

A characterization study was conducted on a mix of single, dual and
quad Bi-FET op amps. The data base consists of 51 low power op amps
and 81 general purpose op amps. Minor changes in the JC-41 specifica-
tions were made to reflect GEOS's data observations, yield considera-
tions and user priorities. These multiple Bi-FET op amps should find
many useful applications in military systems.
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SECTION V

CHARACTERIZATION OF 12-BIT A/D CONVERTERS

MIL-M-38510/120

5.1 Background and Introduction

This JAN 38510 specification development for A/D converters is new in at
least two respects: it is the first slash sheet devoted to A/D convert-
ers, and the specified devices are the first linear hybrids to be
designated for military usage in the JAN program. The need for data
converters in military systems is well-established, not only for new
microprocessors-based digital systems, but for retrofit into upgraded
existing systems. For example, a system using resolvers to transmit
angular position/rate data to other analog computing subsystems may be

upgraded by retaining the sensing resolvers, converting their outputs to
digital numbers, and replacing the analog computing subsystems with
digital counterparts. High-resolution, high accuracy converters would
be required to accommodate the wide dynamic range and typical system

accuracy required.

At this time, high speed (e.g. 13 to 50 usec conversion time) 12-bit
A/D converters do not exist as monolithic devices, although lower speed
and/or lower resolution monolithics are becoming available from several
manufacturers. The hybrid devices selected for this slash sheet are
already used in numerous military systems. They were developed by Micro

Networks Corporation, and at least some of the device types will also be
available from other hybrid manufacturers ... Analog Devices and Hybrid

Systems. Generally, the devices offer choice of external or internal
references, two conversion times, and four input voltage ranges.

There is valid concern amongst all device manufacturers regarding the
required testing of A/D converters. Test capabilities may range from
bench tests, to custom test boxes, to fully automatic test systems. At

GE, two levels of test were planned ... both a bench test and a fully
automatic test using the Tektronix S3260 system. Admittedly, the latter

system is not used by any manufacturer, but GE's test development has a
dual purpose, ... to verify the test circuit and to characterize the
device. Since both D/A and A/D test developments were proceeding in

parallel, a common precision reference D/A section was developed to share
with both test adapters. The test circuit recommended for the slash

sheet should be compatible with a variety of atomatic test systems.

Deviations from the test circuit are permitted but must be justified by

the manufacturer at the time of qualification submittal.
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Test philosophy regardifig linearity and monotonicity is another contro-
versial subject. One manufacturer verifies linearity by measuring

deviations from a best-fit straight line, while another measures devia-
tions from a line connecting end points. Since users cannot calibrate
to some unknown best-fit line, but can calibrate to ful'l-scale end
points, GE strongly favors the latter method. (There is further dis-
cussion on these topics within the text.)

At this report tine, the A/D characterization effort is not yet complete.
A slash sheet has been prepared in preliminary status, and has been
issued to interested people for comment. Test philosophy has been
established, and test circuits and adapters were designed and fabricated
for both bench testing and Tektronix S3260 testing. Test software has
been developed and has been debugged. The remaining effort to complete
the characterization is to complete the data taking, analyze the data,
recommend changes (if any) for the slash sheet, issue the data, and
finalize the slash sheet.

5.2 Description of Device Types

There are two series of device types included in /120, the Micro Net-
works MN5200 series and the MN 5210 series. In each series there are
eight device types, four pair having input voltage ranges of 0 to -10V,
-5V to +5v, -10V to +IOV, 0 to +10V, with each pair having either an
internal or an external reference. Both series are 12-bit successive-
approximation converters having both serial and parallel digital outputs.
They are packaged in miniature 24-pin glass/ceramic DIPs, are self-con-
tained and internally laser-trimmed (no external adjustments). The two
series differ only in maximum conversion time ... the 5200 series
(device types 01-08) requiring 50 usec max for a complete conversion,

and the 5210 series (device types 09-16) requiring 13 usec max.

The hybrid devices have several chips; there are significant differences
in the-number of chips used by different manufacturers.. Basically, the
successive approximation converter consists of a D/A converter (ladder
network and switches), a successive approximation register and logic,
and a comparator. An approximate diagram of the 5200 A/D converter is
shown in Figure 5-1, which includes functional level information only,

not detailed schematics of all sections. The 12-bit converter must make
12 successive approximations of the applied input voltage. While this
is occurring, the input cannot change (unless it were to change so as
not to affect previous trials, which is too restrictive), so a sample/
hold circuit is normally used to hold the input constant during the
conversion time. The 12 comparisons are made between the input voltage
and a feedback voltage obtained from the internal 12-bit parallel D/A
converter, beginning first with the MSB and ending with the LSB. The
comparator output determines whether a "i" or a "0" should be entered
in the register for each bit comparison. In the figure, this function
is performed with a high-gain precision comparator A2.
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The 25L04 successive approximation register contains most of the digital
control and storage necessary to operate the converter. It contaLns a
set of master latches acting as control elements which change state when
the external clock input is low, and a set of slave latches that hold
the register data and change state on a low-high transition of the
input clock. It acts as a serial-to-parallel converter for information
from the comparator A2 , sending it to the appropriate slave latch to
appear at the register output (serial output) when the clock transition
goes from low-to-high. When that data enters the register, the next
less significant bit is set to a low, ready for the next iteration.

A timing diagram is shown in Figure 5-2. For parallel data outputs,
the shaded areas shown denote states determined by data input immediately
prior to the shaded area. Parallel data is valid for the entire time
that the EOC signal is low, i.e., until the converter is reset. The
converter is reset by holding the "start" signal low during a low-to-
high transition of the clock, beginning at least 25 nsec prior to the
clock transition. When the start is again set high, the conversion will
begin on the next low-to-high clock transition. The start signal can
be set low at any time during a conversion and it will reset the con-
verter. A complete conversion takes place in 13 clock pulses. For
continuous operation, the user has to connect "start convert" to EOC,
pin I to pin 22. The ground terminals must be externally connected
together as close as possible to the device.

Op Amp Al buffers the input reference voltage and in conjunction with
transistor Q14 provides the base line voltage to all switching tran-
sistors. The base line voltage varies to compensate for the variation
in the switching transistor VBE's with temperature, thereby providing
a constant voltage to the ladder resistors. Similar compensation exists
for variations in the minus supply voltage, which would change ladder
currents.

It should be noted that the 5210 series of devices manufactured by Micro
Networks require a 2.2 uF solid tantalum capacitor connected between
DUT pins 15 and 10 for operation with conversion times of 24 usecs or
less.

The user should be aware that there are differences in the supply cur-
rents among vendors, and also differences in power supply sensitivity.
The specification tolerances have essentially been widened to accommo-
date both vendors. Proper system design considerations by the user
will permit interchangeability by using the specified limits. Tighter
performance may be obtained from a single vendor on power supply sensi-
tivity, but this is not guaranteed or controlled within the spec, except
as stated.
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5.3 Characterization of the 5200 and 5210 Series A/D Converters

5.3.1 Static Test Parameters

Power Supply Currents

Power supply currents limits have been enlarged to encompass all
device manufacturers designs since no two devices are implemented
identically. Each must, however, satisfy the maximum power dissipa-
tion requirements.

Power Dissipation

The device power dissipation is the sum total of the products of the
power supply currents and their respective voltages plus, for devices
with external reference voltage only, the product of the reference
input current and voltage.

PD Vcc Icc + VEE IEE + LOG ' VREF .REF , -13
(EXT MiF. OINLY)

Input Logic Voltage Levels

Logic "1" input voltage levels is + 2 V minimum and Logic "0" input
voltage levels is + .8 V maximum, typical digital logic levels. In-
puts are: S.C. and Clock.

Output Logic Voltage Levels

Output logic "1" voltage is 2.4 V minimum when loaded with 320 uA
(source). Output logfc "0" voltage is 0.4 V maximum loaded with
3.2 mA (stnk). Outputs are: 12 address outputs; E.O.C; and SDO.

Output Short Circuit Current

All outputs are tested with a short, circuit applied. Output current
shall not exceed - 25 mA.

Input Low Current

Input low current is the maximum sink current the device will sink
with the input at 0 V.

Input High Current

Input high current is the maximum current the device will source with
the input voltage at + 5 V.
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Input Impedance

The specification calls for input impedance measurement. On the
S3260 a dc resistance will be measured.

Clock Input Pulse Width

Clock input pulse width is specified as 200 ns. The positive portion
of the clock pulse (logic 1) must be equal to cr greater than 200 5s
wide for all device types.

Minimum Conversion Time

Minimum conversion time is a function of the speed of the converter
and limits specified are maximum values. The maximum value of mini-
mum conversion time represents the maximum conversion speed the
device must be capable of at rated accuracy.

Power Supply Sensitivity

Power supply sensitivity is specified as the percent of full s~ale volt-
tage range change per percent change in power supply voltage.

Zero Error

For a unipolar device the straight line between the first and last
transition voltage is extended beyond the first transition voltage
1/2 LSB. The difference between the resulting voltage and zero volts
is unipolar zero error.

For a bipolar device add 1/2 LSB to the transition voltage for the
0111 1111 1111 to 1000 0000 00 transition and difference between
the resulting voltage and zero volts is the bipolar zero error. If
"Best Fit Linearity" is employed the offset employed to shift the
curve will have to be factored into the zero error&, unipolar and bipolar.

Absolute Accuracy

Absolute accuracy is accuracy with which the A/D converter will mea-
sure and convert an analog voltage to a digital equivalent, relative
to an accurate voltage standard. Quantization error is reduced to
1 1/2 LSB by offsetting the transition voltages by 1/2 LSB.
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Integral Linearity Error

Integral linearity is the deviation from the ideal linearity curve
(a straight line). The ideal linearity curve would be a straight
line between the first and last transition voltages if linearity was
,qpecificd as 'Ytid Point". If, however, "Best Fit Linearity" is
employed, linearity is the deviation from the "Best Fit" straight
line.

Major Carry Errors

Major Carry Errors are a measure of the differential non-linearity of

the A/D converter. If major carry errors are less than 1 1 LSB and
the device is linear, there will be no missing codes.

5.3.2 Static Test Circuit

The circuitry used to test the MN5200 series of A/D converters is
shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 5.3 shows a simplified block dia-
gram of the schematic. The transition to be tested - 1 LSB is en-
tered into the An register, where it is applied to the reference DAC
and a digital comparator. The digital comparator's other input comes
from the device under test, a 12 bit A/D converter. The latch inserted
between the ADC and the digital comparator insures that only valid
data is applied to the comparators, i.e. it is strobed when an end
of convert signal is received from the ADCo.

The digital comparator has 3 possible outputs, A/--B, A=B, or At- B
depending on the relative magnitude of the transition to be tested
and the present state of the A/D converter. If A--B, the input to
an integrator is connected to + 5 volts through an analog switch.
This causes the integrator to ramp downwards. The output of the inte-
grator is summed with the analog output of the reference DAC. Since
the DAC output is a constant DC level and the integrator's output is
decreasing their inve:.ed sum is- rising, which forms the analog input to the

ADC. The ADC's input voltage will continue to increase and its
digital output word will continue to decrease until the digital com-

parator decides that A=B or A-B. When this happens, the analog
switch changes state, connecting -5 volts to the input of the inte-
grator. This causes the output of the integrator to ramp upwards.

When summed with the DAC output, this forces the ADC input voltage
to decrease, which increases its digital output word.

In this way it can be seen that the ADC digital output word locks
onto the word present in the An register, and couples between A--B
and A ! B.
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The output of the reference DAC and the analog input to the ADC are
summed in the error amplifier. A potentiometer is used to null the
offset of this amplifier to zero. The capacitor in the feedback loop
tends to average out the fluctuations in the A/D input voltage due to
the ramping effect of the integrator. The ADC transition voltage can
be calculated by dividing &. E0 by the gain of the error amplifier,
and then subtracting the reference DAC voltage.

Figure 5.7 shows the ADC input voltage vs time when the transition
voltage from 0110 to 0111 is to be measured. It is assumed that the
ADC performs a conversion every 10 usec and the analog input to the
A/D converter ramps up or down at a rate of .005 LSB/usec. When
conversion #1 is complete, the reference DAC input (0110) is equal to
the ADC output so the integrator continues to ramp upward. The same
thing is true when conversion #2 is completed, 10 usec later. When
conversion #3 is complete, however, the ADC output is greater than
the DAC input, so that AL4B and the integrator begins to ramp down-
ward. The ADC input voltage will continue to cycle around the tran-
sition voltage from this point onward. it should be noted that in
Figures 5.7&5.8 downward refers to increasing, and upward decreasing
.A/D input voltage.

In the previous example the maximum difference between the actual
transition voltage and the input 'to the ADC at any time was .05 LSB.
In measuring some transitions this difference may become as large as
.1 LSB due to the way in which the ADC performs conversions. Because
the MN5200 series of ADC's are successive approximation devices they
perform conversions by setting one bit at a time, starting with the
NSB. Figure 5.8 shows the ADC input voltage vs time when measuring
the 0111 to 1000 transition voltage. After conversion #1 is completed
the ADC input voltage will ramp upwards because A=B. The same thing
is true when conversion #2 is completed 10 usec later. Conversion
#3 is now begun, starting with the MSB. Because the analog input to
the ADC immediately following conversion #2 is still less than 1000,
the M1SB will be set to a 0. The remainder of the bits will be set
to 1, resulting in an ADC output of 0111 at the end of conversion #3.
Since this is still equal to the input to the D&C, the integrator
continues to ramp upwards. Conversion #4 will result in a value of
1000, and the integrator will begin to ramp downwards. Conversion
#5 also results in a value of 1000, and the integrator continues
downward. Conversion 6 is now begun, starting with the MSB. Because
the input to the ADC immediately following conversion #5 is still
greater than 1000, the MSB will be set to a 1. The remainder of the
bits will be set to 0, resulting in an ADC output of 1000 at the end
of conversion #6. Since this is still greater than the input to the
DAC, the integrator continues to ramp downwards.
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The ADC input will continue to cycle around the transition voltage
from this point onward. The reason that the ADC input voltage did
not stray as far from the actual transition voltage when measuring
the 0110 to 0111 transition was that in that case only the least
significant bit was changing, which is the last to be set in a con-
version. In both cases the sawtooth around the actual transition
voltage is filtered out in the error amplifier by a capacitor in the
feedback loop.

5.3.3 Devices Used For Testing

(later)
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5.4 Automatic Test Development

Testing A/D converters, particularly 12 bits or more, is a difficult
task and is generally only performed by the most sophistocated of the
users. Traditionally, A/D converters were tested using a D/A con-
verter in conjuction with an oscilloscope. The D/A converter generally
had at least 4 bits more than the device to be tested. The implemen-
tation varied but in all cases the testing was tedious, time consuming,
and required human data logging. Manufacturers of the devices, in an
effort to reduce test time and costs, are attempting to automate the
testing of A/D converters. Some already have.

A major portion of this characterization effort was devoted to the
development of an automatic test capability for the S3260.

Once the decision was made to test A/D converters automatically, the
next decision to be made was how to implement the testing. Did all
transitions have to be tested or could an abbreviated test method be
employed which tests bit errors and utilizes superposition to test the
worst case linearity? Unlike the D/A converters for which the abbrevi-
ated test method has been used successfully by most manufacturers, the
AID converter transition voltages are not so clearly defined. A/D
converters are tested at maximum rated speed which results in transient
errors that will distort static bit weight errors. one of the objec-
tives of the 5200 characterization effort will be to determine whether
or not an abbreviated test method could be employed with sufficient
confidence that devices with missing codes would be detected. it should
be noted that when testing A/D converters, transition voltages are
measured and not dc voltage levels. Transition voltages are nominally
set at 1/2 LSB below nominal voltage levels to reduce quantization
errors to +± 1/2 LSB.

Linearity is, without a doubt, the most difficult A/D converter param-
eter to measure accurately and unless clearly defined may confuse the
user. Some vendors choose to use "Best Fit Linearity" as opposed to
"End Point Linearity". one could argue that "Best Fit Lineafity"l
would be achieved by utilizing a Least Squares Straight Line but that
would most certainly confound the less sophistocated user. GE would
prefer to utilize "End Point Linearity" but, since-high speed successive
approximation A/D converters are not necessarily linear, "Best Fit
Linearity" will be employed. "Best Fit Linearity" will be defined as
the straight line parallel to the "End Point Linearity" straight line
that distributes maximum positive and negative linearity errors equi-
distantly from it. This is a definition that the user can easily
comprehend and apply.
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To make the testing of a 12 bit A/D converter accurate utilizing a
Tektronix S3260, it was necessary to design a reference module which
contains an 18 bit reference DAC, buffer, active ground drives, and
switching to provide the proper voltages and logic levels to test all
of the device types in the slash sheet. Since the characterization
efforts for the 562, 12 bit D/A converter, was performed concurrently
with the 5200 series A/D converters, the reference module was designed
to accommodate both testers. The reference module, in conjunction with
the S3260 test adapter can be utilized on the bench if the S3260 under-
socket connections, power supplies and relay actuators, are implemented
in the bench setup. Manual addressing of the reference DAC is provided
via toggle switches. Display of the DUT output address can be accom-
plished by connecting a buffered 12 bit LED display -o the DUT output

address register via a pair of DIP cli,)s.

The technique employed to measure transition voltage employs a dither
which ramps slowly above and below the transitionvoltage. A more
detailed description of the test circuit is contained within the text
of this report. Part of the test development will be to select the
proper dither voltage for the devices being tested. Too low a dither
voltage and it will be down in the noise le'.el. Too high a dither
voltage and it will limit the range of differential non-linearity mea-
surement. A finite amount of dither will provide some guard banding
for detecting devices that might marginally exhibit missing codes.

5.4.1 Test Program Development

Software was developed for the Tektronix S3260 test system to provide
for automatic testing of the MN5200 series of Analog-to-Digital con-
verters. The test circuit used in conjunction with the S3260 is shown

in Figures 5.4, J.5 and 5.6.

Poqer Supply Currents

Supply currents are measured first with all bits off and then again with
all bits on. + 15 VDC is forced on pin 15 and the current flow, Icc, is
maasured. + 5 VDC is forced on pin 2 and the current flow, ILOG, is
measured. - 15 VDC is forced on pin 13 and the current flow, Iee , is
measured. For device types with an external reference - 10 VDC is
applied to the external reference input and the current flow, IREF, is
measured. The limits for power supply currents were enlarged to
encompass all manufacturer's devices. Due to differences in implemen-
tation of the A/D converter, the loads on the positive and negative
supplies will vary from one manufacturer's device to another. The
limitations on power supply currents will largely be imposed by the
maximum power dissipation specified.
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Power Dissipation

Power dissipation can be calculated from the supply currents according
to the following equation:

PD = (15 Ice) + (5 ILOG) - (15 IEE) - (10 IREF) 5.2]

(for devices with
iexternal references only)

Input Logic Voltage Levels

In order to test the limits on the input logic levels at which the
device will still perform conversions, one conversion is attempted
with "clock" and "start convert" inputs at logic "1" = + 2.0 V and
logic "0"0 = + 0.8 V. Accuracy of the final conversion must be insured.

Output Logic Voltage Levels

The output logic levels are checked with all bits on and with all bits
off. A 320 uA load is placed at the output with all bits on and the
voltage, VOH, is measured. Then a 3.2 mA load is placed on the output
with all bits off and the voltage, VOL , is measured.

Output Short Circuit Current

The "A" register is set to 1111 1111 1110 and short circuit output

current, is measured for (1) address bits, (2) "End of Convert", and
(3) "Serial Data Out".

Input Low Current

Force 0 volts on the "clock" and "start convert" inputs and the current
flow, IIL5 is measured for each respectively.

Input High Current

Force + 5 volts on the "clock" and "start convert" inputs and the cur-

rent flow, IIH is measured for each respectively.

Clock Input Pulse Width

All static tests on the ADC will be performed with the minimum input

clock pulse width, 200 ns.
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Conversion Time

Conversion time is the minimum time required to perform a complete 12
bit successive approximation conversion. A + 2.2 uf solid tantalum
capacitor should be connected between DUT pins 15 (+) and 10 (-) for
conversion times less than 24 usec. All static tests will be performed
at the maximum rated conversion speed.

Power Supply Sensitivity Tests

Power supply sensitivity tests will be performed both with all bits on
and all bits off. Vcc is varied ± .45 V and the variation in the ADC
transition voltage is recorded, PSSl. Vee is varied ± .45 V and the
variation in the ADC transition voltage is recorded, PSS2. VLOG is
varied ± 0.5 V and the variation in the ADC transition voltage is
recorded, PSS3.

Absolute Accuracy

For unipolar devices accuracy will be measured with all bits on only.
For bipolar devices accuracy will be measured with all bits on and again
with all bits off. The."A" register is set to 1111 1111 1110 and the
last transition voltage is measured. Then the "A" register is set to
0000 0000 0000 and the first transition voltage is measured. The
accuracy of these measured transition voltages are compared with the
specification limits on accuracy.

Zero Error

For a unipolar device zero error cannot be measured directly, extra-
polation is required. First and last transition voltages are measured.
A straight line is drawi between these points and extended to the volt-
age corresponding to the ADC address of 0000 0000 0000. Calculated
voltage there + 1/2 LSB is the zero error, where an LSB = (Last tran-
sition voltage - First transition voltage)/4094. Zero Error =

orl + LSB/2 - 0 where CTl is negative for device types 1, 2, 9 and 10.
Device types 7, 8, 15, and 16

are complementary to device types 1, 2, 9 and 10 so logic inputs to
reference DAC (address) are complemented and 1/2 LSB is subtracted
from the first transition voltage.

C LSBLSl 2 0 = zero error

where Orl is positive
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Linearity Testing

The circuit used to measure linearity of the MN5200 series of Analog
to Digital converters is shown in Figures 5.4 & 5.5. The S3260 places an
address in the "A"l register, the input to the reterence DAC. The out-
put of the ADC then cycles between the address in the "A"l register and
that address plus 1 LSB. For example, if S3260 placed 0111 1111 1111
on the input to the reference DAG, the outputs from the ADC will alter-
nate between 0111 1111 1111 and 1000 0000 0000. An abbreviated way
of representing this transition is to place an asterisk after the
address, i.e. 1000 0000 0000*. The output from the reference DAC is
then summed with the input to the ADC in the error amplifier. The
resulting error voltage is the amplified sum of the output of the DAC
at one particular address and the ADC's transition voltage to the next
address, Since the output of the DAC can be calculated at any address,
the next ADC transition voltage can be determined by first dividing the
error amplifier reading by the amplifier's gain, and then adding the
output voltage of the DAC. Linearity for the 5200 ADC is specified as
best fit straight line, Linearity will be measured as end point
straight line. Best fit linearity will be obtained by adding max
positive and max negative deviation from the straight line, dividing
the result by two and offsetting the linearity curve accordingly. To
measure the end point linearity of the ADC, the first and last tran-
sition voltages are used to establish an ideal straight line. All
other transition voltages are compared to the ideal straight line.

Two basic techniques for measuring linearity error are employed. The
first, called the abbreviated test method, tests only the 42 addresses
listed in Table 5.2, These addresses consist of all of the major carries
in addition to the two addresses below the major carries and one add-
ress above the major carries (where possible). The second, tests all
transitions between 0 and full scale. In both cases the calculated ADC
transition voltages are compared to the ideal straight line determined
by the first and last ADO transition voltages to calculate the linearity
of the device.

The initial measurements and adjustments for the "abbreviated test"
and the "test all codes" method are identical, At the start of the
test the "A"l address is set to 0000 0000 0000 and the buffered ref-
erence DAC output'* is set to - 10.0000 V by adjusting the DAC offset
potentiometer. This establishes VRIJAC (0). A Fluke model
8500A 5 1/2 digit DVM is used to take the measurements with an IEEE
bus to interface it to the S3260. The "A"l address is then set to
1111 1111 1111 and the buffered reference DAC output is set to
+ 9.9951V by adjusting the gain potentiometer. This establishes
VRDAC (FS). The general expression for the buffered reference DAC out-
put is:
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TA;BLES 5.2. Abbreviated Test - A Address Input Codes

A 1,N ,.

REF. DAC. ADDRESS ADC TRANSITION VOLT ____T__. __

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 1

0001 0010 2

0010 0011 3
0011 0100 4
0100 0101 5I 0101 0110 b

0110 0111 7
0111 1000 8

1000 1001 9

1110 1111 15
0000 1111 0001 0000 16
0001 0000 0001 0001 17
0001 1101 0001 1110 30
0001 1110 0001 1111 31
0001 111 0010 0000 32
0010 0000 0010 0001 33
0011 1101 0011 1110 62
0011 1110 0011 1111 63
0011 1111. 0100 0000 64

0100 0000 0100 0001 65
0111 1101 0111 1110 126
0111 1110 0111 1111 127

0111 1111 1000 0000 . 128.
1000 0000 1000 0001 129

0000 i111 1101 0000 I111 1110 2540000 lIII 11i0 0000 lIII Iii 255

0000 111I Ii1i 0001 0000 0000 256
0001 0000 0000 0001 0000 0001 257
0001 1111 1101 0001 lll 1 110 510
0001 Iiii 1110 0001 i11 1 i 511
0001 1111 111 0010 0000 0000 512
0010 0000 0000 0010 0000 0001 513
0011 1iii 1101 0011 1111 1110 .1022
0011 IIII 1110 0011 IIII 1III 1023

0011 i111 I111 0100 0000 0000 1024
0100 0000 0000 0100 0000 0001 1025
011U iiii 1101 0111 IIil 1110 2046^III 111l1 11I0 0111 1111 Iiii 2047

01ll IIII Iiil 1000 0000 0000 2048
1000 0000 0000 1000 0000 0001 2049
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VAC (FS) - VRDAC (0) N5.3]
VRDAC (N) = VRAC (0) + 4095 N

VpRD\C (N-i) = VRDAC (0) + VRDAC (FS) - VRDAC (0) (N-i) [5.4]
4095

The voltage VRDAC (N-I) is derived because the ADC cycles between At Band
A.eB, where B is the ADC output address.

Next, with all relays deenergized, both inputs to the error amplifier
are grounded and the output offset voltage, Eo (0), is set as close to
0 as possible by adjusting the op-amp offset potentiometer, R 10 .
Eo (0) is then recorded. This completes the initialization portion of
of the "abbreviated test" and the "test all codes".

Abbreviated Test Method

In the abbreviated test the 42 addresses listed in Table 5.2 are gen-
erated by the S3260 and sequentially applied to the inputs of the ref-
erence DAC. The voltage at the output of the error amplifier, Eo (N),
is recorded. Now that VRDAC (N-1) and Eo (0) are known, the ADC tran-
sition voltages can be calculated from Eo (N).

Eo (N) - Eo (0) - (VRDAC (N-I) + VADCIN (N)) 5.5]

or VADCIN (N) - (RI)(Eo (N) - Eo (0)) - VRDAC (N-i) £5.6]

Transition voltages on the ideal linearity curve will hereafter be
referred to as cr (N). CT (1) = VADCIN (1) and or (4095) = VADCIN (4095)
since the first and last transition voltages establish the ideal end
point linearity curve. The other transition voltages on the ideal lin-
earity curve can be calculated from the expression:
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Gr (4095) - CT (1) 5-7
CT (N)= 4094 (N-l) + CT (1) -

4094

Bit errors (deviations from the ideal straight line) can now be deter-
mined:

G(N) VADCIN (N) - CT (N) -

(N) in LSB's 5-8
LSB

where LSB VADCIN (4095) - VADCIN (1) 5-97

4094

After all bit errors have been calculated, the addresses of the maximum
positive bit weight error and the maximum negative bit weight error can
be determined.

To generate the word for maximum positive bit weight errors a logic
"I" is placed in the address if the corresponding bit weight error is

positive. All other address bits are set to logic "0".

To generate the word for maximum negative bit weight errors a logic
1"1" is placed in the address if the corresponding bit weight error is
positive. All other address bits are set to logic "0".

The latter two addresses (-I LSB) are applied to the "A" address
register in turn and the error voltages are measured. ADC transition
voltages and bit errors are calculated as before.

The offset voltage, BFOE, to achieve "Best Fit Linearity" will be ob-
tained as follows:

BFOE =  -- NL + I in mV r 5 -10
2

Allow I sec before each measurement (or more if necessary).

Major Carry Errors (MCEN) are the differences in size between an LSB
at a major carry and an LSB averaged over the entire range of the ADC.
They are calculated from the ADC transition voltages according to the
following equation:
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VADCIN (N + 1) - VADCIN (N) - LSB
MCE (N) = 

LSB

The LSB carry, MCE (12), cannot be calculated

The previous measurements and calculations of bit weight errors and
major carry errors are affected by hysteresis. The following calcu-
lations derive static bit weight errors and static major carry errors.
The major carry transition is ignored and the transition after the
major carry is measured. The difference between the two transitions
before the major carry provides the valve used for an LSBo The static
bit weight errors are calculated as follows:

( VADCIN (N)STATIC - G, (N)
(N) STAT IC =  LSBSTATIC

where LSBSTATIC = VADCIN (N-1) - VADCIN (N-2)

and VADCIN (N)STATIC = VADCIN (N + 1) - LSBSTATIC

From the equation for LSBSTATIC it can be seen that static bit weight
errors cannot be determined for the 2 last significant bits of an add-
ress.

Static major carry errors can be calculated in a similar fashion:

MCESTATIC (N) = VADCIN (N + 1) - VADCIN (N-1) - LSBSTATIC

where LSBSTATIC is calculated as it was for static bit weight errors.

Measure All Transitions

After the ADC is allowed to warm up for a sufficient amount of time,
the S3260 sequentially applies all addresses to the "A" register. The
error voltage is measured and recorded at each address, and from these
error voltages the ADC transition voltages can be determined as before.
Bit Errors (static and dynamic), maximum positive and negative bit
weight errors, nonlinearity, and major carry errors (static and dynamic)

are all determined as they were in the abbreviated test method.
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SECTION VI

CHARACTERIZATION OF 12-BIT D/A CONVERTERS

MIL-M-38510/121

6.1 Background and Introduction

The increased use of microprocessors in military systems has stimulated

interest in JAN 38510 specification development of data converters and
associated devices which are needed to interface analog sources, sen-
sors, loads, and displays with digital processing hardware. In 1978,
the first JAN D/A Converter slash sheet was developed, MIL-M-38510/113.
The DACOS and DACO8A devices, 8-bit monolithics with dual complementary
current outputs, fully voltage compliant, low cost and multi-sourced
were selected for the slash sheet.

The need for higher-resolution D/A Converters will be filled by MIL-M-
38510/121, 12-bit D/A Converters. Monolithic 12-bit converters have
only recently begun to displace the hybrid devices which have predomi-
nated the marketplace in past years, and there is reason to believe this
trend will conLinue. The 562 is one of the first 12-bit monolithics
that is multi-sourced and has been identified -by users as a desirable
component for military systems.

While multi-sourcing has many advantages, it presents some difficulty
in preparing a commoh specification, at least for linear devices and in
particular for data converters, of three manufacturers which offer the
562, no reasonable compromise of specifications could be negotiated to
include even two manufacturers on one device type. Consequently, there

are two device types in the slash sheet, each sourced by only one manu-
facturer; the third device is not included at this time for reasons
explained within the following text..

The development of test circuits and techniques for 12-bit data con-
verters has been a considerably more difficult task than that for 8-bit
devices. For example, when one is measuring linearity to limits of 1/2
LSB, it is desirable to have a test method accurate tolO.05 LSB, or
approximatelykO.001%. Noise and differences in ground voltages alone
can degrade the measurements, not to mention drift and meter accuracy/
lirarity. These concepts are also addressed within the text.

An attempt was made in this device characterization to measure linearity
both with the "Abbreviated Linearity Test Method", using bit weight
errors and superposition, and with the "All Codes Linearity Test Method"
to see if the data correlated well. How well the data correlates will
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be largely determined by how much superposition error is present.
Superposition errors referred to here are bit interactive errors. The
devices tested correlated well but it is to be expected that some manu-
facturers devices will not correlate well. Devices with appreciable
interactive errors may not pass the Abbreviated Linearity Test because
of the E.(+) NL + dg(-) NL test. Restricting the sunmation of Bit
Weight Errors to ± 0.1 LSB will be difficult to pass if interactive
errors are appreciable. However, failing to meet this requirement
does not necessarily mean that the device will not meet the overall
linearity requirement of ± 0.5 LSB. It is for that reason that the
device then be subjected to an"All Codes Linearity Test." A failure
therein would be final.

In like manner implementation of a ± 0.9 LSB differential non-linearity
(MCE) insures that a device with a marginal error will not be judged
monotonic (or non-monotonic) when non-linearities and measurement
errors may make the device look better (or worse) than it really is.
If the MCE is within the range ± 0,9 to ± 1.1 LSB the device then would
be subjected to an all codes linearity and monotonicity test. The all
codes monotonicity test as implemented herein is much more accurate.
A failure therein would be final,
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6.2 Description of Device

The 562 is a monolithic 12 bit D/A Converter with guaranteed monoton-
icity over the full military operating temperature range, -55 to 1250C.
The device is mounted in a hermetically sealed ceramic 24 lead dual in-
line package. The 362 accepts a reference voltage of 0 to + 10 V and
provides a binary weighted output current proportional to the product
of the digital address input and the reference voltage. When the ref-
erence voltage is variable the device is a two quadrant DAC. On the
other hand, when the reference voltage is fixed the device is simply a
DAC with a nominal output current of -2 mA. Laser-trimmed internal
gain , voltage-range and bipolar offset resistors are incorporated to
provide accurate output voltages when used in conjunction with an ex-
ternal amplifier. Scaling errors are minimized because of low resistor
tracking TCR; approximately I ppm/C'. The following ranges can be pin-
programmedl

0 to + I0 V, 0 to -t- 5 V
- 5 to + 5 v, -2.5 to + 2.5 V
-10 to + 10 V

The digital code for the device is natural binary "positive true". In
the bipolar mode the digital code is offset binary

Address In Unipolar BIZolaE

0000 0000 0000 0 V - 10.000 V
1000 0000 0000 + 5.000 V 0 V
1iii 111 1111 + 9.99878 V + 9.99572 V

The device is CMOS or TTL compatible. With pin 2 connected to pin 1
the device is CMOS compatible and the internal logic threshold is Vce
and the voltage may be 4.75 to + 15.8 V. With pin 2 open for device
type 01 and grounded for device type 02 the logic threshold is approxi-
mately + 1.4 V and the device is TTL compatible with Vcc + 5 V ± 10%.
The 562 is available in both binary and BCD versions.

The 562 current output is the weighted sum of the outputs of three
similar groups of binary scaled quad current generators, controlled by
VR. The logic inputs steer these currents through non-saturating bi-
polar-transistor current switches to either ground or the respective
quad output bus. The output currents from the 2nd and 3rd quads are
attenuated by 16:1 and 256:1 respectively for binary and by 10:1 and
100:1 respectively for BCD. The attenuated outputs are then summed
with the unattenuated output of the 1st quad. The output current is
then the sum of 12 individually switched currents having a binary
relationship.
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The current generating transistors from each quad group have emitter
areas in the ratio of 8:4:2:1. The ladder network resistances are in
the ratio of 1:2:4:8. With equal voltages applied to the resistors, the
emitter currents are therefore in a binary ratio. Because of the
weighted emitter area, the transistors operate at equal emitter current
densities and therefore have nearly equal VBE, s and hFE's . The control
amplifier (Al) drives the bases of the constant current transistors and
a reference transistor, which-has hFE and VBE matched to those of the

constant current and bit switching transistors.

VR is applied to the externally trimmable gain resistor (RI) to set a
reference current of 0.5 mA. Amplifier Al establishes the appropriate
base voltage to force collector current of Ql equal to IR. Variations
in hFE, V3E, or supply voltage with time and/or temperature are sensed
in the reference amplifier circuit and the reference amplifier adjusts

VBE to maintain the collector current of Ql (and therefore the bit cur-
rents) constant in the presence of these variations.

6.3 Characterization of the 562

6.3.1 STATIC TEST PARAMETERS (See Table 6.1)

Supply Current (Icc)

The current drain on the Vcc supply is measured with all bits on in the
CMOS made since it represents the worst case. Vcc = + 15 V.

Supply Current (TEE)

The current drain on the VEE supply is measured with all bits on in
the CMS mode. VEE = - 15 V.

Logic "1V Input Current (IIH)

Logic "1" input current is measured in the CMOS mode with Vcc = + 15 V
since it represents a worst case.

Logic "0" Input Current (IlL)

Logic "0" input current is measured in the CMDS mode with Vc = + 15 V.
Since it represents a worst case.

Full Scale Current (IRS)

DUT output current is measured with all bits on. Subtracting the value
of output current with all bits off from that obtained with all bits on
provides a measure of IFS.
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Unipolar Zero Current (Ioz)

Unipolar zero current is leakage current in the unipolar mode with all
bits off. It is specified as a percent of measured full scale current

(IFS) at + 25°C and is specified separately for CMOS and TTL modes.

Unipolar Zero Current Drift (IFS)
IFS hT 

Unipolar zero current drift is the average temperature coefficient of
unipolar zero current. The average temperature coefficient is measured

from + 25 to + 125C and from -55 to + 250 C. Neither value shall
exceed the limits specified in Table II. IFS in the expression for

unipolar zero current, drift is IFS at + 250C.

Gain Error (Gc )

The 562 D/A converter provides a current output that is proportional
to the dig*ital address applied to it. The output current has a ± 25%
tolerance but provided within the device is a tapped span resistor
which may be usea in conjunction with an external operational amplifier.

The span resistor is laser trimmed to offset the loose tolerance on
output current and provide a voltage gain tolerance of ± .25% at the

amplifier output. Unipolar gain is measured and it is defined as the
difference between the output voltage with all bits on and the output
voltage with all bits off with an applied reference voltage of + 10.000
VDC. Gain error is specified in ppm of Full Seale Voltage (FSV), + IOV.
Gain error is specified separately for CMOS and TTL modes.

Gain Error Drift (G----)
FSV '! T/

Gain Error Drift is the average change in gain as a function of temp-
erature. The average temperature coefficient is measured from +25 to
+125°C and from -55 to +125 0 C. Neither value shall exceed the limits
specified.

Bipolar Offset Error (BPOE)

Bipolar Offset Error is the voltage measured at the DUT output (pin 9)
with + 10.000 V applied to the bipolar offset resistor (pin 7) and
- 10.000 V applied to the 20 volt span resistor (pin II) with DUT pins
8 and 9 connected together. BPOE includes the effects of unipolar zero
(leakage) current.

Bipolar Offset Drift JB

Bipolar Offset Drift is defined as the change in offset voltage with
respect to full scale per centigrade degree temperature change.
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Power Supply Sensitivity From Vcc In TTL Mode (+PSSI)

The change in output voltage is measured for a ± 10% change in Vcc from

nominal + 5 VDC with VEE at nominal - 15 VDC. Measurement is made with

all bits off and also with all bits on. Neither change in output volt-

age shall exceed the limits specified in Table 6.1.

Power Supply Sensitivity From Vcc in CMOS Mode (+PSS2)

Same as PSSI except Vcc nominal is + 15 VDC and DUT pins I and 2 jump-

ered together.

Power Supply Sensitivity From VF in TTL Mode (-PSSI)

The change in output voltage is measured for a ± 10% change in VEE
from nominal - 15 VDC with VCC at + 5 VDC. Measurement is made with

all bits off and also with all bits on. Neither change in output volt-

age shall exceed the limits specified in Table 6.1.

Power Supply Sensitivity From VEE IN CMOS Mode (-PSS2)

Same as -PSS1 except that Vcc is set at a nominal value of + 15 VDC

and DUT pins i and 2 are connected together.

Summation of Positive Bit Errors (1 NL+)

Assuming negligible superposition errors, the application of the

address with logic "l"s for those bits which when tested alone exhibited

positive bit errors should yield the maximum positive deviation from the

ideal linearity curve, a straight line between zero and full scale.

Summation of Negative Bit Errors NL-)

Assuming negligible superposition errors the application of the address
with logic "l"s for those bits which when tested alone exhibited nega-
tive bit errors should yield the maximum negative deviation from the
ideal linearity curve, a straight line between zero and full scale.

Bit Interaction ( C NL(+) +. NL(-))

At full scale V NL(+) +V NL(-) is assumed to be zero. It follows that
this relationship shall hold ovor the full range of the DUT. Any devi-
ation from this relationship, aside from measurement error, shall be
assumed to be due to non-linearity (superposition errors). Devices
which exhibit a bow in the linearity curve from zero to full scale will

exhibit supeiposition errors..Assuming a measurement accuracy of ± .05
LSB, the limits applied to this parameter were chosen to be large enough
to measure the existence of superposition errors. Failure tu pass

this test does not constitute a module failure but requires the addi-
tional all codes linearity and monotonicity testing. A failure to pass
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the latter constitutes a module failure. Successful completion of the
all codes tests insures that the device is linear to within specified
limits and is monotonic.

Maj r qrr Errors (MCE)

The major carry test is intended to insure that the DUT is monotonic.
To be monotonic the output voltage increment must be greater than 0 V
for each increment of DUT address from all "0"Qs to all "ls (0 to 4095).
Assuming negligible superposition errors and no dynamic errors, the
incremental voltages at the major carries, MCI-MCII, should represent
the worst case differential nonlinearity. A differential non-linearity
of less than ± I LSB insures monotonicity. Since non-monotonicity can
be disastrous in many device applications and the measurement accuracy
of the tester is ± .05 LSB (max), a tolerance of ± 0.9LSB is placed on
this parameter. Failure to pass this test within ± 0.1 LSB will not
constitute a failure but will require the vendor to test all codes
monotonicity and linearity. Successful completion of the latter insures
that the device is monotonic.

6.3.2 DYNAMIC TEST PARAMETERS (+ 250 C only)

The settling time test measures the response time between the 50% point
of the input transition (all bits on to all bits off or all bits off to
all bits on) and the point in time at which the output settles to within
± 1/2 LSB of final value. For a device type 01,± 0.24 uA = ± 1/2 LSB
corresponds to ± 1.22 mV. For a device type 02,± 0.61 uA = ± 1/2 LSB
and with a 2K load ± 1/2 LSB corresponds to ± 1.22 mV.

6.3.3 STATIC TEST CIRCUIT

The static test circuit shown in Fig. 6.2 is a simplified version of
the test circuit utilized on the S3260. Not shown are the ground
drivers that were required because of the physical separation of the
reference DAC, the test adapter circuitry and the DUT. Also not shown
is a voltage follower buffer inserted between the reference DAC refer-
ence voltage output (pins 52, 53 on DAC 1138) to minimize output volt-
age shifts due to loading. Table 6.2 indicates the relay states for
the various parameters to be tested.

Al is the error amplifier which converts the DUT output current to
voltage and compares it to the corresponding Ref. DAC output and ampli-
fies the difference. The amplified difference voltage is used to pro-
vide an accurate measure of DUT gain, linearity, power supply sensitivity,
and in a slightly different circuit configuration to test BPOE. With
all relays deenergized the error amplifier inputs are both connected to
ground the thmugh 3KS. resistors and the amplifier offset voltage may be
trimmed to zero. The offset trim is a 20 K41,potentiometer connected
between amplifier pins 1 and 8 with the wiper tied to + 15 V.
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A2 is a unity gain inverting amplifier that is employed only for BPOE
measurements. It provides an accurate -10.000 VDC.

A3 and A4 are Reference Voltage and Reference DAC output buffer ampli-
fiers. They are tested and trimmed (if necessary) at the start of any
sequence of device testing, utilizing a Fluke 8500 DVM (or equiv.).
Once done the test/cal. need not be repeated for subsequent DUT tests.

Input and output currents were measured by forcing the appropriate
voltage levels and measuring currents. Just how these tests are im-
plemented will be governed by the equipment available to the tester.

6.3.4 SETTLING TIME TEST CIRCUIT

Fipuze 6.3 shows the settling time test circuit employed by GEOS to test
z'Ivice types 01. DI biases Ql such that the emitter of QI (DUT output)

is maintained approximately at OV. Ql is a common base amplifier which
converts DAC output current variations to voltage variations. The
comnmxon base amplifier was selected because of its excellent high
frequency response. The collector voltage swing is clamped to within a
Scaottky voltage drop of + 5 VDC. Capacitance in the collector cir-
cuit of the Q1 transistor should be minimized because of the large
value of R. For a device type 01 R = 5K and for a device type 02
R = 2K. VL %+ 15 V for "turn on" (all bits off to all bits on) and
+ 5 V for "turn off" (all bits on to all bits off). Q2 and Q3 provide
differential buffering of the Ql output.

To test all bits off to all bits on settling time VL is adjusted for a
Ql output voltage of +5V with all bits on (Vc ; + 15 V) and

RL = 5K. A square wave voltage is applied to the DUT address inputs (Vins)
and the scope preamp is adjusted so the flat portion of the wave-
form corresponding to all bits on is on the center line of the screen
with a sensitivity of I mV/cm. The positive edge of Vin is used to
trigger the scope and the sweep start is marked on a vertical graticule
of the scope trace. Settling time is then measured, the time required
for the output to settle to within ± 0.5 LSB (or ± 1.22 m).

To test "all bits on to all bits off" settling time VL is adjusted for
a Q1 output voltage of +5V with all bits olf and RL = 5Ka A
square wave voltage is then applied to the address inputs (Vin). The
scope trace is adjusted to locate the flat portion of the output wave-
form corresponding to "all bits off" on the center lihe with a
vertical sensitivity of 1 mV/cm. The sweep trigger alignment may
need readjustment since the scope must trigger on the negative edge of
Vin. Settling time is then measured, the time required for the output
voltage to settle to within ± 1/2 LSB (± 1.22 mV). Figure 603shows the
waveforms and Figure 6.7 shows photographs of typical settling times
measured.
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6.3.5 DEVICES USED FOR TESTIN

There were 13 devices tested of which 6 were obtained directly from
Analog Devices, 6 were obtained from Analog Devices through RADC, and
I was purchased by GEOSo Data is only tabulated for 12 devices because
one of the six devices obtained directly from Analog Devices with
+ 25C data failed during the course of test program development.
Repeated rapid cycling between + 25°C, + 125 0 C and - 550C may have been
responsible for the failure: Device S/N 4311 failed.

S/Ns 4310 - 4315 Samples obtained from Analog Devices
with + 250C data

S/Ns 19, 20, 21, 25, 36 Samples obtained from RADC
& 48

S/N 5 Purchased sample

All devices characterized were Analog Devices only.

The devices with S/Ns 4310 - 4315 appeared to be significantly better
than the others in settling otherwise differences were not significant.

Three device type 02s were tested and found to be out of specification.
However, the origin of the devices is unknown.' Harris has been asked
to submit samples with data (if possible) for characterization.

6.4 Automatic Test Development

One of the primary considerations in attempting to test a 12 bit D/A
Converter on the Tektronix S3260 is, "How does one measure DAC output
linearity to ± .001% and fast enough" that the S3260 isn't tied up
for long periods of time. GEOS chose to implement a comparative type
test which utilizes a Reference Module in conjunction with the S3260
test adapter to test the device's linearity and accuracy. The ref-
erence module contains an 18 bit D/A Converter (12 NSBs used) some
switches, some buffer amplifiers, and active ground drivers. It was
designed to interface with D/A and AID Converters with 12 bits or
more. It contains switching, logic, and buffer amplifiers and is
capable of interfacing accurately with A/D and D/A converters of
various ranges and codes. It was primarily designed to interface
with the 562 series of 12 bit D/A Converters and the 5200 series of
12 bit A/D Converters. See Figure 6.6.
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Another consideration in testing devices with such accuracy on the
S3260, or any other automatic tester for that matter, is grounding
and line drops. If the test circuits were designed f.or bench test,
the circuitry would be kept close together and unipoint grounding
employed. All of the precautions would be taken to minimize voltage
drops on critical wires, avoid ground loops, and prevent oscillations.
However, maintaining the close proximity and unipoint grounding on
the S3260 is next to impossible. Therefore an alternate approach
was taken. Active ground drivers (See Fig.(.I) consisting of a cas-
caded connection of an OP 05 amplifier and a hybrid driver (LHO002)
in the voltage follower configuration were employed to drive the DUT
and adapter grounds separately to the same ground potential as the
reference module ground. Care was taken in the selection of adapter
devices to minimize power consumption (by using low power Schottky for
example) and keeping the driven grounds disconnected from machine
ground. Offset voltage trims were implemented on the OP 05s to
enable adjustment of the Jr and adapter grounds to 0 V relative to
the Ref. D/A ground. The technique worked exceptionally well and
contributed largely to the ultimate success in obtaining better than
± .05 LSB measurement accuracy on linearity measurements, A 12 bit
D/A converter in the unipolar mode on the 0 to 10 V range has an LSB
voltage increment value of 2.44 mV. ± .05 LSB equals ± 122 mV, a
very small voltage.

Also employed, as shown in Figure 4.1 are buffer amplifiers for the
Reference D/A output and the Reference Voltage output. The amplifiers
are differential and remote ground and output sense lines are employed
to prevent line drop from deteriorating measurement accuracies.

It should be noted that the reference module when used with the s3260
test adapter provides a simple setup for bench testing. Aside from
some test equipment, all that is required is the undersocket card
interface. This feature enables the DUT to bp tested with access to
all of the adapter circuitry on the under socket card that is not
readily accessible on the S3260.

The method employed for tepting the lineArity and accuracy of the 562
is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The Reference D/A output voltage is
fed to the 10 volt span resistor (DUT pin 10) via relays Kl and K5.
Both Reference D/A output drive and Reference D/A output sense lines
are switched separately and connected together at DUT pin 10. For
any given DUr address the difference between the DUT output and the
Reference D/A output are compared, inverted and amplified. Use of
the 10 volt span resistor is possible because the span resistors are
laser trimmed to compensate for full scale current deviations from
nominal and provide nominal output voltage when used in conjunction
with a zero offset external op amp. If full scale current is low by
107. from nominal then the span resistor will be high by 10%. With
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all relays deenergized the error amplifier offset voltage is trimmed
to OV, Eo = 0 V. The Reference voltage is adjusted to + 10.0000 V a
adapter pin 22, as read on a Fluke 850OADVM. The Reference D/A
address inputs are set to all zeros, relays K1 and K5 are energized
and the Reference D/A output voltage at DUT pin 10 is adjusted to
(offset adj) to - 10,000 V, as read on the Fluke 8500. The Reference
D/A address inputs are then set to all ones and the Reference D/A
output voltage at DUT pin 10 is adjusted (gain adj) to + 9.9951 V, as
read on the Fluke 8500. The Reference D/A output voltage, the Ref-
erence voltage, and the error amplifier have been calibrated and the
test proceeds. With the DUT address bits all zeros, the Reference
D/A output voltage is incremented by a small but finite voltage and
the change in voltage at the error amplifier output noted. Dividing
the change in output voltage by the change in input voltage provides
the error amplifier gain (inverted) which is necessary to accurately
measure the Reference D/A output voltage divided by the 10 V span
resistance for a given address is compared to the DUT output current
for a corresponding address. It should be noted here that the Ref-
erence DAC employed required complimentary logic. In Table the
codes are shown as such, eg all O's applied to the DUT provides a
nominal - 3.997 KV (equivalent) output. All l's applied to the Ref-
erence D/A provides a nominal + 9.9975 V output and all "0"s applied
to the Reference D/A provides a nominal 0 V.output. The reference
module enables a complimentary of the Reference D/A address inputs
to enable the same address codes to be applied to both.

To measure linearity, the DUT equivalent output voltages (Io RI) at
zero and full scale are obtained by measuring Eo (adapter pin 31) for
all DUT and Reference D/A out bits off and for all DUT and Reference
D/A out bits on respectively. The DUT equivalent output Voltages are
calculated using the following relationship

= - ( + Reference D/A out)Io RI +RfrneDAot

A straight line is established between these two points and subsequent
measurements of DUT outputs for any given address can be compared to
the straight line which is the ideal linearity curve. The equations
for linearity and gain accuracy are given in more detail written the
automatic test program development portion of this report.

One other important factor to consider in testing 12 bit D/A converters
is temperature stability. Warm up time before test varies from
vendor to vendor. The device dissipates as much as 600 mW and it will
take a finite amount of time for temperature to stabilize upon turn
on. Just how long the stabilization period allowed should be depends
upon how fast the codes are tested. Vendors using the abbreviated
test method for measuring linearity are not as sensitive but not
insensative to thermal shifts. In testing the devices on the S3260
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in the all codes linearity test mode the data obtained was very sen-
sitive to stabilization time just as the data would be in a bench
test setup. All final test data was taken, abbreviated and all
codes, after a soak at temperature of 12 minutes. The long stabili-
zation period was probably due to the fact that the temptronics unit
cools the DUT directly but does not cool the lowee portion of the
DUT connector: There is a steady flow of room underneath. The stabi-
lization time is probably related to the time it takes for some
equilibrium condition to occur.

6.4.1 Test Program Development

A test program was developed for the Tektronix S-3263 to enable auto-
matic testing of the 562, 12 bit monolithic D/A converter. Figure
6.2 shows the schematic diagram of the test circuit which includes the
Reference Module and the S-3263 Test Adapter (see Figure 6.5 and 6.6
for photographs).

A calibration sequence is always run at the start of testing to insure
that the zero and full scale output voltages of the Reference DAC and
the DUT reference voltage are accurate. Adjustments are provided on
the Reference Module for trimming the latter voltages. For calibra-
tion there are jacks provided on the Test Adapter to connect an ex-
ternal, highly accurate, DVM (e.g. Fluke Model 8500A or HP Model
3455A).

The test program proceeds as follows:

1. Power Supply Current from Vcc (Icc)

Icc is measured with all DUT address inputs at logic l's.
+I5VDC is forced to pin 1 and Icc is measured. (K5 is
energized)

2. power Supply Current from Vee (IEE)

1EE is measured with all DUT address inputs at logic i'q.
-15 VDC is forced to pin 6 and IEE is measured. (15 is
energized)

3. Logic "I" Input Current, ILH (CMOS)

Logic "l" input current is measured by forcing'+15-VDC on I/O
pins 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35, one
at a time and measuring ILH. (K6 energized)
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4. Logic "0" Input Current, ILL (CMOS)

Logic "0" input current is measured by forcing 0 VDC on pins
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35, one at a

time, and measuring ILL- (K6 energized)

5. Full Scale Output Current, IoFS (TTL)

Full scale out current is measured by setting the DUT address
inputs to all l's, forcing the output pin.22 to 0 VDC, and
measuring the current flow, IoFS. Vcc + 5 V (No relays
energized)

6. Zero Scale Output Current, 1oZ. (TTL)

Zero scale output current is measured by settinv the DUT add-
ress inputs to all O's, forcing the output pin 22 to 0 VDC,
and measuring the current flow, 1oZ. 'Vcc = + Y V (No relays
energized)

7. Zero Scale Current, loZ (CMOS)

Same as 6, except Vcc + 15 V and (K6 energized)

8. Zero Scale Drift ( i oZ o )
IFS (2500C) A~T

Test is performed as in 6 & 7 and the-value of IoZ noted for
each temperature at which test is performed. For temperature
ranges tested within the operating temperature range of -55
to +1250c the drift shall not exceed the limit specified in
Table i.

9. Bipolar Offset Current, IBIP -

The reference voltage, + 10 V, is applied at pin 19 and
appears across the bipolar offset resistor (R2) and avS0.'i
series resistor with K3 and K 4 deenergized. IBE = VR
where V is the measured voltage drop across the 0oO5':oK.

whereVR i theresistor.
10. Gain Error (GE) in TTL mode

Unipolar gain error is measured with the test circuit config-
ured as in Fig. 2 (KI, K2 and K5 energized)
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Simplified schematic.

(a) Set DUT and REF VAC address inputs to all zeros (output
off) and measure E0 (o). This voltage included REF DAC
offset, 0P05 offset, and DUT Unipolar offset.

(b) Set DTJT and REF DAC address inputs to all ones (outputs
on) and measure E0(FS).

=O EO (FS) E- E(o) C6-1

Let +

The equation for output voltage can then be written:

=o G1 jREF~n) + VROS + (Io(n) + Ioz) R{±[1R F VXO

- VROS GmIOZ RF (Fx)
-I0(n) RF + GI VREF (;l) + FIXED OFFSET ~62

for any address . Amplified noise, offset current,
offset drift,, and Zi are neglected.
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where

ToZ DtJT leakage current (all bits off)

VROS REF DAC offset voltage

and V = external op amplifier input offset voltage (OP-05).
Combining offset and leakage terms:

E0 (o) - oZ RF - 1o R+ 6-3

Substituting in eg 6-2

= oRF - VREF RF l 4 ()L4

Since the exact value of Rl is not known, the RFnmutb

measured. With all bits off on the DUff and the REF 1DAC measure
E0 (o). Leaving the DUT in off state, address REF DAC input with
0000 0000 1110 and measure E0 (14).

Rl= F _ (EO(14) - E0 (o)) £6-5
RI +10 )(23 + 22 + 21)

Assuming that + 10.00 is an LSB of REF DAC
4096

S3260 measurement accuracy for GlZ ̂  ± 0.47.

then

E0=Eo (FS) -E 0(o) = [(I,(FS) 10o)) RF + VREF(FS) L

FS output voltage = 1(FS) - Io(o) Rl

(referred to error E E(FS) - E0 (o)
amp. input) 0 Gl ... VREF (FS)

- VREF (FS) + I0 (FS) Rl t-66
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E (FS) - EO(O)
GI

(spec. is given in mV)

Device Types 01 Max error amplifier output voltage

If RF = .5M and R, = 5 K ± 25% (Init. Tol.)

Eo (max) = GI (max) x Unipolar gain error (max)

0.M - 2x -3 frmx+ 25 x 10 -  = 3.333 V for max. unipolar
(3.75K) gain error and max. gain.

Error amplifier is not going to saturate.

Device Types 02

If RF = 500K and RI = 25K + 25% (Init. Tol.)

Eo (max)= G1 (max) Unipolar gain error (max)

= - F 8.333 V for max unipolar gain error and max gain.

Error amplifier is not going to saturate .

Machine error contribution to the latter measurements is less than
2% of the unipolar gain error (negligible).

11. Gain Error (G ) in CMOS mode

This measurement is performed similar to (10), but with Vcc =

+ 15 VDC, VIH = + 10.4 , and K6 energized.

12. Gain Error Drift (F7SW AT)

The unipolar gain error drift is derived by measuring unipolar gain
at the -550C, + 256C, and +125 0C and calculating the average temp-
erature coefficient for each excursion from +250C separately.
Namely, the temperature coefficient from + 25C to -550 C and the
temperature coefficient from + 250C to + 125*C. *The largest of the
two measured values is displayed. Step 10 or 11 describes the
method used for measuring unipolar gain for TTL or CMOS interfaces
respectively.
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13. Bipolar Offset Error, BPOE

-- io

LDk IV

S7 
+i

BPOE test circuit.

BPOE, as specified in Table I is the DUT output offset voltagewill all bits off, + 10 V ± .01% applied through 50 A to thebipolar offset resistor (DUT pin 7), and - 10 V ± .01% applied
to the 20 V span resistor (DUT pin 11) with relays K2 and K3energized. BPOE includes the effects of unipolar zero offset
current.

Prior to proceeding with this test the following conditionsmust be met or adjustments made to bring the voltages into
tolerance
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I

VRE F =+ 10.000 V ± .01%

VREF - 10.000 V ± .01%

E0 = 0 ± 5 mV with all relays deenergized. If not, trim
offset adjust pot. For Eo = 0 ± 5 mV.

(a) Set all DUT address inputs to 110ts and all Ref DAC add-
ress inputs to "l"s. Energize K7, K2, K3, and !k4
in that order ((6 also if in CMOS mode) and measure V6
(adapter pin 21).

(b) Set Ref DAC address inputs to 1111 1111 0001 and measure
V7 (adapter pin 21)

G2 = V 7 °. V6O 6-103

10
(j6) 14

(c) De-energize K4 and energize K7 and measure V8 (adapter
pin 21).

V
BPOE = -V

G2

14. BPOE Drift

Repeat 13 for temperatures within the range of -55 to + 125 0c
and calculate ,&POE measured values shall be equal to or less
than the valuesTspecified in Table I.

15. Power Supply Sensitvity Full Scale Due to Vcc (TTL).

With the DUT in the unipolar mode, KI, K2, and K5 energized,
Vcc = + 5.0 V, and VEE f 

- 15 VDC power supply sensitivity is
tested.

(a) Set all DUT address inputs to logic "'"s and all Ref DAC
address inputs to logic "0"s (outputs on).

Eo

RF/ R= VREF DAC (FS) - Io(FS)Rl neglecting offsets

or Io(FS)Rl - VREF DAC (FS) Eo  F = L611]
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Ideally Eo  =F - 0 and VREF DAC (FS) = + 9.9976 = VDUT (FS)

Varying the positive supply voltage, Vcc , by ± 10% will
cause Eo to vary by some AE o .

change in DUT output =& G where in
+ PSSlI = for ± 10% change in L Table III

Vcc with all bits on

Eo = V 1 - V9

I G VorV o I
16-121

The resulting values shall not exceed the limits speci-
fied in Table I.

(b) Set all DUYT address inputs to logic "O"s and all REF DAC
address inputs to logic "l"s (outputs off).

Varying the positive supply voltage, Vcc, by ± 10% will
cause Eo to change by some amount, &E o .

+ PSSl for 10% change in Vcc V "

with all bits off. c Jj G

or 13 V14 1  [6-131

The largest resulting value shall not exceed the limits
specified in Table I.

The largest of the two errors (+ PSS1' or + PSS1") will
be printed out and the conditions along with it. (Vcc
& address)

16. Power Supply Sensitivity at Full Scale Due to Vcc (CMOS)

With the DUT in the Unipolar Mode, Kl, K2, KS, and K6 ener-
gized, Vcc = + 15 V and VEE - 15 VDC power supply sensi-
tivity is tested. Procedure is same as in 15, but with Vcc

varied ± 10%.
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17. Power Supply-Sensitivity at Full Scale Due to VEE (CM'Kis)

With the DUT in the Unipolar Mode, Kl, K2, K5, and K6, ener-
gized, V~ = + 15 V, and VE=- 15 VDC power supply sensi-
tivity is tested. Procedure is same as 15, but with VEE
varied ± 10%.

18. Linearity

Some manufacturers use bit weight errors to determine the
maximum positive and negative linearity errors with respect
to a straight line between zero and full scale outputs. This
method is valid for testing linearity if there is no appre-
ciable bit interaction, thermal or other. Excessive bit
interaction is apt to result in bit weight errors that are
all in one direction. The maximum error would then seemingly
occur at DUT input address of all ones. However, the DUT
errors are calibrated to zero at full scale so the technique
is not valid.

At this point in the test program development it appears that
a vendor whose devices exhibit appreciable bit interaction
would be required to test all 4095 outputs. The answer to
this question and others will be a result of the character-
ization study.

As a part of this characterization the bit weight errors and
corresponding linearity will be measured repetitively starting
from initial turn on to acquire some data on the effects of
thermal interaction on linearity measurement accuracy.

Linearity will also be measured for all 4095 codes after
suitable warm up. *A number of measurements will be made to
check for repeatability.

1) Abbreviated Linearity Test UsngBihWigErrors

Measure Eo anid-store for each of the following digital
address inputs with same aidess applied to DUT and
Reference Module:
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
30 0 0000 0010

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 * 0 1 130 000 003 0 0 11
0000 0303 01O0

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 1
0030 0030 100
030 00 0i00 1 11
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0000 0001 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
3000 00 11 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 3 1 ) 3 0 0 0 0
3000 01 11 i1i1
0000 1000 0030
3 030 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0001 0000 0 300
0001 1111 1111
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 * 0 0
0311 1 1 11 1 1 1
0 100 0000 0000
0111 1111 1111
1000 0000 0000

Establish a straight line with zero and full scale mea-
sured values. Calculate bit weight errors and derive
addresses for both maximum positive bit weight error and
maximum negative bit weight error.

All measured outputs for the above listed input addresses
shall be linear to within ± 1/2 LSB.

Apply the address for maximum positive bit errors and
output shall be linear to within 1/2 LSB.

Apply the address for maximum negative bit errors and
output shall be linear to within 1/2 LSB.

Subtract Pos. BWE from Neg. BWE store and record. Major
Carry Errors (MCE) shall be less than ± 0.9 LSB (-55 to
+ 1250c).
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6.4.2 Monotonicity

One of the most important parameters of a D/A converter, if not the
most important, is monotonicity. A D/A converter is monotonic if, for
an increasing address (eg 0 - 4095), the output voltage/current cnn-
tinuously increases (or decreases if logic is complementary) and if, for
a decreasing address eg (4095 - 0), the output voltage/current contin-
uously decreases (or increases if logic is complementary).

The manufacturers recommending the abbreviated test method measure
differential nonlinearity and claim that monotonicity is Asured if'E - I
the differential nonlinearity is 4_± 1 LSB. eg D.N.L. LSBN N

LSBN

where LSBN is normalized LSB.

and &E is the value Eo(n) - Eo(n-l)

and 0 !-- n : 4095.

Part of the characterization task will be to examine the validity of

testing monotonicity via majqr carries.

Monotonicity will be tested by the following sequence:

(a) Set. Ref. module and DUT addresses to all O's and measure the
error amplifier output voltage, Eo(O).

(b) Increment DUT address by one count and measyre the error ampli-
fier output voltage, Eo (0)

1 . Eo(O) - Eo(0) must be greater
than 0 V.

(c) Increment Ref. Module address by one count and measure Eo(l).
Then increment DUt address by one count and measure
Eo(l)1l Eo(1) - E,(1) must be greater than 0 V.

(d) Repeat for all 4095 addresses. If for all addresses
Eo(n) - Eo(n) l 0. The D/A converter (DUT) is monotonic.

NOTE: Linearity can also be measured at the same time without util-
izing much memory.

Linearity - (All addresses)

Linearity can be measured along with monotonicity by ffrst measuring
the zero and full scale error voltages Eo(O) and Eo(4095), to estab-
lish a straight line and then measuring error voltages for all add-
resses in between relative to the straight line. Only max positive
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and max negative deviations and respective addresses need be stored.
However, for the purposes of characterization, the bit weight errors
will be stored for comparison to BWEs measured in the abbreviated
linearity test. After measuring linearity of all codes, repeat
Eo(4 0 95) and Eo(O). If Eo(4095) - Eo(O) differs from the earlier
measured valuesby * .05 LSB, repeat the sequence. If the latter
condition is not met after two passes, stop the test, and indicate
that DUT outputs are not stabilizing.
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Appendix "A"

LinearityEquations

VREF (W) = Ref. D/A output voltage at address "'.

Eo (m) = Amplified difference voltage. Difference between
Ref D/A and DUT output which includes offset voltage.

EO (0) = Amplified offset voltage which includes contributions
from Ref D/A, DUT, and difference amplifier.

VOI (m) = DUT output voltage on ideal straight line between
zero and full scale for address "My'. (referred to
error amp. input)

VOM (m) - Measured DUT output voltage for address "'". (referred
to error amp. input)

and Vo (DUT) = Io (DuT) RI (referred to error amp. input)

Eo (m) = Io (i) RI +'VREF (m) G1
vRF m) -(RE (PS) -V F (o))

REF (in) = ( 409(6) n + VREF (o)
• 4095

(VREF (n) + Io (n) Rl) Gl = Eo (n)

VOM (m)l = 10 (n) R1 = E0 (1) - VREF (n)
Gl

Vol (n) = (1-M (FS) -vOM -(o) n + VOM (o)
4095

Linearity = VOM (n) - Voi (m)

Error

where n is any address from 0 - 4095 and FS is 4095
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6.5 Evaluation of Data

6.5.1 Dynamic Test Data

Settling time data was measured on 13 devices (Device Type 01) and
the resulting data is listed in Table 6.2. Photographs were also
taken and a typical set for a given device are shown in Figure 6.7.
Settling time ranged from 400 to 600 nsec. The six devices supplied
by Vendor "113"1 to GEOS wich data (SIN, 4310 - 4315) exhibited
settling times that were significantly less than the other devices
tested, approximately 400 nsec settling time compared to 600 nsecs
for the others. For all devices the "on to off" settling times were
appreciably less than the "off to on" settling times, as much as 457.
less for the slower devices and 30%. less for the faster ones.

In the expanded photos shown in Fig. 6.7 there is some high frequency
ac (damped) riding on the envelope of the signal. This ac is almost
certainly a contribution from the test circuit, probably due to layout
and wiring. The test circuit and the oscilloscope (plus preamplifler)
employed appears to be adequate for testing device types 01. A
sampling type preamplifier might be required to test device type 02s
because of the lower settling times.

6.5.2 Static Test Data

Power Supply Currents

The supply current limits for the 562 appear to be adequate. Icc
seems to run towards the high side of the limits but it doesn't seem
to change much from device to device.

Logic Input Currents

Devices tested seem to fall well within the limits specified. IIH
seems to increase randomly from one device to another at -55c C and
occasionally over-ranges. This problem is almost certainly due to
some slight condensation on the bottom of the DUT connector. Currents
measured are low nano-amperes and should decrease at -55*C. Repeat
tests on a sampling of devices has shown that it is not a device
p rob lem.

Logic "10" input currents (IL)all measured well below the specified
limits. Measured values were in the low nano-.amperes range while
specified limits are + 1 to - 200 uA.

Full Scale Current

Devices tested seemed to fall well within the limits specified.
Limits specified are adquate.



Zero Scale Current

All devices passed these tests comfortably. Limits are reasonable.

Zero Current Drift

All devices passed these tests by good margins. Adequately specified
limits.

Bipolar Offset Current

All devices passed this test with wide margins. This test is largely
a measure of the bipolar offset resistor. If full scale output cur-
rent is below nominal this resistor value will measure above nominal
by almost the same amount. Although not tested directly the span
resistor values will track the bipolar offset resistor values. It is
because of this relationship between the resistance values and the
F.S. output current value that the gain error is so low in spite of a
± 25% tolerance on full scale output current.

Gain Error

All devices pass these tests with comfortable margins. Limits are
adequate.

Gain Error Drift

Four devices failed this test over the range + 25 to - 55*C and six
others came quite close to the limit. A couple of devices that
failed measured slightly more than twice the limit specified. It
should be noted that the maximum average temperature coefficient tab-
ulated is not the average over the full temperature range but the
worst'case-of-the--two- avTrages-v er tie-temperature.tanges-of + 25 too
+ 1250C and + 25 to - 550C. Averaging over the filli operating temp-
erature range would probably make the devices look better and some
might even pass.

Bipolar Offset Error

All devices passed this test and it appears that this parameter is
conservatively specified. It should be noted that the manufacturer
sets the bipolar offset resistance 50 ohms low to allow 'for the
insertion of a 100LI potentiometer in series with the resistor to
adjust bipolar offset error to zero if so desired. A 50Xfl resistor
was inserted in series with the bipolar offset resistor for this test
to achieve nominal value.
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Bipolar Offset Drift

All devices passed this test, most by a-comfortable margin,but from
+ 25°C to - 550C. A couple of devices came to within approximately
50%. of the specified limit.

Power Supply Sensitivity

Power supply sensitivity was tested for CMOS and TTL operation with
all bits on and with all bits off. CMOS power supply sensitivities
were tested at Vcc = + 5 V and Vcc = + 15 V. Measured values of

output voltage variation were in no case greater than ± 100 uV with
± 10% supply voltage variations. This parameter appears to be ultra
conservatively specified, especially for VEE. It would appear that
a ± 500 uV limit for all supplies would suffice over the full oper-
ating.temperature range.

Bit Weight Errors

All devices tested passed the Bit Weight Errors (BWE) tests. BWEs
were generally quite low at + 250C. At + 12500 BWE degraded slightly
but the most significant changes occurred at -55°C. It appears that
the manufacturers do their screening at + 25C and select devices
with low bit errors to allow a safe margin for variation at -55°C.
Figures 6.8 - 6.10 and Figures 6.14 - 6.16 illustrate this feature.

It is interesting to note that there seems to be a recurring pattern
to the Bit Weight Errors and Major Carry Errors, as shown in Figures
6.8 - 6.13. The current switches in this device are identical quads
with scaling resistors at the outputs of the two lower order quads.

The recurring pattern seems to reflect scaling resistor errors and
drifts.

.o .• . • . . . 0 Q

The Bit Weight Errors measured in the "Abbreviated Linearity Test"
correlated quite well with the Bit Weight Errors extracted during the
extended linearity test. Some of the differences noted, however
small, were probably related to temperature stabilization time,
especially at - 55*C. Bit Weight Errors and Major Carry Errors for
both the abbreviated and extended linearity tests are displayed stde
by side for comparison.

Summation Bit Weight Errors

The accuracy of the summation of (+) Bit Weight Errors and the
summation of (-) Bit Weight Errors in defining the worst case posi-
tive and negative linearity errors respectively is dependent upon
how much interactive error is present in the device. The devices
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tested exhibited very little interactive error, as demonstrated by

the low values of £ (+) NL + (-) NL. Typically the values were
. ± .05 LSB. Confirmation of the low interactive errors was achieved

by the close correlation of the Extended Linearity Test data with the

Abbreviated Linearity Test data. In the extended test all codes were
tested and the addresses of the maximum positive and maximum negative

linearity errors were recorded. Although the addresses of the maximum
positive error and the maximum negative error were not always exact

complements, the f (+) NL + F_(-) NL were always within 0.1 LSB.
The smaller the bit errors the more unpredictable the addresses will
be. Better correlation would be achieved if all bits with measured

bit weight errors of l-± .05 LSB were weighted as logic "O"s.

Figures 6.8 - 6.10 illustrate Bit Weight errors for abbreviated and
the extended tests and the addresses of the worst case positive and
negative linearity errors for each test are tabulated below the graph.
Extended Linearity test data is not listed in Table III. It only
shows up in the data plots for comparison purposes.

Major Carry Errors

Major Carry Errors were generally well within the specified limits of

± 0.9 LSB in the abbreviated test. Although monotonicity is tested

accurately for all codes in the extended tests, major carry errors
were extracted from the extended test data for comparison to the
abbreviated test data. Comparisons were good as shown in typical
device MCE graphs in Figures 6.11- 6.13.
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6.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

The characterization of the 562 was successful in accomplishing all of
its primary objectives. Although only one Device Type (01) made by only

one vendor was characterized, its performance over the full military
operating temperature range was evaluated and it performed well. Twelve
devices doesn't constitute a large sample but it's enough to indicate
potentially sensitive parameters. The only parameter that appeared to
be marginal was gain error drift with temperature. 5 ppw/OC is not
large enough. The limits should be increased to 10 ppw/*C at the least.
Generally, parameter tolerances tended to be conservative. Logic "0"
Input Current appears to be much too loosely specified. None of the
values measured were in excess of ± 20 nA, yet the specified limits are
+ 1-- - 200 mA. It is recommended that the limits be reduced to

+ 1-b- 200 nA. Another parameter that appeared to be much too con-
servatively specified was Power Supply Sensitivity. Generally, the out-
put variations in response to ± 10% power supply variations were less
than ± 100 mV and in no case did they exceed ± 200 uV over the full
operating temperature range. Also, the sensitivity to the negative

power supply was no worse than to the positive. It is recommended, there-
fore, that one limit be applied to both the positive and negative power
supplies over the full temperature range, ± 800 uV. Linearity was good
and superposition (interactive) errors were extremely low, 4± .05 LSB.
The device tested is an excellent candidate for performing "Abbreviated
Linearity Testing" since the device is linear and superposition applies.
A device that is not linear and exhibits interactive errors that should
be compelled to perform "All Codes Linearity Testing," unfortunately
devices of this nature were not available for characterization. Never-
theless, anticipating that such devices will eventually be tested, the
following recommendations are offered:

1. Devices that exhibit low interactive errors (r" + NL+E-- NL-! 0.1
LSB) be permitted to perform "Abbreviated Linearity Tests" while
those that do not must perform all codes testing.

2. The device slash sheets be modified to include at least one and

possibly two more interactive error tests at half scale and three
quarters full scale. e.g.

0111 1111 1111 + 1000 0000 0000 0.1 LSB and

0100 0000 0000 + 1011 111 111 0.1 LSB

Without the inclusion of one or both of the latter tests a device
with interactive errors in excess of ± 0.1 LSB but whose bit weight
errors each are Z- 0.5 LSB could pass the "Abbreviated Linearity

Test". If all bit errors are negative the address of ._- NL would
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be all is and the address of Z + NL would be all O's. Both of the
latter addresses are calibration points on the ideal kinearity curve
so X + NL + N-- L = 0.

Some vendors have suggested walking a zero through the test pattern
but that is not as effective as the proposed two tests. Addition
of the walking zero codes, if implemented, should be in addition to
the proposed test addition.

Another recommendation pertaining to guaranteed monotonicity is to
apply a ± 0.9 LSB limit to Major Carry Errors in the "Abbreviated
Linearity Test" to allow for measurement error and interactive
errors, however slight, that could make a marginally non-monotonic
device appear to be monotonic or vice versa. Failure to meet this
requirement would not necessarily constitute a device failure. If
MCE is in the range of 0.9 LSB __MCE !_lI.l LSB the device must be
subjected to "All Codes Linearity Test" in which monotonicity is
more accurately tested .for all codes. Inability to pass this test
would constitute a failure.

Settling time measurements appeared to be valid but without the
manufacturer's test data the results could not be correlated. Results
appear to be significantly better than manufacturers indicated they
would be.

Another objective of the 562 characterization effort was the develop-
ment of automatic test capability for testing the device on a
Tektronix S3260. This was made possible by the use of a Reference
Module which contains an 18 Bit Reference DAC, buffers, and active
ground drivers. A Fluke 8500A (5 1/2 Digit DVM) was employed via

IEEE bus simply to calibrate the test setup at the start of testing.
Once calibration is done it is not repeated for subsequent DUT

... testing. .The acQuracy of-the tester-is elcellent and's6 wa3 cor-
relation with manufacturdr's 25°C test data on devices S/Ns 4310 -

4315. Correlation was within ± .05 LSB.
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Table 6.1 Electrical Performance Characteristics
CninsDevice
Conditions: 01 Limilt 02 tL

Characteristics Symbol .. Min Max Min Max Units
Supply Current
from Vcc Icc All input bits logic "1" 3 18 3 18 mA
Supply Current
from Vee lee All input bits logic "1" -25 -5 -40 -5 mA
Logic "I" Input Vin (Logic "I") " + 15 V, Each
Current IIH linput measured separately - 1 +100 - I +O0o.iA

Logic "0" Input Vin (Logic "0") - 0 V, Each
Current 'IL input measured separately -200 -1 -200 1

Full Scale All inputs logic "1" 
Current IFS 'Vo - 0 V -2.5 -1.51 -6 -4 mA

Zero Scale All inputs logic "0" /. S
Current (TTL) IZSI Vo -0 V. Vcc - + 5 V, TA - +25"C -.05 +.05 0..O5 +.05gCur,.-nt

Zero Scale All inputs logic "0" 17 FS
Current (CMOS) IZS2 vo 0 0 V, Vcc - 15 V, TA + 425C -.05 +.05 -.05 +.05 Current

Zero Scale 4 IZs/ All inputs logic "0" IPPM
Drift aT Vcc - + 15 V -2 +2 -2 +2 Irvc
Bipolar Offset 0

Current IBIP 0.75 1.25 2 _ ___
Gain Error V All inputs logic "I"
(TTL) FSI1 VFSI = Vo " 9.99756

Vcc 
= 
+ 5 V, TA + 25C -25 +25, -25 +25 mV

Gain Error !Al inputs logic I"I"
(CMOS) Fs12 VFSI Vo - 9.99756

Vcc -+ 15 V T 4 + 25 c -25 +25 -25 T..5 5,
Cain Error VVsI/ ALl inputs logic "I" P.lV /
Drift "AT Vcc -5 +5 -5 +5 ?P.

Bipolar Bit 1 logic "I"
Offset Error BPOE Bits 2 -+12 - logic "0"

_ easure Vo - 0 V TA + 25C -20 +20 -20 +20 mV
Bipolar -All inputs logic "0"
Offset Error A BPOE PH
Drift IMeasure AVo -4 +4I -4 VFS/ C

Power Supply jVcc - + 5 V t 0.5 V I.,
Sensitivity I

At Full Scale +PSSl ... . A. T .25-C. - -800 +806 --800 ,+800 UV
From Vcc . .F(oL) TA - - 55 to + 125% -1.6 +1.61 -1.6 +1.6 mV

Power Supply !Vcc + 15 V ± 1.5 V L I
Sensitivity IT800 +800
At Full Scale +PSS2 TA 

+ 
25% -800 +800-

From Vcc
(CMOs) TA 55 to + 125.C -1.6 1.61 L. 1 + ...v
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Table 6.1 Electrical Performance Choracterstics eice

Conditions: See Note 3 01 eiits limit{
Characteristics Symbol Mn Max Mn Max nits
Power Supply E - 15 V ± 1.5 V
Sensitivity AH inputs logic "1" TA - + 25°C -1.6 +1.6 -1.6 +1.6 V
At Full Scale f-PSSl
From VEE
Birors I TA -55 to + 125C I -3.2 +3.2i -3.2 +3.2 mV
Bit Errors BI - B12 Turn on I bit at a time and measure L

Vo relative to REF. DAC output.
TA - - 55 to + 125C '-1.22 +l.2J -1.2Z +1.22 mV

Sumnation of Turn on all bits with Positive bit t.L. !
Positive Bit errors and measure Vo relative to
Weight Errors BWE REF. DAC TA - - 55 to + 1250C -1.2 +1.2Z -1.2 +1.22 mV
Summation of Turn on all bits with Negative bit L2%
Negative Bit errors and measure Vo relative to
Weight Errors (-) WE REF. DAC TA - - 55 to + 125"C 1-1.22 +1.2 -1.2 +L.22 mV
Major Carry MCI - Mll 4000 - 3777 (Octal) to 2 - 1
Errors TA - 5 to + 125"C 1-2.2 +2.2 -2.2 +2.2 mV

Output Current All inputs switched simultaneously.
Settling Time tSlH Time to settle to within 1/2 LSB of
0 to FS final value 1 1 - 0.4 usec
Output Current All inputs switched simultaneously.
Settling Time tSHL Time to settle to within 1/2 LSB'of
FS to 0 final value ' 1 - 0.4 jsec

Interaction + (-) BWE -0.25 +0.25 -0. 40.25 mV

Notes: 1. The compliance voltage range varies from one vendor to another. Devices
with a finite output resistance will draw additional current proportional
to compliance voltage. eg. If Ro i 6 K.i. and compliance voltage equals
+ 1 V the output current will increase by 0.167 mh. This current is a
fixed offset current. This device is not a multiplying DAC.

2. This test is performed in the unipolar mode over a 0 to + 10 V range. One
LSB is 2.44 mY.

3. The operating temperature range is - 55 to 125C unless otherwise stated.
Vce - + 15 ± .15 V
VEX " - 15 1 .15 V
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Figure 6.5. S3260 test adapter for the 562, D/A Converter.

Figure 6.6. Reference module connected to the s3260 test adapter.
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0-1 Transition Overall 0-1 Transition Expanded
(a) (b)

.A a

1-0 Transition Overall 1-0 Transition Expanded
(c) (d)

Figure 6.7. Settling time waveforms (typical device type 01).
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TABLE 6.2. Output Settling Time Data

Device Type 01

Serial Number All Bits Off to All Bits On to
of Device All Bits On All Bits Off

00005 500 ns 260 ns

00019 480 ns 300 ns

00020 500 ns 260 ns

00021 480 ns 260 ns

00025 480 ns 220 ns

00035 480 ns 360 ns

00048 480 ns 245 ns

04310 400 ns 290 ns

04311 370 ns 240 ns

04312 360 ns 240 ns

04313 370 ns 245 ns

04314 380 ns 245 ns

04315 400 ns 240 ns
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SECTION VII

CHARACTERIZATION OF PRECISION VOLTAGE REFERENCES

MIL-M-38510/124

7.1 Introduction and Background

As precision and accuracy of control systems increase, the need for a
stable, precise voltage reference becomes apparent.

Precision voltage references are used in ratiometeric measurement syste
as a reference against which all signal voltages can be compared, and
especially for high accuracy data converters.
The two precision voltage references characterized for this slash sheet
are the LMI29A and the LMI99A. These devices were selected by RADC,

GEOS and members of the jC-41 Committee for characterization. The
LMI29A's and LMI99A's were tested in test circuits devised to
check each parameter at all of the specified temperatures.

7.2 Description of Device Types

The LMI29A and LM199A precision voltage references each incorporate
precision temperature compensated 6.9 volt zener references. The desigi
of the silicon chips uses a subsurface zener diode reference to reduce
noise and long term stability. This construction shown in Figure 7.1,
is accomplished using a relatively new technique known as ion implan-
tation. The subsurface diode is buried below the chip surface and is
therefore shielded from surface contamination and from ion inversion
and noise problems common to regular zener breakdown diodes.

SUBSURFACE
BREAKDOWN

P. IMPLANT

Figure 7.1. Subsurface Avalanche Zener Reference Diode
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The voltage reference, additionally, contains circuitry to buffer the
temperature compensated zener diode from current variations that
accompany load current changes. The circuit for the LM199A precision
voltage reference is shown in Figure 7.2.

yvr

Fiur .. Sceai fL19Iotg eee.

The precision reference circuit in this figure is comprised of-two
circuits on a single monolithic silicon chip. One circuit is a temp-
erature stabilizer. The other circuit is the voltage reference. The
voltage reference consists of a reference diode, D3, a current shunt
circuit, QlO-Q13 and a current mirror, Ql4-Ql6. The reference diode
is temperature compensated by adjusting the diode current for O-T.C.
This is accomplished by adjusting the lOK.JL resistor in the base of
transistor Q13. Transistor Q13 serves to buffer any reference circuit
current variations from the reference diode. For example, if the
external load current suddenly decreases, the current through the ex-
ternal series resistance from the main supply will tend to decrease,
and the Voltage across the reference will tend to increase. The in-
creased voltage across the reference will cause more current to flow
in the base of transistor Q13. Since transistor Q13 supplies base
current for the current shunt, the current shunt also conducts more
current. By adjusting the 30 Kj- resistor in the collector of Q12, the
increase in shunt current can be made approximately equal to the decrease
in current supplied to the load. The only current change to the refer-
ence diode is due to the small change in transistor Q13 base current.
Transistors Ql4-Q16
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form a current mirror and serve as a constant current, active load for
transistor Ql3. Because the reference diode is temperature compensated
and because the current shunt handles the main variations in current,
the reference circuit maintains a stable output voltage for large vari-
ations of both temperature and current. This stability is observed in
both the LMI?9A and LM199A precision references.

The LM199A differs from the LM129A in that it also contains a tempera-
ture stabilizer circuit. The temperature stabilizer circuit operates
from a separate supply voltage that can range from 9V to 40 V. The
circuit draws current from this supply so as to maintain a constant
chip temperature of approximately 85'C. As the chip ambient temperature
decreases, the stabilizer draws more current from the supply and
increases the power dissipation on the chip. Thus, the chip temperature
tends to remain constant. A plot of average power dissipation versus
temperature and supply voltage is shown in Figure 7.3. A thermal
insulator housing is used with the LM199A to aid in the maintenance of
a constant chip temperature. For temperatures above 85°C, the temper-
ature stabilizer is no longer effective and the LMI99A precision
reference performance is essentially degraded to that of the LMl29A.

7.3 Device Characterization

All evaluation and characterization of the precision voltage references
was performed in bench test set-ups, and measurements were made on an

HP3455 using Kelvin connections to the DUT. Breakdown voltage measure-
ments were made at different current levels and at different tempera-
tures, -55*C, 250C, (85°C) and 1250C. Noise, Dynamic Impedance and
Warm-up were performed at one current level at 25°C.

Figure 7.4 shows the test circuit used to measure breakdown voltage.
The breakdown voltage measurements on the LM129A devices were made at
current levels of 0.6 mA, 1.0 mA and 15 mA. For the LMI99A, these
measurements were made at current levels of 0.5 mA, 1.8 mA, 5 mAAl0.0

mA and 11.3 mA with the temperature stabilizer supply voltages set at
30 volts. Additional measurements were made with the temperature
stabilizer supply voltages set at 9 volts and 40 volts.

The noise test circuit is shown in Figure 7.4. Measurements were made
on a Tektronix model 7904 oscilloscope with a model 7A22 differential
input preamplifier. The bandwidth on the preamp was adjusted for

10 Hz 5 BW < 10 kHz and peak-to-peak measurements were.made on the
oscilloscope.
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The dynamic impedance test circuit is shown in Figure 7.5. Measure-
ments were made using a 400 Hz signal source and a voltmeter with a
400 Hz narrow band filter. AC signal levels were low in order to
insure small signal impedance measurements. Kelvin connections were
used and contact was made 1/8" below the reference case.

The initial temperature stabilizer supply current was measured using a
Tektronix model storage oscilloscope with a current probe. The peak
current was recorded from the oscilloscope.

7.4 Test Results and Evaluation of Data

The data taken on these devices was analyzed to determine the average
value and standard deviation. The results of this analysis are shown
in Tables 7.1*through 7.15.

The tables show two columns for average value and two columns for
standard deviation. The two columns to the extreme right of each table
indicate the final average value and the final standard deviation value
after the non-typical data is removed from the analysis. The other
two columns for average value and standard deviation value are computed
from all of the data measurements.

The data was obtained from 21 parts and 13 parts for the LM129A and the
LMl99A. Statistical analysis on these devices is inconclusive because
of the small sample size, however,- the characterization failed to un-
cover any major devices anomalies, and some of the measurements were
out of the specified tolerance. Some of the data taken was strictly
for characterization and provides data on conditions not specified by
the vendor or recommended for the device slash sheet.

Tables 7.1 through 7.4 tabulate the analyzed, measured data taken on
the LM129A. Measurements were made on the devices with supply currents
of .6 mA, 1.0 mA and 15 mA. The reference voltage measurements were all
well within the manufacturer's specified limits and a population hysto-
gram of these voltages is shown in Figure 7.6 . The devices all had
measured output voltages slightly below the nominal of 6.95 ± .25 volts.
The mean value for 11 - I mA was 6.8724 with a standard devication of
.02 volts.

Data for the evaluation of temperature coefficient was obtained by
measuring the output voltage at the various specified temperatures and
determining the measurement differences in PPM/CC. The mean temperature
coefficient for this current was - 0.3 ppm/0C with a standard deviation
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of 3.1 PPM/°C for-a temperature range from - 55*C tb 25C. The mean
temperature coefficient over the temperature range from 25C to 125C
was + 3.8 PPM/°C with a standard deviation of 2.8 PPM/°C. These numberf
are well within the specification of ± 10 PPMI°C. For this character-
ization effort similar data was obtained for device currents of .5 mA
and 15 mA. This data was used in the analysis of temperature coefficiet
change with current. The analysis shows that the data for T.C. change
with current, over the temperature range from 25°C to 125°C, is greater
than the vendor's "typical" specification. The mean value was deter-
mined as - 1.9 PPM/C and the standard deviation was 1.3 PPM/*C, how-
ever, the parts received by OS were not screened for this parameter.

Tables 7.5 through 7.15 tabulate the analysis of the measured data for
the LMl99A. Data was taken to determine the power dissipation of the
thermal stabilizer versus temperature. The results of this data are
tabulated in Table 7.5 and are graphed on Figure 7.3 . The graph shows
the linearity of the change in power dissipation versus temperature for
zero current in the reference voltage circuit. From this information
the average thermal resistance is calculated as

538.7 - 78.0
= = 3.29 mW/°C85 + 55

The vendor was contacted on this matter and confirmed that the figure
should be 2 - 5 mV/°C. The vendor recommends that the thermal resis-
tance should be nominally specified at 5 mW/°C. The total device power
dissipation is the sum of the thermal stabilizer circuit power and the
reference voltage circuit power. (PT =' PTS + PR). The graph in Figure

7.3 shows how the thermal stabilizer power dissipation is affected by
the added power dissipation of the voltage reference.

Data taken for variou; reference voltage currents was taken with the
thermal stabilizer supply voltage set to 30 volts. The reference volt-
age current values varied from .5 mA to 11.3 mA. Since the thermal
stabilizer temperature is not regulated to the maximum temperature of
125*C, two temperature coefficient specifications are required. One

T.C. tolerance of .5 PPM/°C covers the temperature range from -55°C to
85°C. The other tolerance of 10 PPM/°C covers the temperature range
from 85°C to 125°¢. Data presented in Tables 7.6 to 7.10 shows that
T.C. range increases as the current through the reference voltage cir-
cuit increases. For currents of 5 mA and larger, the standard deviatio
of the temperature coefficients is larger than the I mA limit for
a temperature range from 250C to 85°C, however, these devices will be

tested only at II 1 mA. The vendor was contacted and stated that thi
and other parameters can be screened for special applications.
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Table 7.11 tabulates the results of the analyzed data for dynamic im-
pedance, noise and T.C. changes with current. Noise measurements were
made by determining the peak-to-peak value of the noise. The mean
value of these measurements was 73.5 uV p-p. For broad-band white noise,
(RNS value)°(peak-to-peak value)/6. Therefore, the mean RMS value is
12.25 uV, which is less than the manufacturer's specification. As
previously described, the temperature coefficient increases with ref-
erence voltage current. The affects of this anomally on temperature
coefficient change with current are shown in Table 7.11. The most
significant tolerance variation occurs for a temperature range of 25*C
to 85°C where the standard deviation is 1.3 PPM/°C.

Tables 7.12 through 7.15 provide additional data on the measurement of
reference voltage, temperature coefficient and thermal stabilizer power
dissipation. For these measurements the reference voltage current was
set to 1.8 mA and 11.8 mA and the thermal stabilizer voltage was set
to 9 volts and 40 volts. The data results were consistent with previous
measurements and no anomalies were observed.

Table 7.16 tabulates the analysis of measured data for LM199A Thermal
Stabilizer Initial current, Reference Voltage Warm-up Stability and
Reference Voltage Temperature Cycling Hysteresis.

7.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

The data obtained for these analyses showed that the reference voltage
devices met the specifications published by the manufacturer. Other
parameters, not one hundred percent guaranteed by the manufacturer but
recommended by the JC-41 Committee, were measured-and the data was
analyzed. Data taken on the temperature coefficient change with cur-
rent showed that some devices had values much greater than the published
typical value. The manufacturer states that this parameter can be
guaranteed but the additional tests will add extra cost to the parts. It
was decided not to recommend specification of this parameter.

Additional tests, such as, power off/on repeatibility, warm-up stability,
and temperature cycling hysteresis have been checked. These parameters
require extreme care in order to obtain reliable test data. The power
off/on data was obtained as a consequence of the warm-up test data at
time = 5 min. These data are shown in Table 7-16. OS does not recommend
that the power off/on and warm-up test be a part of the slash sheet.

No major anomalies were uncovered during this characterization. A minor
anomaly was observed in the measurement of temperature coefficient change
with current. As the voltage reference current and temperature were
increased simultaneously to their maximum, the T.C. change increased
until it was 2-3 times the value at low current and temperature.

Table 7.17 lists the recommended parameters for these devices.
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Figure 7.5. Dynamic impedance test circuit.
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l1/
Table 7.1. Summary of Measurements at 1 = 0.6 mA (LMl129A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
Ove7rall Overall in Final Average and FinalO-, Fiinal Final

Parameter Average 0T and associated devices Average 0-"

Reference High = High =

Voltage at +6.8922 .02 None +6.8922 .02

25°C (volts) +6.8718 Manufacturer's spec +6.8718
Low =  6.95 ± .25 V Low =
+6.8360 +6.8360

Tc over range High = +4.2 High
-550C -4 TAx250 C -0.5 3.0 None +4.2 3.0

(PPM/0C) Low = -6.1 Manufacturer's spec -0.5
_+ 10 PPM/0 C Low =

-6.1

Tc over range High = +8.0 High f

25C .TAL-- 2 5-C + 3.8 3.6 None +8.0 3.6
(PPM/IC) Low -7.7 Manufacturer's spec +3.8

±fPPM/° C Low =

I_ 1_ __ 1-7.7

Notes: 1. Il = current through voltage reference.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified

parameter.
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Table 7.2. Summary of Measurements at I, = 1 mA I (LMI29A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
OvET'all overall in Final Average and FinalCJ, Mi~al Final

Parameter Voltage ______ and associated device # Average

Reference High -High=

Voltage at +6.8927 .02 None +6.8927 .02
25%C (volts) +6.8724 Manufacturer's spec +6.8724

Low = 6.95 ± .25V Low =
________ .+6*8365 _______________ +6.8365

Tc over range High = +4.2 High =
-550CiiTA4 2 5-C -0.3 3.1 None +4.2 3.1

(PPM/0C) Low =-6.8 Manufacturer's spec =-0.3

±10 PPM/OC Low
____ ___ ___ _ _ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ -6.8

Tc over range High =+7.4 High=
25*C'STA6.l250C +3.8 2.8 None +7.2 2.8

Low = -2.5 Manufacturer's spec =+3.8

±10 PPM/0C Low
_____ _____ __ 1-2.5 __ __

Notes: 1. 1l1 current through voltage reference.

2. Each block in the average column indicates the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter..II
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Table 7.3. Summary of Measurements at Il = 15 mfA7 (LM129A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
Overall1 Overall in Final Average and Final 0, Final Final

Parameter Avrg I- -and associated device # Average

Reference High High=
Voltage at +6.9036 .02 None +6.9036 .02
25*C (volts) +6.8852 Manufacturer's spec +6.8852

Low = .6..95 ± .25V Low =
________+6.8455 _____________________+6.8455

Tcover range High =+2.3 High=
-55*C!dTA-!25*C -1.8 2.8 None +2.3 2.8

(PPM/0C) .Manufacturer's spec =-1.8
Low ±10 PPM/0C 'Low

________-7.3 _____-7.3

Tc over rangeHigh +8.4 High=
25*CtTA-6l25,C +4,5 2.7 None +8.4 2.7.

(PPM/CC) Low = -1.2 MAnufacturer's spec =+4.5
±10 PPM/CC Low=

Notes: 1. 11l current through voltage reference.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter.
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Table 7.4. Summary of Measurements (LMI29A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
Overall Overall in Final Average and Finallr, Final Final

Parameter veragelO- and associated device # Average O0

P-P Noise 69.8 4.9 None 69.8 4.9
(uV) Manufacturer's spec

20 (RMS max)

Change in High = High =
reverse break- +2.1 +2.1
down tempera- +0.8 0.8 None +0.8 0.8
ture coefficient Low = Manufacturer's spec = Low =
with current -1.2 _ 1 PPM/0 C (Tr, .J) -1.2
1 mAi4 I155 mA!/
-55oc!5TA-_ 25oc

Change in re- High = High =
verse break- +0.6 +0.6
down tempera- -1.9 1.3 None -1.9 1.3
ture coefficienj Low = Manufacturer's spec = Low -
I mA-!511 <15 MAY -5.2 ± 2 PPM/0C , -5.2
25 0 C i TAi- 1250 C

Dynamic None
Impedance (ohms) .74 .24 Manufacturer's spec = I_&, .74 .2

Notes: i. I1 = current through voltage reference.
2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the

computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter.
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Table 7.5. Summary of Measurenents at I 1 = 0 mA; V. = 30 V1 / .(LM199A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/

Overall Overall in Final Average and Final 0-, Final Final
Parameter Average a- and associated device # Average a-

Reference
Voltage at
25*C (volt s)

Tc over range
-550C&T 25oc 

(PPMC_

T over range2 °C& 4.TA 85°C

T over range
8§ ° CgOTA -l25° C

(PPM/!.C)

Heater Power High = High =
dissipation at 578.3 21.1 None 579.3 21.1
TA = -550C (mW) 538.7 538.7

Low - Low =
512.4 512.4

Heater Power High = High =
dissipation at 252.6 13.0 None 252.6 13.0
TA = 25-C (MW) 229.4 229.4

Low = Low =
213.3 213.3

Heater Power High = High =
dissipation at 78.0 18.1 None 78.0 18.1
TA = 85oC (MW) 52.8 52.8

Low = Low =
28.5 28.5

Heater Power High = High =
dissipation at 25.5 25.5
TA = 125-C (mW) 22.7 1.7 None 22.7 1.7

Low = Low
20.2 120.2

Notes: 1. I1 = current through voltage reference.
Vs = temperature stabilizer voltage.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter.
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Table 7.6. Summary of Measurements at 11 .5 mA; V. = 30 V- (LMl99A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
Ovdrall Overall in Final Average and FinalO", Final Final

Parameter Average 0- and associated device # Average -

Reference High High =

Voltage at +6.9899 +6. 9899
25*C (volts) +6.9582 .03 None +6.9582 .03

Low - Manufacturer's spec = Low =
+6.9025 +6.95 ± .15 +6.9025

Tc over range High High

-55'C$T , 25-C 0.0 0.0
(PPM#l9C) -.31 .17 None -.31 .17

Low Manufacturer's spec f .5 Low =

-.54 I -.54

Tc over range High = High =

250 ST A 85°C + .24 +.24

(PP;#-°C) -.50 .34 None -.50 .34
Low Manufacturert s spec = .5 Low =
-.95 -.95

Tc over range High f  High

85OC.T i 1250C +7.5 +7.5
(PPM° C) +1.7 5.0 None +1.7 5.0

Low = Manufacturerts spec = 10 Low f

-9.4 -9.4

Notes: 1. II = current through voltage reference
V s = temperature stabilizer voltage

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the

computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter.
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Table 7.7. Summary of Measurements at I I = 1.8 mA; Vs = 30 V- (LMI99A)

2/ Parameter values not incloded 2/
Overall erall in Final Average and Final r. Final Final

Parameter Average - and associated device # Average E-

Reference High =  High =
Voltage at +6.99376 +6.99376
25*C (volts) +6.95932 .03 None +6.95932 .03

Low = Manufacturer's spec = Low =
+6.84427 6.95 ± .15 V +6.84427

T c over range High -3.2, device #12 High =
-55CiTA4 25 0 C +.72 2.4 -10.0, device #15 +.72 0.2

(PPM/°C) -0.4 Manufacturer's spec = +0.3
Low = Low =
-10.0 0.0

Tc over range High = High =
250 C --T 4-85 0 C +0.7 +0.7

(PPM/° C) +.32 0.3 None +.32 0.3
Low = Manufacturer's spec =5 Low =
0.0 0.0

Tc over range High High =
850C4!TAi-1250C +9.3 +9.3

(PPM/CC) +0.6 6.6 None +0.6 6.6
Low= Manufacturer's spec = 10 Low =
-11.3 -11.3

Heater Power High High =
dissipation at 567.0 567.0

TA = -55 0 C (mW) 522.0 22.3 None 522.0 22.3
Low .... Low=
491.7 491.7

Heater Power High High =
dissipation at 240.9 240.9
TA = 25 0 C (mW) 213.6 14.8 None 213.6 14.8

Low = Low =
192.0 192.0

Heater Power High = High =
dissipation at 65.7 65.7
TA = 85°C (mW) 41.3 18.0 None 41.3 18.0

Low = Low =
20.7 _20.7

Heater Power High = High =
dissipation at 25.2 25.2
TA = 125-C (mW) 22.5 1.7 None 22.5 1.7

Low = Low =
20.0 20.0

Notes: 1. Il = current through voltage reference.
V s = temperature stabilizer voltage.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter.
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Table 7.8. Summary of Measurements at I1 = 5 mAj Vs  30 V - /  (LMI99A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
Overall Overall in Final Kverage and FinalT-, Final Final

Parameter Average and associated device # Average

Reference High = High =
Voltage at +6.9929 +6.9929
25*C (volts) +6.9613 .03 None +6.9613 .03

Low = Manufacturer's spec = Low =
+6.9055 +6. 9055

TC over range High = High-=
-550C!T (25°C +.54 +.54

(PP;/°C) .03 .25 None .03 .25
Low = Manufacturer's spec = .5 Low =
-.54 -.54

T over range High f High =
2S°CIT 85 0 C +1.9 +1.9

(PM -C) +.28 .80 None +.28 .80
Low = Manufacturer's spec = .5 Low =

-.72 -.72

Tc = over range High = High
854CIT < 125 0 c +9.7 +9.7

(PP#'C) +3.0 5.5 None +3.0 5.5
Low = Manufacturer's spec 10 Low =

-8.7 . • . -8.7

Notes: 1. I1 - current through voltage reference
V s = temperature stabilizer voltage

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified

parameter.
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Table 7.9. Summary of Measurements at I = 10 mA;V s = 30.V- (LM199A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
Overall overall in Final Average and Finald, Figal Final

Parameter Average land associated device # Average

Reference High f  High
Voltage at +6.9955 +6. 9955
25C (volts) +6.9640 .03 None +6.9640 .03

Low =  Manufacturer's spec = Low =
+6.9085 +6.95 ± .15 +6.9085

T over range High High =

-950C<,TA. 25 0 C +.72 +.72

(PPM/CC) +. 36 .23 None +.36 .23
Low = Manufacturer's spec = .5 Low =
-.18 -.18

Tc over range High f  High =
25° C- TAJei 85°C +1.9 +1.9

(PPM.° C) +.91 .90 None +.91 .90
Low = Manufacturer's spec = .5 Low =
-1.2 -1.2

Tc over range High = High =
85°C,-T . 125°C +10.0 +10.0

(PPMI ° C) +2.8 6.4 None +2.8 6.4
Low = Manufacturer's spec = 10 Low =
-10.5 -10.5

Note. 1. Il = current through voltage reference
V s = temperature stabilizer voltage

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified

parameter.
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Table 7.10. Summary of Measurements at II = 11.3 mA; Vs = 30 V (LM199A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
Overall erall in Final Average and Final O, Fiial Final

Parameter Average l and associated device # Average 00
Reference High = High -
Voltage at +6.99934 +6.99934
25*C (volts) +6.96484 0.3 None +6.96484 .03

Low = Manufacturer's spec = Low =

+6.8510 1 6.95 ± .15 V +6.85108

Tc over range High = -4.3, device #12 High i

-55C 1T -250C +9.5 +9.5, device #13 +1,6
(Pp;#° C) +0.9 2.4 +0.7 0.4

Low Low =
-4.3 -. 36

Tc over range High = +4.8, device #5 High f
250C.4T A6850C +4.8 +3.6, device #17 +3.3

(PPM4 ° C) +2.5 1.5 +2.2 1.4
Low= Low =
-0.7 -0.7

c over range High = High-
85 0 CTLT A1250C +7.3 5.5 -15.7 device #1 +7.3

(PPM/° C) -1.0 +.05 4.1

Low = Low =
-15.7 -7.6

Heater Power High = High =
dissipation at 501.9 501.9
TA = -55-C (mW) 458.4 24.2 None 458.4 24.4

Low = Low =
425.7 425.7

Heater Power High = High
dissipation at 174.6 174.6

TA = 250C (rw) 146.8 14.9 None 146.8 14.9

Low = Low-
121.8 121.8

Heater Power High = High -

dissipation at 42.9 42.9
TA = 850c 32.8 6.2 None 32.8 6.2

Low - Low -

23.4 23.4

Heater Power High - High -
dissipation at 51.1 51.1
TA - 1250C (oW) 41.7 6.1 None 41.7 6.1

Low- Low-

32.3 _32.3

Notes: 1. II - current through voltage reference.
V s = temperature stabilizer voltage.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the

computed average value and the low value for the specified

parameter.
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Table 7.11. Summary of Measurements (LM199A)

1/ Parameter values not included 1/
Overall verall in Final Average and Final 3, Final Final

Parameter Average a- and associated device # Average 0

Dynamic High = High =
Impedance (ohms) .83 .83

.66 .12 None .66 .12
Low = Manufacturer's spec = 1 (max) Low -

.3 .3
Peak to Peak High = High f

Noise (uV) 80 80
73.5 6.9 None 73.5 6.9
Low = Manufacturer's spec 20 Low
150 (RMS max) 50

Change in reverse High = High
breakdown temp- +10.7 +9.1, device #14 +1.1
erature coeffic- +1.4 3.1. +0.3 0.5
ient with current Low = +10.7, device #16 Low =
1.8mA _Il ill.3mA -1.1 -1.1
-55CTAA 25*C

Change in reverse High High
breakdown temp- +4.8 +3.6
erature coeffic- +2.2 1.4 +4.8, device #17 +2.0 1.3
ient with current Low = Low =
l.8mA I1 t ll.3mA -0.7 -0.7
25-C -_ TAI 85-C

change in reverse High = High
breakdown temp- +8.6 +8.6
erature coeffic- -1.7 3.4 None -1.7 3.4
ient with current Low = Low =
1. 8mA -6.6 1 1 . 3mA -4.5 -4.5
85C TA # 125OC

Note: 1. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter.
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Table 7.12. Suimmary of Measurements at Il 1.8 mA, 4v5  9 V (LM199A)

2/ j F rameter values not included 2/
Ov~rall 3verall n Final Average and Final O, Fiffil Final

Parameter Average Ca--n a~nd associated device # Average al
Reference High = High
Voltage at +6.99343 +6.93343
25*C (volts) +6.95897 .03 None +6.95897 .03

Low = Manufacturer's spec =Low =
S+6.84392 6.95 ± .15 V +6.84392

Tc over range High High=
-55 0 CST i6 25 0 C +1.6 +1.6

(PPMA4C) +0.2 3.9 -16.3, device #1l5 +1.2 0.3
Low = Low

S-16.*3 ____ ______________+.72

Tc over range High =High=
25CiET i685*C +1.4 +1.4

(Pph C) +1.1 0.3 None +1.1 0.3
Low =Low

_________+0.5 +0.5

Tc over range High =-19.0, device #1 High=
850 C-eTA'&l2 5-C +10.0 -63.0, device #19 +10.0

(PPM/CC) -3.0 17.1 +2.4 5.6

Low = Low
__________ -63.0 _______ ___________-9.4

Heater Power High =High=
dissipation at 569.7 569.7
TA = -55*C (WW) 521.6 27.1 None 521.6 27.1

Low =. . .. LOW
__________476.1 ____ ______________476.1

Heater Power High =High=
dissipation at 243.0 243.0
TA = 25*C (WW) 214.6 15.2 None 214.6 15.2

Low =Low
__________190.8 ____ ______________190.8

Heater Power High -High=
dissipation at 67.2 67.2
T A = 85-C (WW) 41.6 19.1 None 41.6 19.1

Low =Low
_________14.*4 ___ __ __________ 14.4

Heater Power High =High
dissipation at' 7.2 7.2
TA - 125%C (MWt) 6.4 0.6 Ncrie 6.4 0.6

___Low =_ _ __Low-
_________5.5 - _____________5.5

Notes: 1. 1, - current through voltage reference.
Vs = temperature stabilizer voltage.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter.
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Table 7.13. Summary of Measurements at Il = 11.3 mA- Vs  9 V (LMl99A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
Overall erall in Final Average and Final 3, Final Final

Parameter Average r - and associated device # Average 6"

Reference High = High =

Voltage at +6.99912 +6.99912
25°C (volts) +6.96457 .03 None +6.96457 .03

Low= manufacturer's spec Low
+6.85086 6.95 + .15 V +6.85086

T. over range High High -

-55 0C -TA 6250 C +1.8 +1.8
(PPM/OC) +1.5 0.3 None +1.5 0.3

Low = Low
+.54 +.54

Tc over range High.= +4.1, device #5 High -

250C6TA -85 0 C +5.5 +5.5, device #17 +3.4
(PPM° 0C) +2.6 1.3 +2.3 1.0

Low = Low =
+.5 +.5

Tc over range High = -2B.5, device #1 High =
850C AT A41250 C +148.7 +148.7, device #16 +11.4

(PPM/oC) +8.8 38.6 +0.9 7.2
Low = Low =
-28.5 -13.7

Heater Power High = High -

dissipation at 504.0 504.0
TA -550 C (nW) 457.6 24.5 None 457.6 24.5

Low Low
421.2 421.2

Heater Power High = High -

dissipation at 179.8 179.8

TA = 25°C (mW) 150.4 15.7 None 150.4 15.7
Low =  Low -
124.6 124.6

Heater Power High = High -

dissipation at 12.1 12.1
TA = 850C (mW) 9.0 1.8 None 9.0 1.8

Low = Low
6.9 6.9

Heater Power High = High =
dissipation at 14.2 14.2

TA = 125-C (mW) 11.5 1.8 None 11.5 1.8
Low = Low =
8.8 8.8

Notes: 1. Il = current through voltage reference.
Vs = temperature stabilizer voltage.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter. VlI -23



Table 7.14. Summary of Measurements at II = 1.8 mA.V s = 40 v- (LMl99A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
0Orall Derall in Final Average and FinalO, Finial Final

Parameter Average a- add associated device # Average G

Reference High = High f

Voltage at +6.99383 +6.99383
25°C (volts) +6.95949 .03 None +6.95949 .03

Low = Manufacturer's spec f  Low =
+6.84433 6.95± .15 V +6.84433

Tc over range High = High =
-55°C -TA i_250C +.54 +.59

(PPM/°C) +.23 0.2 None +.23 0.2
Low = Low i
-.18 -.18

Tc over range High = High =
25°C-4T ' 85°c +0.7 +0.7

(PPMA°C) +.3 0.3 None +.3 0.3
Low = Low
+0.2 +0.2

Tc over range High -19.7, device #1 High -
85°CdT A6125C +7.9 -78.1, device #19 +7.9

(PP;NC) -4.9 20.1 +1.4 5.3

Low = Low
-78.1 -9.8

Heater Power High = High -
dissipated at 566.4 .66.4
A = -55oC (mW) 521.6 23.9 None 521.6 23.9

Low = Low -
486.0 486.0

Heater Power High f  High -
dissipated at 239.6 239.6
TA = 25C (m) 212.3 15.0 None 212.3 15.0

Low = Low =
189.2 18.9.2

Heater Power High = High -
dissipation at 64.8 64.8

TA - 85°C (mW) 43.8 14.7 None 43.8 14.7
Low = Low =
28.0 28.0

Heater Power High = High -
dissipated at 33.9 33.9
TA - 125-C (oW) 30.5 2.2 None 30.5 2.2

Low = Low -
26.9 26.9

Notes: 1. II - current through voltage reference.
Vs = temperature stabilizer voltage.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter.
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Table 7.15. Summary of Measurements at I1  11.3 mA 5 Vs - 40 VI /  (LMl99A)

Parameter values not included
Overall Dverall in Final Average and Final3 , Final Final

Parameter Average a- and associated device # Average 0-

Reference High - High =

Voltage at +6.99938 +6.99938
25°C (volts) +6.96488 .03 None +6.96488 .03

Low = Manufacturer's spec Low =
+6.8510S +6.85109

Tc over range High - High
-55°CtT .250C +9.3 +1 .1

(PPM,°C) +1.1 2.0 +9.3, device #13 +0.6 0.3
Low = Low =
+. 18 +. 18

Tc over range High - High =
25°C4T A850C +6.4 +6.0, device #5 +3.8

PPMT°C) +2.6 2.1 +6.4, device #17 +2.0 1.6
Low = Low =
-1.2 -1.2

Tc over range High -35.4, device #1 High =
85 0 C AT A125°C +13.9 -16.6, device #2 +13.9

(PPM/°C) -3.8 11.4 -0.3 7.3
Low = Low =

-35.4 -12.3

Heater Power High High =
dissipation at 503.2 503.2

TA -550C (mW) 457.0 25.6 None 457.0 25.6
........ Low =- . .. . ...- Low =

411.6 411.6

Heater Power High = High =
dissipation at 173.6 173.6

TA = 250 C (mW) 145.8 15.0 None 145.8 15.0
Low = Low =

120.4 _120.4

Heater Power High High f
dissipation at 61.6 61.6
TA = 85*C (mW) 45.5 8.5 None 45.5 8.5

Low = Low
34.8 34.8

Heater Power High High=
dissipation at 70.9 70.9

TA - 125-C (mW) 57.7 8.4 None 57.7 8.4
Low Lowf
44.3 _44.3

Notes: 1. I1, current through voltage reference.
Vs - temperature stabilizer voltage.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified

parameter.
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Table 7.16. Summary of Measurements at I1 = 1 WA; Vs = 30 V- (LMl99A)

2/ Parameter values not included 2/
Overall Overall in Fiaal Average and Finalir, Ffnal Final

Parameter Average 0' and associated device # Average o

Initial Heater High =  High =
Current (m) 120 9.0 None 120 9.0

108.5 108.5

Reference Volt-, High = High
age Warm-up 15.2 15.2
Stability 9.05 5.4 None 7.05 5.4
t - 10 see (PPM) Low - Low =

5..6 - 5.6

Reference Volt- High High
age Warm-up 5.07 5.07
Stability 0.35 3.8 None 0.35 3.8
t - 1 min (PPM) Low - Low -

-9.74 -9.74

Reference Volt- High = High
age Warm-up N.3 1.3
Stability - 2.4 2.8 None - 2.4 2.8
t - 5 min (PPM) Low - Low =

- 9.74 - 9.74

Reference Volt- High High f

age Temperature 2.03 2.03
Cycling Hystere- -0.57 1.29 Noqe .. -0.57 1.29
sis (Positive Low Low
Temp) (PPM) -2.4 -2.4

Reference Volt- High = High
age Temperature 1.3 1.3
Cycling Hystere- -2.4 2.8 None -2.4 2.8
sis (Negative Low LoV

(PPM) -9-7: -9.74

Notes: 1. i1 - current through voltage reference.
Vs - temperature stabilizer voltage.

2. Each block in the average column includes the high value, the
computed average value and the low value for the specified
parameter.
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Table 7.17. Electrical performance characteristics for device types 01 & 02
(See 3.4 unless otherwise specified)

Characteristics Symbol Conditions Device Limits
Type Min. Max. Units

Reference Volt- VR 0.5mA *R*0mA TA= 2 5°C 01 6.800 7.100 V
age VS-3 V- -

a _e_ 0.6mA!gll mA TA= 2 5C 02 6.70 7.20

Reference Volt- AVR 0.mAtIR-IUmA TA=25'C 01 - 9 9 mV
age change with (CURRENT) V5=30V -55°CiTA-1259C 01 -12 12
current .6mAtI.RZ15mA TA-25°C 02 -14+ 14

-5 -- -55.C -TA-125C 02 -18 18
Reference Volt- AVR 1R=1.OmA -55 CT AS85*C 01 -.5 .5 P
age Temperature -6-T VS-30V T 01 -10 10 0C

iR=l.OmA -55t CTA .25 C 02 - 10 _10 1
Dynamic Imped- ZD IRlImA VS=30V;TA=25'C 01 0 1 Ohms
ance _i=.3V;f=40OH TA=25°C 02 0 1

Noise No IR=lmA S=30V ;TA=25-C 01 0 2 AVrms
BW=IOHz to TA=25 C 02 0 20

10kHz
IR=lmA s=30V;TA25C 01 0 7 Vp-p
BW=O.lHz to TA=25 C 02 0 7

10Hz
Temperature IS  9Vi.Vsi640V A=250C 01 2.5 14 mA-I
stmbilizer IR-OmA A -55'C 01 5.6 28
supply
current
Initia Tem- ISI 9Vi-VS -4 0 V

perature IR=8mA rA=250C 01 - 200

stabilizer
supply current
Reference Volt- '&VR IRulmA IS=30V 01 -10 10
age temperatuire (TEMP -55 C"TA!125C -"2 I I mV
cycling CYCLE)
hysteresis
Reference Volt- VR IR-lmA IS=30V;TA=25UC 01 -20 20 PPM
age Long term -t 1000 hrs rA-45°C 02 -20 20 PPM
stability
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SECTION VIII

SAMPLE/HOLD CIRCUITS

MIL-M-38510/125

8.1 Background and Introduction

With the advent of monolithic sample/hold circuits and their use in

the expanding fields of data acquisition and data distribution, the
time was right to characterize and specify these devices for military

systems. National Semiconductor's LF198 was the first characterization
candidate to be proposed by the JC-41 Committee. Although this report

only covers the LF198, a variety of other devices may eventually be

added to the future slash sheet MIL-M-38510/125.

A list of popular sample/hold circuits is shown below:

Generic Industry Manufacturer
Type

LF198 NSC, AMD, Signetics

SP-II, -81 PMI

HA2420 Harris

IH5115 Intersil

LH0023, 0043, 0053 NSC

AD582 Analog Devices

At the time of this writing (October 1979) characterization work on
the LF198 is only in the beginning stages. Most device parameters and

test conditions have been identified. Test results, data analysis and

final slash sheet recommendations will not be included in this report.

8.2 Device Type Description

The LF198 is a monolithic, unity gain, closed loop type sample/hold

circuit. A functional schematic is shown in Figure 8-1. When this
device is in the sample mode with the switch closed, the hold capacitor

charges to whatever level it takes to make the output equal to the
input. Gain accuracy of ± .020 is guaranteed over the military temp-

erature range with a typical acquisition time of 6 us. Bi-FET tech-

nology is used to make the J-FET input transistors of the output

buffer amplifier and thus minimize the loading on the external hold
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Figure 8-1. LF198 SIH functional schematic.

capacitor. Bi-polar transistors are used fo.: he inputs of the signal
amplifier to obtain low offset voltage and wide bandwidth. Unlike
many hybrid and modular sample/holds, this device has an operating
-power supply range from.± 5 V to ± 18 V. Feed through in the hold
mode has been minimized to 0.1 pf from input to output. Mode control
is exercised through a TTL compatible differential comparator with a
nominal threshold of 1.2 V. Acquisition time, droop rate, hold step
and dynamic sampling error are important sample/hol d parameters which
are very much dependent on the hold capacitor as well as the device
itself.

It is almost obvious to see that a smaller capacitor will yield a
faster acquisition time and small dynaic sampling error at the
expense of higher hold tep and droop rate. The quality of the storage
capacitor is also critical to sample/hold circuit performance. only
capacitors with low dielectric absorption will resist excessive "sag
back" after being subjected to a quick charge of input voltage. Teflon,
polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors have this low hysteresis
feature whereas mica and ceramic tpes do not.

The back-to-back diodes and the 30 K ohm resistor maintain a feed back
path for the input buffer when the device is in the hold mode.

Without this feature, the buffer input impedance could change as a
function of being in the sample or hold mode. Also with the input
buffer loop open, there would be a greater tendency for overload
recovery time problems and acquisition time would be compromised.
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8.3 Device Characterization

The LF198 is the first sample/hold circuit to be characterized and

specified for a MIL-M-38510 slash sheet. Therefore, the commercial
data sheet had to be critically examined to determine what additional
parameters and test conditions, if any, would be required for an adequate
military specification. Table 8-1 shows the generic LF198 electrical
specifications. Further details on additional parameters and conditions

to satisfy a slash sheet specification are shown in the JC-41 Committee
electrical performance characteristics of Table 8-2. Next, a test
procedure had to be formulated on how to measure the various sample/
hold parameters.

Some very useful ideas and procedures were provided by National Semi-
conductor and Advanced Micro Devices. This manufacturer information
was then used in developing a test circuit and a quasi Table III for
the proposed MIL-M-38510/125 specification. Copies of the GEOS infor-
mation were submitted to the JC-41 Committee for review and comment.

The test circuit and test procedure are shown in Figure 8-2 and Table
8-3, respectively. Most of the sample/hold electrical characteristics
will be measured on the S-3263 test system, automatically.

Some oscilloscope waveforms which show the relationships between the
input, output and logic signals as a function of hold capacitance and
signal level are shown in Figures 8-3 and 8-4.

8.4 Discussion

The LF198 characterization work will be covered completely in the next
final report. At this time the device looks very promising and no
major characterization problems are foreseen.

8.5 Bibliography

8.5.1 Linear Databook, National Semiconductor (1978)

8.5.2 C. Nelson, "I.C. Sample and Hold is 0o.017o. Accurate", E. E. Times IeC.
Applications Conference proceedings, 1977.

8.5.3 C. Nelson, National Semiconductor, LF198 Test Information (not pub-
lished).

8.5.4 M. Mullen, Advanced Micro Devices, LF198 Test Information (not pub-
lished).
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absolute maximum ratings
supply Voltage tlBV Input Voltage Equal to Supply Voltage
Power Dispation (Package Limitation) (Note 1) 500 mW Logic To Logtc Referertce Differential Voltage +7V, -30V
Otterating Ambient Temperature Range (Note 21

LF1g8 -S65C to +1 25 C Output Short Circuit Duration Indefinite
LF298 -?6C to 485*C Hold Capacitor Short Circuit Duration 10onec
LF398 0'C to +70*C Lead Tettperature (Soflering, 10 secondol 3OCC

Storage Temperature Range -6!5% to vl50C

electrical characteristics (Note 3)

PARAMETER CONDITIONS -F9/F9 F9 - UNITS
IN TYP MAX IN TYP MAX

Inpu~t Offset Voltage. (Note 8) Ti 25'C 1 3 2 7 my
Full Temperature Range 5 10 my

Input Bin Current. (Nate 6I Ti - 25%C 6 25 t0 so nA
Full Temrperature Range 75 10 erA

Input Impedance T, 25VC 1010 1010 9

Gain Error T1 25%C. RL -t1k 0002 0005 0004 00t %
Full Temperature Range 0.02 0.02 %

Feeidtltrough Attenuation Ratto Ti- 256C C C- 0.01FwF a6 98 so 90 88
at I kH&

output impedance T1 25'C, "HOLD" eode 06 2 O'S 4

Full Temperature Range 4 fl6

-HOLD" Step. (Note 4) Ti* 26VC, Ch - 0 0IvF. VOUT 0 0.5 20 I 0 25 6 ty

Supply Current, (Note 6l Ti 26'C 4.6 5.5 4.6 6.6 tA

Logic and Logic Referetnce Input Ti 25VC 2 10 2 10 MA
Current

Leakager Cu'mnnr into Hold Ti 25C, (Note 5) 3D (00 30 200 pA
Capacitor (Note 61 Hold Modr

Acquisition Tinte to 0.1% IAVOAT= 1 OV. Ch~ 1000 OF 4 4 as
Ch .01;iF 20 20 I's

Hold Caparitor Charging Current VIN -VOUT -2V 5 5 mA

Supply Voltage Rejection Ratio VOUT -0 soU 110 so 1(0 dB

Differential Logtc Threshold Ti - 25'C 08 g 1.4 24 10. 1 1.4 1 2.4 1 V

Nae 1: The enaximum junction temperature of the LF198 is 150'C. for the LF298. i15*C, and for the LF398, 100*C. When Operating at
eaved ambilent tempereture. the TO-S package must be derated bated on a thermal resistance 18jA) Of 156*CIW.

Mao 2: Although the dtfferential voltage may not exceed the limits given, the common-moide Voltag on the logic Dine may be equal to the
nupply voltages without causing damage to the circuit. For proper logic Operation, however, one of The logic pine muat always be at teast 2V below
the positive supply and 3V above the negative aupply.
Naote 3: Unless otherwise specified, the following conditions apply. Unit is in "sample' modie, VS 15SV, T1 -26*C, -11 -SV SVIN S+11 SV.
Ch - O01a.F, end RL - 10 knl. Logic reference voltage - OV and logic voltage -2.5V.

Nate 4: Hold step is senaitive to itty, capacitive coupling between input logic signtls and the hold capacitor. I pF, for instance, will create an
additional 0.5 mV $tep With a 5V logic owing and a OjOlAs hold Capacitor. Magnitude of the hold step is Inversely proportional to hold capacI-
tor value.
Nate 5: Leakage current is measured at a junction temperature of 25*C. The effects of junction temperature rise due to power dissipation or
elevated ambient can be calculated by doubling the 2VC value for each I VC increase in chip temperature. Leakage is guaranteed over full input
signal range.
Nafital: Tbiese parameters guaranteed over a supply voltage range of 15 to tlSV.

typical performance characteristics
Apfartue Tims CapaclItor Hyateresis Dyneenic Sampling Error

in s, IV[ &Vta.16v £ is
14 lSPT

as el -- t-PAPSlIpIE0EVN

JUNaCTION TENMsAlaa f*Cl SAWLI TIME led "IPUTI gS RATE (I-e

'Sa dlefInitlon

Table 8-1. Generic LF198 electrical specification.
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LF198 Sample/Hold Test Procedure Notes

1/ In order to remove test amplifier offset from the data values measure the
offset of Ul on pin 8 with pin 9 grounded.

Software subtraction techniques should be used to correct the data.

2/ The equations take into account the test amplifier gain of 100 and other
circuit constants so that the calculated value is in Table I units.

3/ Common mode input range conditions are exercised by grounding the signal
input and swinging the power supplies to their nominal levels minus the
common mode voltage. For example for VCM = + 11.5 V, + VCC - 15 V - 11.5 - 3.5
and - VCC 15 V - 11.5 V- 26.5 V.

4/ With a 0 V signal input the D.U.T. logic input is switched from 2.5 V to 0 V.
This resets the system in the hold mode. The test amplifier output is mea-
sured immediately after each 15 V change at the signal input.

5/ E22 and E23 are measured with the D.U.T. in the hold mode.

6/ For the hold step test, the first and second measurements are made with

the D.U.T. in the sample and hold modes respectively.

7/ Logic input step changes should have a rise time of 0.5 u seconds or less.

8/ High and low state logic input currents shall be measured over the coon
mode voltage range as shown.

9/ The output shall be shorted to ground for 25 milliseconds or less.

10/ Hold leakage current at 250C is determined by measuring the droop referred
to the test amplifier output over a one second interval.

11/ The charge current measurements on pin 7 is referenced to forced voltages of
9.5 V and - 9.5 V respectively.

12/ With worst case logic threshold voltages applied, the hold cap terminal
output current is measured to determine if the device is in the correct
operating mode.

13/ Step the signal input from 0 V to + 10 V. After a delay oft 100 usec
generate a 100 usec sample mode pulse. The difference between the input
and D.U.T. output is monitored with a high differential amplifier. Reduce
the sample mode pulse width until there is a 10 mV (0.1%) change from the
100 usec pulse value. The sample mode pulse width for this condition is
the acquisition time. Repeat the above procedure for input signal transitions
of 10 V to 0 V, 0 V to - 10 V and - 10 V to 0 V. Figure 12 shows an automatic
flow chart method and a simplified manual method for determining acquisition
time.

Table 8-3. LF198 sample/hold test procedure (cont.).
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14/ Step the logic input from 5 V to 0 V with the input at 0 V. After a
2 usec time delay step the signal input up to 10 V. For this condition
the D.U.T. output should be A 0 V. Gradually decrease the delay until
a 10 mV (.17.) shift occurs at the D.U.T. output. Repeat the above
procedure for input signal transitions of 10 V to 0 V, 0 V to - 10 V and
- 10 V to 0 V. The delay corresponding to the 10 mV shift is equal to
the aperture time.

15/ Settling time is determined by adding the aperture time to the additional
increment of time during which the output in the hold mode is greater

than one millivolt from final value.

16/ Dynamic feedthrough rejection is determined in the hold mode with a signal
input of 20 Vpp at a frequency of I kHz.

17/ Overshoot TR (OS) and rise time TR (tr) are indicative of the stability
and bandwidth of the device, respectively.

18/ Broadband noise NI (BB) of the D.U.T. is extracted from the total noise
of the D.U.T. and a low noise op amp such as the SE5534.

Table 8-3. LF198 sample/hold test procedure (cont.)
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Vout @ 5 V/div.

Vi @ 5 V/div.

(Triangle Freq =30 kHz)

VL @ 2 V/div.

Time @ 5 usec/div.

CHOLD = 0.~01 up

1-ou @ 5 V/div.

ouitgeFeq=30kz

VL @ 2 V/div.

Time @ 5 usec/div.

CHOLD = 0.001 uF

Figure 8-3. LF198 sample/hold waveforms vs. hold capacitor.
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Vout @ 5 V/div.

Vin @ 5 V/div.

Time @ 10 us/div.

C =.01 uF

V0ut @ 50 mV/div.

Vi @ 50 mV/div.

Time @ 10 us/div.

C .01 uF

Figure 8-4. LF198 sample/hold waveforms vs. signal level.
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SECTION IX

VOLTAGE REGULATORS, NEGATIVE

MIL-M-38510/115

9.1 Background and Introduction

The characterization effort of fixed negative voltage regulators was
undertaken in 1978 and is reported in RADC-TR-78-275 Final Technical
Report. The report noted observations that indicated several device
anomalies, such as; a) start-up and output short circuit current problems
under different input voltages and load currents, b) emitter-follower
type oscillations and c) hot-socket insertion/extraction failures.
Emitter-follower type oscillations and hot-socket insertion/extraction
failures were investigated and solutions to these problems were presented.
Information relation to problems of this type may be found in an
article "Designer's Guide to:. I.C. Voltage Regulators" by Robert Dobkin
published in EDN August 20, 1979 and September 5, 1979. The start-up
anomaly was observed immediately prior to the writing of the above
mentioned report. Investigations were continued after the report was
issued for publication and are presented herein.

9.2 Start-up Investigations and Results

The investigation of the start-up problem was initiated as a result of
comments made at a JC-41 Committee meeting-in March of 1978. At this
meeting various members disclosed that some regulators failed to start
or were specified in such a way that devices that would not start would
not be detected. The investigation at OS began with the construction of
the test circuit shown in Figure 9.1. The switch, 3-1, was connected to
a stiff high current power supply and the test was performed under vari-
ous load conditions. The test was performed repeatedly and occasional
failures were observed by three individuals at OS test facilities. As
simple as this test appeared, it had the drawback that the on/off duty
cycle, for power to the device, was uncontrolled; and, since these
devices are tested without a heat sink, it is quite possible that with
this over-simplified test circuit they were driven into their thermal
shut-down mode.

In order to eliminate the suspected thermal shut down problem, a special
solid state start-up circuit was constructed and is shown in its final
form in Figure 9.2.. This circuit was used to test devices that had
previously failed start-up at OS, but could not be confirmed at the
manufacturer's test facility. The use of relays for this test was re-
jected because it was felt that relay chatter would introduce an uncon-
trolled test condition. The pass transistor, used in the circuit in
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Figure 9.2, is a power darlington transistor and can provide sufficiently
high initial current for the start-up test. A current regulator is used
in the base of the power darlington, and the current into the base of
the transistor is regulated by the op amp and the shunt transistor to
ground. Because of the high capacitive load circuit at the power
darlington emitter and the high impedance input circuit at the power
darlington base, it was necessary to add stabilizing capacitors to the
control circuit in order to eliminate emitter-follower oscillations.

The closed loop gain of the start-up circuit has a gain of 10 so that
voltages as high as 40 can be easily programmed by either an automatic
tester or a pulse generator. With this start-up circuit, the duty cycle
of the regulator on-time was set for 2%. No start up failures were ob-
served on the oscilloscope; so, the duty cycle was increased. As the
duty cycle increased, intermittent start-up problems were observed. This
circuit confirmed the suspicion that the initial observation was due to
uncontrolled heating of the device which went into thermal shut-down.

At a later meeting of the JC-41 Committee, it was learned that the
start-up problem could occur if the regulator output was momentarily
shorted to ground. To test this parameter the circuitsshown in Figure
9.2,at the output of the regulator was developed. With this circuit,
the output is forced to zero volts. The forcing voltage is then removed
and the device is allowed to recover into a resistive capacitive load.
OS recommends that this anomaly be called voltage recovery. Both start-
up and voltage recovery tests are discussed in Section 3.

Some negative voltage regulators with date code 7619 and 7639 were tested
in this test circuit. The devices all started-up at 25*C with input
voltages between - 30V and -8 Volts and with load conditions in accordance
with the test specification. However, with the input voltage magnitude
greater than 25 volts and the case temperature greater than 600C, a few
of these regulators failed to recover with the specified load current.
Negative regulators with date codes 78XX were also tested and passed
the voltage recovery test with a case temperature of 125*C.

Additional testing on the 76XX data code devices that failed the voltage
recovery test revealed that the input-to-output voltage differential is
very critical. For case temperatures above 600C and with a specified
load condition, these devices shut down when the input-to-output voltage
magnitude was greater than 20 volts. None of the tested negative voltage
regulators, with date codes 78XX, showed this anomaly.
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9.3 Conclusions

Start-up problems originally identified by GEOS in 1978 apparently were
due to the use of an uncontrolled ON-time duty cycle of the regulator,
causing random thermal shutdown to occur. Present testing indicates
that start-up problems do not exist with any regulators specified in
MIL-M-38510/115, /117, /118.

Voltage recovery problems may exist with devices from one vendor, having
date codes prior to 1978. Devices qualified to MIL-M-38510 will not
exhibit voltage recovery problems, which have been designed out by the
vendor in question.

Hot socket & emitter follower oscillations were resolved in the afore-
mentioned report. The findings and resolutions for these anomalies are
still valid.
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1/ For each device type, adjust RL for a typical load current of 5 mA.

2/ Adjust Vs IKn(min)I far the device type under test. Close switch Sl and
observe that the proper voltage is at V. Open SI.

3/ Repeat the conditions defined in l/ and 2/ with V. l Vin(max)J for
each device type under teat.

4/ For each device type, adjust RL for a load current of 350 mA or 500 mA
per Group 2.

5/ Repeat the conditions defined in 2/ and 3/ with the load current conditions
defined in 4/.

6/ For each device type, adjust RL for a typical maximum load current.

7/ Repeat the conditions defined in 2/ and 3/ with the load current condi-
tions defined in 6/.

8/ With S2 closed, repeat the conditions defined in 1/ through 7/.

Figure 9.1. Manually controlled start-up test circuit.
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